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ABSTRACT 

 

This dissertation project unpacks a micro- and macro-level behavioral quandary: 

the constraint of member-level motivations on majority party agenda setting strategies, 

existing in policy contexts that generate internal divisions within political parties.  In 

particular, I do this through the lens of immigration reform.  

At the micro-level, I explore the district-level mechanisms that drive House 

members’ voting behavior on roll-calls that expand/contract immigration rights.  I argue 

that the existing decision-making literature on immigration policy has paid scant attention 

to an important district-level factor: industry demand for immigrant labor. Models of 

legislative behavior surrounding immigration policy have, to date, largely focused on the 

descriptive characteristics of constituencies, often overlooking the moneyed interests that 

benefit from immigrant labor. The micro-level examines the interplay between district-

level industry preferences and district-level economic concerns relating to the presence of 

immigrants (e.g., welfare, healthcare, low-skill labor market). I analyze final passage, 

immigration-related roll-calls during the 88th to 112th Congresses. I find that the greater 

the district-level industry demand for immigrant labor, the more likely a House member 

is to expand immigration rights generally; and, as days to an election decrease, this effect 

is magnified.  Furthermore, the member’s party affiliation offers less predictive power 

(relative to other policy domains) regarding the member’s support/opposition to 

expanding immigration rights, especially in the modern era; thus, making parties unstable 

coalitions in immigration policy. 
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At the macro-level, I further examine the consequences of these individual-level 

forces on agenda setting strategies.  I unpack the strategic considerations of U.S. House 

majorities in structuring the agenda on immigration reform.  Subject to multiple, 

potentially competing principals, rank-and-file legislators often face difficult 

countervailing forces in this policy domain (e.g., well-organized lobbies, advocacy 

groups, and constituency pressures), all of which generate internal divisions within 

political parties.  These divisions present unique challenges to party leaders when setting 

the legislative agenda, as they seek to forward legislation that is likely to yield policy 

victories to a (relatively) cohesive majority party.  Under what conditions, then, does the 

majority party push immigration bills to the floor?  I rely on the logic of a cartelized 

agenda and conduct a multinomial logistic regression analysis, arguing that individual-

level dynamics affect support for policies, and the results of variation at the aggregate-

level increase support for bills to make it onto the agenda.  My findings support aid 

argument and offer important insights into the incremental changes that occur in the 

immigration policy domain. 

In totality, this project helps to bridge the legislative behavior and agenda setting 

literatures with the literature on public policy.  I look at these literatures through the lens 

of immigration policy – a unique and salient domain. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

CONGRESSIONAL BILL TEXT AS DATA: ESTIMATING AND SCALING AND 

IMMIGRATION POLICY SPACE IN THE PRESENCE OF UNSTABLE LEFT-RIGHT 

PARTY COALITIONS 

 

 

Introduction 

Immigration reform is a significant and salient topic.  From the extant literature, 

we know that immigration policy is often orthogonal to ideology (Kriesi, Grand, & 

Dolezal, 2012; Zolberg, 2006; Thchenor, 2002, 2008; Krikorian, 2005; Ruedin & 

Morales, 2016).  To better understand the micro- and macro-level determinants of 

members’ decisions surrounding immigration reform – what a “yea” and “nay” actually 

mean on roll-calls – it is useful to examine the contraction/expansion-oriented language 

within the bills legislators are voting on.  

I estimate and scale a left-right (contract-expand) immigration policy dimension 

by using a dataset (corpus) of 76 immigration-related Congressional bills, all associated 

with final passage votes.1  These bills span from the first expansionist era in the 1950s, 

through the restrictionist movements post-9/11, and beyond the modern comprehensive 

reform efforts to 2012 (Hunt, 2005).  Three different methods of estimation were 

employed to create the dimension: 1) the hand-coding bills (by section and in the 

aggregate) as either an expansion or contraction of immigration rights; 2) Wordfish, a 

scaling algorithm which estimates policy positions based on word frequencies in texts; 

and, 3) Principal Components Analysis (PCA), an unsupervised, dimensionality reduction 

 
1 As a note, final passage votes are not a required for any of these analyses.  They are employed here 

simply for my own purposes of future analyses.   
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algorithm, which quantifies the principal axes in a corpus and uses those axes to describe 

the corpus itself. 

Importantly, I find that these methods are highly correlative in their generation of 

a contract-expand domain in immigration policy.  Perhaps even more usefully, I find that 

the automated method dimensions perform in statistical models at least as well as the 

hand-coding dimension.  This is an important contribution for two reasons: efficiency and 

the novelty of the corpus genre under observation here: congressional bill text.   

Although scholars might conventionally laud hand-coding as the “gold standard,” 

not all projects can feasibly be hand-coded.  Therefore, for purposes of advancing the 

discipline, it is useful to understand the contextual performance of various automated 

methods within the burgeoning realm of automated text analysis.  Nevertheless, blindly 

engaging these automated methods is poor practice.  Consequently, both types of 

methods – manual and automated – are employed here in a novel pipeline to ensure the 

contract-expand immigration dimension is both defensible in terms of its reliability (the 

same language within and across congressional bills is coded the same way every time) 

and construct validity (what is intended to be measured is actually being measured).   

Given the problem-specific validation efforts undertaken here, it now seems the 

scaling “juice” might not always be worth the hand-coding “squeeze” when estimating an 

immigration policy dimension from congressional bill text.  The automated methods 

produce a sufficiently valid contract-expand immigration dimension.  Therefore, other 

scholars might choose to avoid some of the time-consuming processes associated with 

hand-coding, now being more acutely aware of the automated methods’ “pitfalls”.  
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Despite that several other scholars (Grimmer and Stewart 2013) have come to 

similar conclusions regarding the efficiency, validity, and reliability of automated 

methods, the corpus of congressional bills employed here remains a novel genre of text.  

Congressional bills as text have notable differences when compared to other text (corpi) 

types that have been subjected to similar scaling methods in previous studies (e.g., party 

manifestos and floor speeches).  It is also useful to have evidence that suggests 

congressional bill text as data can generate a sufficiently valid and reliable contract-

expand dimension across different methods of estimation.   

Literature Review: Comparing Methods 

 

Despite the widespread disagreement on how to conceptualize and measure a left-

right dimension (Benoit & Laver 2006, 2007; Proksch & Slapin 2010; Bakker et. al 2012; 

Budge & Meyer 2013; Franzmann 2013; Jahn 2014), many theories of legislative 

behavior and congressional agenda setting rely on the ability of researchers to place 

members and their respective parties in a policy space.  Although policy positions are the 

cornerstone of spatial modeling altogether – the “holy grail” of measurement in this 

context (Benoit & Daubler 2015) – the existing literature pays comparatively little 

attention to legislative behavior and congressional agenda setting within specific policy 

domains.  Conventionally, researchers have used roll-call votes to estimate the positions 

of individual legislators (Poole and Rosenthal 1997; Clinton, Jackman, and Rivers 2004; 

Hix, Noury, and Roland 2005); and, elite behavior is predominantly explained by 

aggregating over large swaths of votes.  The argument about this methodology is that 

parties generally function as relatively cohesive coalitions within policy domains – vote 

cleavages are almost always the same, with nearly all members of a given party voting 
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together – therefore, ideology is often a single-dimension determinant (i.e, policy votes 

are often predictable in liberal-conservative terms).   

Immigration, nevertheless, is dissimilar.  Parties “face cross-cutting cleavages that 

affect their core constituencies,” ultimately creating unstable coalitions (Pearlmutter 

1996, p. 337).  The argument advanced here is that researchers will not be able to 

understand the micro- and macro-level determinants of members’ decisions surrounding 

immigration reform until they unpack what a “yea” and “nay” actually mean on a 

recorded vote.  Given the contraction/expansion-oriented language within the bills, what 

do votes represent as a matter of legislators’ true policy preferences?   

To date, political scientists have used party manifestos (Gudbrandsen 2010, 

Ruedin 2013, Ruedin and Morales 2016), house debates (Kalaf-Hughes 2013), and 

legislative speeches (Tzelgov and Olander, 2018) to scale parties on immigration, and 

they have characterized immigration-related Congressional bills as “contractions” or 

“expansions” of immigration policy for various research purposes (Wong 2016, Tichenor 

2002, Hunt 2005, Gonzalez and Kamdar, 2000, Fetzer 2006).  Scholars have not, 

however, used immigration-related congressional bills to scale an immigration policy 

dimension, and where they have dichotomized subsets of bills (contract/expand), the 

methodological technique for doing so was scantly validated (Wong 2016).     

Many of the scaling methods employed by these researchers have focused on 

hand-coding rubrics (The Comparative Manifesto Project [CMP], Gudbrandsen 2010, 

Wong 2016); few of the scaling methods have employed machine learning techniques 

alone to achieve the same end (Kalaf-Hughes 2013, Tzelgov and Olander 2018) – more 

have done a combination of both (Lowe and Benoit 2013, Ruedin 2013, Ruedin and 
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Morales 2016, Budge and Pennings 2007, Benoit and Laver 2007).  Despite the variety of 

methods, hand-coding (as applied in text analysis) is generally lauded as the gold 

standard and for good reason: it is valid and reliable.  While computers and algorithms 

can pick up trends in data (including text as data), they have no true sense of the intended 

“meaning” of language – its “context.”  As Budge and Pennings (2007, p. 121) argue, 

“we can hardly substitute [automated methods] for hand-coding (…) without being sure 

of their validity and reliability;” and, as Grimmer and Stewart (2013, p. 271) implore, we 

must “validate, validate, validate!”  What follows is an overview of the methodological 

techniques employed throughout the extant literature on immigration policy.   

Hand-Coding 

 

Although the process of hand-coding is hardly novel when using text as data 

(Laver & Budge 1992; Laver, Benoit, & Garry 2003; Slapin & Proksch 2007, 2008, 

2010), the hand-coding of immigration-related documents as either contraction/expansion 

has been comparatively limited to that of the hand-coding of party manifestos (The 

Comparative Manifesto Project [CMP], Gudbrandsen 2010) and the dichotomization of 

Congressional bills (Wong 2016).   

The CMP is arguably the most well-known and widely used method for 

generating party positions based on hand coding (Slapin & Proksch 2008, Budge & 

Pennings 2007, Ruedin & Morales 2016).  In short, the CMP has created 56 issues, each 

of which fall into seven major categories – including immigration as either “positive” or 

“negative.”2  In terms of generating party positions, the CMP then codes the number of 

quasi-sentences that fall into each issue.  After coding, the CMP then divides by the total 

 
2 The CMP’s definitions of “positive” and “negative” can be read about in “The Corpus” section below.   
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number of quasi-sentences in the manifesto, controlling for length.  The percentage of 

total sentences that fall into an issue becomes the score for each individual party, for each 

individual issue.    

Despite the widespread use of the CMP, Gudbrandsen (2010) develops an 

independent rubric for coding party manifestos as either “restrictive” or “liberal.”3  In so 

doing, he addresses whether governments decide the size and composition of immigration 

by analyzing party manifesto statements about refugee migration (including asylum 

seekers).  He specifically looks at the seven parties represented in Norwegian parliament 

(1985-2005).  Per his method of mapping party positions on refugee migration, he finds 

that the views of Norwegian parties are far from cohesive.  In fact, the Conservative Party 

adopted the most “restrictive” stance in its manifestos, ultimately admitting the smallest 

number of refugees (relative to other ruling parties).  Meanwhile, he finds no significant 

difference between the Labour Party and more centrist governments, despite that the 

former had espoused much more “liberal” preferences in manifestos.   

In a project most akin to the one here, Wong (2016) analyzes all immigration-

related legislation voted on in the House and Senate from 2005 to 2014.  While focusing 

on supply-side factors (i.e., nativity, occupation/industry, race, education and 

geographical proximity to the U.S.-Mexico border) as determinants of legislators’ 

behavior, he ultimately dichotomizes the universe of bills as “restrictive” or 

“permissive.”4  The vote types under observation include final passage votes, votes on 

amendments, and votes on motions and resolutions; models are run in the aggregate and 

 
3 This rubric can be read about in the “Data and Methods” section below.   
4 Wong’s (2016) definition of “restrictive” and “permissive” can be read about in “The Corpus” section 

below.   
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then in disaggregated by bill type subsets.  The universe of bills was acquired from 

Congress.gov via keyword search, and included the following terms: “immigration,” 

“immigrant(s),” “alien(s),” “refugee(s),” “vias(s),” “border security,” “immigration 

enforcement,” “E-Verity,” “employer sanctions,” “citizenship,” and “deferred action.”  

Once acquired, the bills were then categorized as: legal admission, border security, 

interior immigration enforcement, or immigrant integration; from there, they were then 

dichotomized as “restrictive” or “permissive.”  Two researchers were assigned to each 

piece of legislation.   

However, it is unclear how the researchers worked to validate the coding scheme 

– for example, it is unclear what happened if/when researchers differed on coding 

outcomes or encountered a “moderate” bill.  Wong, however, still finds that large 

foreign-born populations are statistically significantly related to decreased support for 

restrictive immigration policies, and the foreign-born noncitizen population does not 

decrease support for restrictive immigration policies.    

Wordfish 

 

Scholars have long realized the massive costs (both time and money) associated 

with hand-coding even moderately sized corpuses – let alone large sized corpuses.  

Throughout the past twenty-years, scholars have worked diligently to overcome some of 

those burdens via automated text analysis methods.  Although automated text-based 

scaling is comparatively new, several scholars have employed Wordfish – a word-scaling 

algorithm used to estimate political positions from text on a single dimension (Slapin & 

Proksch 2008) – within the immigration policy domain.   
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Kalaf-Hughes (2013), for example, explores what factors motivate a member to 

take a position on immigration by employing Wordfish on floor debates from two bills 

seeking to “restrict” immigration; the bills are from the 104th and 109th Congress, 

respectively.  As she argues – and as I agree – studies of legislative behavior often rely on 

analyses of roll-calls, but roll-calls can ignore variation in legislator positions that may 

not be conveyed through a recorded vote itself.  Interestingly, she finds “the factors 

influencing legislative speech have changed over time, with institutional motivations 

playing a greater role than constituent preferences in determining positions; and, the issue 

[of immigration] has become increasingly polarized with Republican members becoming 

more conservative in their speech over time, while Democrats less so” (Kalaf-Hughes, p. 

488).  Although Kalaf-Hughes had an a priori classification of restrictionist legislation, 

Wordfish became particularly useful when parsing out the partisan positions articulated in 

the floor debates on the bills themselves.  This is especially interesting when we consider 

how immigration is widely accepted to be a cross-cleaving policy domain.   

Similarly, Tzelgov and Olander (2018) employ Wordfish to derive estimates of 

MPs’ positions on immigration in the Swedish Riksdag.  They scale over 5,000 

immigration-related speeches taking place from 2005 and 2016.  They find that these 

speeches can best be ordered between two poles: “socioeconomic responsibility” and 

“cultural difference.”  Socioeconomic responsibility-related speech is associated with 

words like “refugee,” “reception,” and “accommodation;” cultural difference-related 

speech is associated with words like “extremism,” “terrorism,” and “crime.”5  Although 

the Swedish Riksdag is outside of the scope of American immigration policy analysis 

 
5 See Tzelgov and Olander (2018, p. 559) for the top 25 words associated with each respective pole.   
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here, it is conceivable that the United States’ scaled contract-expand poles on 

immigration would reflect something quite similar. 

Hand Coding + Wordfish 

 

Necessarily, unsupervised scaling models like Wordfish have fewer direct 

methods for validation (Grimmer and Stewart 2013, Lowe and Benoit 2013), and 

validating ideological scalings requires “numerous and substance-based evaluations” 

(Grimmer and Stewart 2013, p. 271).6   Ruedin (2103) and Reudin and Morales (2016), 

however, do precisely that.  Ruedin (2013) examines different methods for obtaining 

party positions in Switzerland for elections between 1995 and 2011: pooled expert 

surveys, manual coding of party manifestos with a conventional codebook, manual 

coding of manifestos using check-lists, and automatic coding of manifestos using 

Wordscores and a dictionary of keywords respectively.  She finds that most methods 

correlate highly and differentiate the same order of party positions – that is, the five 

largest Swiss parties are ranked appropriately from “liberal” to “conservative;” but, they 

do not place the parties in the exact same position.  Furthermore, Wordscores did not 

measure party positions reliably.   

Ruedin and Morales (2016) continue similar work to position major political 

parties in Austria, Belgium, France, Ireland, the Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland and the 

United Kingdom (between 1993 and 2013) on immigration.  To position the parties, they 

employ manual and automated coding methods across 283 party manifestos.  They find 

“high levels of consistency between expert positioning, manual sentence-by-sentence 

coding and manual checklist coding, and poor or inconsistent results with the CMP, 

 
6 Unsupervised simply means that the method methods do not require an a priori definition of the 

components of interest; supervised methods do.   
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Wordscores, Wordfish and the dictionary approach;” they laud manual coding using 

checklists, as it offers “resource efficiency with no loss in validity or reliability” (Ruedin 

and Morales 2016, p. 303).  The use of coding checklists is still time consuming 

compared to automated methods, however. 

Outside of the immigration policy subsystem, other scholars have taken a mixed-

methods – automated plus manual – approach to validation and had greater success.  

Lowe and Benoit (2013) examine legislative debates over the 2010 Irish budget by 

employing Wordfish’s model of latent text traits and then comparing the results to 

systematic human judgements of the texts as a standard for validity.  They find that 

“while there are many linguistic reasons to recognize the drastically simplifying 

assumptions of this model's word generation process as wrong, the model nonetheless 

produces sufficiently valid results to be extremely useful as a measurement model of 

latent political traits” (Lowe and Benoit 2013, p. 300).  Stated differently, they 

acknowledge that these models may be “wrong,” but they are not necessarily wrong 

enough to keep scholars from obtaining valid measures in pursuit of the “truth.” 

The work that follows is akin to that of Lowe and Benoit (2013).  I develop a 

research design that recognizes automated methods may be “wrong” – but not to the 

extent that they are without great utility.  Although plenty of scholars have relied on 

hand-coding techniques to scale and dichotomize immigration-related documents, there is 

a point at which hand-coding large-scale datasets is computationally impossible (absent 

an abundance of time and/or funding).  In the project at hand, I explore how effective 

Worfish is at scaling the immigration policy dimension of a corpus that has already been 

scaled by hand and subjected to tests of inter-coder reliability.   
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My findings suggest that Wordfish surely has some “pitfalls” – it will lose 

contextual clarity and miscode some bills as a result – but it ultimately allows us to 

capture dynamics that are sufficiently, reliably consistent with that of a hand-coding 

approach – its “promise” (Grimmer and Steward 2013).   

I further validate the Wordfish dimension by running a Principal Components 

Analysis (PCA) on the same corpus; I achieve reliable and replicable results.  There is, 

however, one major caveat to my dimension scaling design: using automated methods 

like Wordfish and PCA necessarily requires some degree of “supervision.”  While both 

Wordfish and PCA will return a continuous dimension, there is no way to dichotomize 

this dimension absent hand-coding.  That is, one must at – at least – partially hand-code a 

subset of a corpus to facilitate the imposition of a “cut pout” (i.e., a point that 

differentiates between the contractionist and expanstionist poles of the dimension).  Such 

“supervision” not only begins the validation process – “the blind use of any method 

should be avoided” (Grimmer and Stewart 2013, p. 271) – but it also allows researchers 

to dichotomize a continuous scale.  

To be clear, my innovation is not one of measurement quality; it is about 

efficiency, with some possibility that I am losing measurement capability with automated 

methods – but not enough to invalidate the results of post-automated analysis models.  In 

short, I join Grimmer and Stewart (2013) in employing a more efficient (also valid and 

reliable) way to scale text.  What makes my research unique, however, is that my corpus 

is composed of documents from a novel genre of text: congressional bills.  Congressional 

bills have not been scaled in this manner before, and they are markedly different from 
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other document types that have (i.e., party manifestos and floor speeches).  Why does 

novelty of this genre matter?   

1) Arguably, congressional bills have different lexical and syntactical structures 

when compare to other text types.  This has implications for preprocessing the 

text to optimize the Document Term Matrix (DTM).7   

2) Outside of bills associated with final passage votes, it is not always 

abundantly clear why bills are introduced in the first place.  Is it credit 

claiming?  Position taking?  Good public policy?  Other text types can have an 

inherent and more explicit intent. 

3) Furthermore, numerously many more congressional bills can emerge under 

the same window of observation than other text types.  Take party manifestos, 

for example.  During the time period under investigation here, it is hugely 

improbably that an equal number of immigration-related party manifestos 

emerged in the United States during the same time.  

In sum, these points of difference speak to the need to be able to verify the applications of 

these automated scaling methods within the legislative context of congressional bills.   

What follows is a further examination of the corpus employed here, as well as the 

rigorous pre-processing techniques exercised therein.    

The Corpus 

 

Conceptualizing and tailoring the corpus is an issue of measurement and 

something that requires significant time and thought.   Problem-specific analysis and 

 
7 Which I will explain in greater detail later.   
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validation techniques are heavily subject to the input specifications of the corpus on the 

front end of the analysis. 

Conceptualizing an Expand-Contract Dimension 

 

Conventional conception of the existing immigration policy political space 

positions parties on a restrictive/anti-immigration versus a liberal/pro-immigration 

continuum (Tichenor 2002, Hunt 2005, Baumgartner and Jones 2005, Gudbrandsen 2010, 

Ruedin and Morales 2016).8  These positions on immigration, however, are a key 

component of new cleavages that do not fully overlap with the left-right divide (Kriesi, 

Grand, & Dolezal 2012).  For example, Democrats may court the Latino vote through 

support of liberal immigration policy.  However, Democrats may also be restrictive 

because of traditional ties to unions, suggesting that foreign guest-workers would have an 

adverse impact on the working conditions of natives.  Not dissimilarly, Republicans may 

support politics that promote cheap labor, but often take the hardline approach to 

restrictionist immigration policy, arguing based on a redistributive issue: immigrants 

entering under guest-worker programs would be “poor, uneducated, and easy targets of 

discriminations” – likely needing public aid at some point (Kalaf-Hughes 2013, Gimpel 

& Edwards, Jr. 2009).   

Broadly speaking, much of immigration policy is about alien rights/admissions.  

We can generally conceive of “Contractionist”/“Expansionist” immigration policy as 

follows in Table 1 below (Tichenor 2002): 

 

 

 
8 As the literature suggests, this can be a single continuum or a multi-dimensional space, given that 

immigration and integration policies bundle a complex set of – sometimes contradictory – sub-issues 

(Ruedin and Morales, 2016).   
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TABLE 1: “Contractionist/Expansionist” Immigration Policy 

 Contractionist Expansionist 

Alien Rights Restricted/Reduced Maintained/Liberalized/Expanded 

Alien Admissions Restricted/Reduced Maintained/Liberalized/Expanded 

 

More specifically, however, the literature argues that there are three enduring issues in 

immigration policy, and these three enduring issues lend themselves to a polarity as 

follows in Table 2 (Hunt 2005). 

TABLE 2: Three Enduring Issues in Immigration Policy 

National Security 
Steady/Reliable Labor 

Source 
Humanitarian Effort 

Contract Expand  >  Contract Expand 

 

To generalize at that level, however, would be incorrect in some instances, and for 

purposes of systematization, it is worthwhile to gain a sense of how other scholars have 

characterized legislation.   

Wong (2016, p. 168), for example, dichotomizes immigration-related legislation 

as “restrictive” or “permissive” for a large-n study, and characterizes legislation as 

follows: 

Restrictive immigration-related legislation is defined as policy that more strictly regulates 

immigrant or non immigrant admissions, reinforces or expands on the exiting 

immigration control efforts by enhancing external border security or interior immigration 

enforcement, or legislation requiring stringent citizenship, residency, or other 

requirements for matters relating to immigrant integration, including efforts to restrict 

certain categories of immigrants from social services or other public efforts, as well as 

efforts to limit the ability of undocumented immigrants to adjust their immigration status 

 

Permissive immigration-related legislation is defined as policy that eases restrictions on 

immigrant or non-immigrant admissions, contracts or adds oversight to external border 

security or interior immigration enforcement efforts, or facilitates immigrant integration, 

including expanding the access that certain categories of immigrants have to social 

services or other public benefits, citizenship acquisition, or efforts to provide legal 

immigration status to undocumented immigrants.   

 

Meanwhile, other scholars have used specific bills either as case studies, either 

highlighting their polarity and extremity, or using them as indicators of 
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contractionist/expansionist periods of time throughout history.  These case studies are 

useful for further conceptualizing what it means to contract/expand immigration reform.   

Kalaf-Hughes (2013, p. 494), for example, does the former and characterizes H.R. 

2202 – Immigration Control and Responsibility Act (104th Congress), and H.R. 418 – 

The REAL ID Act of 2005 (109th Congress), as restrictions of immigration policy.  Both 

bills seek to restrict immigration by “increasing penalties for smuggling and fraud, 

increasing border patrol efforts, and with the REAL ID act, specifying nationwide 

standards for state driver’s licenses and identification cards.”  As she goes on to suggest, 

the 109th Congress was associated with a series of “restrictive, anti-immigration measures 

whose sponsor [James F. Sensenbrenner, Jr. (R-WI-5)] argued would control illegal 

immigration into the United States.”  Similarly, the 104th Congress and the issue of 

immigration garnered national attention in the wake of California’s Proposition 187, 

which “sought to deny undocumented immigrants access to social services such as non-

emergency medical care and education.” 

Gonzalez and Kamdar (2000, p. 127) also analyze H.R. 2202 – Immigration 

Control and Responsibility Act (104th Congress) in an effort to explain restrictionist 

immigration policy, or what “closes the doors on immigration.”  They argue that this bill 

“aimed to deny almost all benefits to illegal aliens” by increasing funding for Border 

Patrol, implementing harsher sanctions for illegal immigrants, requiring higher income 

requirements for sponsorship of immigrants, and limiting public assistance for both legal 

and illegal immigrants.  They, too, cite California’s Proposition 187 as a driving force 

behind the H.R. 2202, and contend that the national controversy over Proposition 187 
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likely “influenced Senator Alan Simpson and Representative Lamar Smith to implement 

a comprehensive package of restrictions on both legal and illegal immigration.”   

In another example of contractionist immigration policy, Fetzer (2006) uses H.R. 

4437 – Border Protection, Antiterrorism, and Illegal Immigration Control Act of 2005 as 

an extreme case: an “enforcement only” bill devoid of “pro-immigrant” provisions.  

Although the bill only passed the House, it would have ultimately mandated the 

construction of 700 more miles of “reinforced fencing” along the U.S.‐Mexican border, 

expanded the Basic Pilot program's electronic verification of Social Security Numbers to 

include all employees, and eliminated the visa lottery program.  Fetzer (2006, p. 698) 

further acknowledges two particularly restrictionist provisions of the bill: one, which 

would have made “illegal presence” in the United States an “aggravated felony” instead 

of a civil offence; the other, which would have subjected a person who “assists, 

encourages, directs, or induces” an undocumented immigrant to “reside in or remain in 

the United States” to up to five years in prison.    

Hunt (2005) deviates from the abovementioned cases of extreme contraction and 

instead focuses on the five major amendments to the 1952 McCarran-Walter Act (all of 

which became public law) and uses them as general indicators of 

contractionist/expansionist periods in history.  As Hunt (2005) details, the first 

amendment to the McCarran-Walter Act was the 1965 Hart-Cellar Act, which marked the 

first major change in (or expansion of) immigration policy since the establishment of the 

infamous race-based quota system in the 1920s.  This act moved attention from a 

problem of controlling “unwanted migration” from southern Europe and Asia (China and 

Japan) to the new issue dimension of defining immigration as a matter of family 
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unification.  Prior to 1965, however, twentieth immigration policy was restrictionist in 

nature.  For example, the 1924 National Origins Quota Act banned some nationalities 

altogether (China and Japan) and set migration quotas for eligible countries to 1/6th of 

one percent of country nationals who had resided in the U.S., as recorded by 1890 and 

1910 censuses. 

The 1965 Hart-Cellar Act, however, liberalized (or expanded) immigration policy 

“unprecedented ways.”  The Act replaced national origins quota with a seven-tier 

preference system, primarily devoted to determining migration levels based on different 

kinship relationships.  It also opened the door to fundamental changes in the size and 

composition (in terms of country of origin) of migration flows; shifted the policy focus 

from “national-origins quota” to “family reunification quotas;” and, redefined 

“immigrant” and the “problem of immigration.”  Roughly 12 years later, the 1976 

Immigration Act further “liberalized” the visa system by applying the 20,000/country 

visa limits to the Western Hemisphere countries (an increase from previous limits); and, 

only four years after that, the 1980 Refugee Act kept with the liberalization trend, 

formalizing ad hoc policy toward refugee migration.  However, the extension of the 

20,000/country created an instant backlog of applications from Mexico and Latin 

America (Hunt 2005).   

Arguably, this “instant backlog” shifted the general tide of immigration policy 

back toward a more moderate space: The 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act 

(Lowell, Bean & de la Graza 1986; Brammer 1993, Gubins 1996, Leith 1997, Mobley 

VanHeerde 1997, Gimpel & Edwards 1997).  Scholarship widely acknowledges this bill 

as having one of the most profound impacts on immigration policy as a whole, despite 
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that it simultaneously sought to expand and contract immigration policy.  In fact, the 

impacts of the bill ultimately conferred benefits to undocumented immigrants but failed 

to stem the flow of undocumented immigration itself (Gimpel and Edwards, Jr. 1999).  

The amnesty provision of this law did not reduce unauthorized entry, and new migrants 

were hopeful of being granted citizenship themselves (Orrenius and Zavondy, 2003).  

Hunt (2005), however, continues to describe the bill as expansion, but does acknowledge 

it was the most “contractionist” of the public laws seen since the 1965 Hart-Cellar Act.  

The 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) changed the policy focus to the 

problem of “illegal immigration” and established employer sanctions to mitigate the pull 

of migrants to the U.S. for employment.   

Interestingly, however, the 1990 Immigration Act again moved toward more 

expansive policies (although, likely attempting to mitigate the failures of the IRCA).  The 

1990 Immigration Act significantly increased the overall ceiling for annual legal 

migration and addressed the composition change of immigrant flows by adding 

“diversity” visas designed to increase migration from Ireland.   

Although the extant literature suggests there is general cohesion around what 

contracting/expanding immigration policy means, studies scantly offer a systematic 

coding scheme for characterizing and dichotomizing Congressional bills.  In the Data and 

Methods section below, I discuss my design for doing so.  Before that can be done, 

however, a universe of bills – a corpus – must be readied.   

Tailoring the Corpus 

 

Using the contract/expand indicators from the literature, I ultimately estimate and 

scale a unidimensional, contract-expand immigration policy dimension by using a dataset 
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(corpus) of 76 immigration-related Congressional bills, all associated with final passage 

votes.9  I focus on final passage votes, as the extant literature has cited a distinction 

between House members’ voting on procedural measures and House members’ voting on 

final passage legislation (Cox & McCubbins 1993, 2005; Snyder & Groseclose 2000; 

Ansolabehere et al. 2001; Cox & Poole 2002; Roberts & Smith 2003; Jenkens et al. 2005; 

Lawrence et al. 2006; Roberts 2007; Theriault 2008, 2011).  According to Lawrence et al. 

(2006, p. 41), “although the majority party median dictates the floor agenda, legislators 

vote their sincere policy preference on final passage.”  Jessee and Theriault (2011, p. 

840) take this a step further and argue, “the Members’ partisanship is relatively more 

important on procedural votes and that Members’ constituencies are relatively more 

important on final passage votes”—this importance is largely due to “ constituency 

visibility.”  In other words, House members’ final passage votes are visible, they directly 

affect constituents, and House members are held responsible for these votes come 

reelection (Canes-Wrone 2002).  This scaling process is intended to help examine why 

members vote the way they do on final passage – what a what a “yea” and “nay” on 

rollcalls represent in terms of sincere preference – therefore I am interested in 

understanding the nature of the bills associated with these final passage votes, and the use 

of final passage votes is most appropriate, as votes prior to final passage are generally 

understood to reflect too much strategic calculation by the voter.  

The universe of 76 bills is a novel union of two sets of bills, from two different 

sources: Political Institutions and Public Choice (PIPC) and the Congressional Bills 

 
9 Importantly, the corpus I have selected here – one which focuses on final passage votes – is not at all a 

requirement to use these methods.  That is, one need not employ final passage votes alone in these methods.  

I have done so simply for purposes of my own future analyses.  If theoretically grounded, any type of vote 

could be employed akin to the way I have employed the final passage votes here.   
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Project, both of which code by topic.  From PIPC, topic codes 400 (Foreign Policy-

Immigration) and 916 (Agriculture-Farm Labor) were selected; from the Congressional 

Bills Project, topic codes 900 (Immigration – including issues of refugees and 

citizenship) and 529 (Labor – migrant and seasonal) were selected.  Again, both sources 

were then pared-down to final passage votes.  Interestingly, although perhaps 

unsurprisingly (given issues of inter-coder reliability – let alone coding across sources), 

the sources complied two differing sets of bills.  In other words, PIPC both included and 

excluded some bills the Congressional Bills Project did not, and vice-versa: the 

Congressional Bills Project both included and excluded some bills PIPC did not.  There 

was, of course, an intersection of bills common to both.  In an effort to compile the most 

robust universe, however, the union of bills produced by the two sources was included in 

the universe at hand.10   

To procure the bill text, a variety of methods were used.  For bills post-dating the 

100th Congress, text was readily available online at Congress.Gov; for bills pre-dating the 

100th Congress that also became Public Law, text was readily available online at 

Proquest Legislative Insight.  However, for bills that did not become public law and pre-

dated the 100th Congress, text was only available in the form of microfiche at federal 

depository libraries.11  The microfiche was then transferred to PDF on site.   

Once acquired, the bills were then analyzed using three methods of content 

analysis: 1) the hand-coding of bills (by section and in the aggregate) as either an 

 
10 The union produced 83 bills, however, three were dropped: 89-HR-9811, 105-HR-1428, and 109-S-686.  

The first was neither related to immigration nor farm labor; it was an agriculture bill.  The second did not 

achieve final passage and was miscoded by the original source.  The third was also neither related to 

immigration nor farm labor; it was about the “right to die.” 
11 I would like to thank The Free Library of Philadelphia for helping secure numerous Congressional bills 

whose dates spanned over a 60-year period. 
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expansion or contraction of immigration rights; 2) Wordfish, a scaling algorithm which 

estimates policy positions based on word frequencies in texts.  Importantly, the latter two 

methods (which are both automated methods of text mining) require significant pre-

processing of the raw data; and, 3) Principal Component Analysis (PCA), an 

unsupervised, dimensionality reduction algorithm, which quantifies the principal axes in 

a corpus and uses those axes to describe the corpus itself.  

Pre-processing the Corpus for Automated Methods: PCA & Wordfish 

 

Once the bills were procured, their text essentially became “raw” data.12  While 

one could use raw data for automated methods and arrive at some type of “result,” this 

type of practice is widely discouraged (Grimmer & Stewart, 2013).  “Pre-processing” the 

raw data, then, is the next step.  Pre-processing is a matter of scientific measurement, 

where one converts words into numerical values, ultimately creating a Document Term 

Matrix (DTM).  A DTM starts with a “Bag of Words” representation of the documents in 

a corpus (see Table 1).  The “Bag of Words” is then restructured into a matrix where, for 

each document, a researcher tracks the number of times a word “type” is present.  The 

number of times a word “type” appears (i.e., every instance of a word) is called a “token” 

(see below).  More specifically, each column represents one word “type” appearing in the 

corpus (there are as many columns as there are individual words [i.e., “types”] in the 

corpus), and each row represents a single document in the corpus (there are as many rows 

as there are documents in the corpus).  The value in each cell is simply the number of 

times a certain word [i.e., “token”] appears in an associated document.  In effect, the 

DTM is a frequency (i.e., “occurrence”) matrix that allows a researcher to perform more 

 
12Again, the “raw” state of the final passage bills being employed here is analogous to any other corpus at 

this stage.  Final passage votes and their associated bills are not required to use this method.      
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interesting analytics once it is constructed.  Nevertheless, one must pre-process and 

“clean” the raw data to ensure the DTM specification is as optimal as possible.  One must 

remove the “noise” that might otherwise muddy important type-token relationships.   

TABLE 3: Document-Term Matrix – A Visual 
 Word “Type” #1 Word “Type” #2 Word “Type” #3 

Document #1 “Token” count for Word 

“Type” #1 in Document 

#1 

“Token” count for Word 

“Type” #2 in Document 

#1 

“Token” count for Word 

“Type” #3 in Document 

#1 

Document #2 “Token” count for Word 

“Type” #1 in Document 

#2 

“Token” count for Word 

“Type” #2 in Document 

#2 

“Token” count for Word 

“Type” #3 in Document 

#2 

Document #3… “Token” count for Word 

“Type” #1 in Document 

#3 

“Token” count for Word 

“Type” #2 in Document 

#3 

“Token” count for Word 

“Type” #3 in Document 

#3 

 

As Denny and Spirling (2018) caution, however, the findings a researcher arrives 

at can be extremely sensitive to the preprocessing choices that researcher makes.  Thus, 

Denny and Spirling (2018, p. 168-170) encourage preprocessing in the following order 

(despite whether each step is adopted by the researcher) as a complement to the domain- 

and project-specific knowledge the research has: the removal of punctuation and 

numbers, the lowercasing of all letters in terms, the implementation of stemming, the 

removal of stopwords, the inclusion of n-grams, and the removal of infrequently used 

terms.   

• The removal of punctuation and numbers: by removing punctuation and 

numbers, along with special and white-space characters, researchers are 

essentially removing the “uninformative” from the corpus.  Although, it is 

appropriate to heed caution here, as sometimes the seemingly 

“uninformative” may have a domain- or project-specific relevance.   

• The lowercasing of all letters in terms: here, the logic is that lowercasing 

all terms has less of an adverse effect than maintaining capitalizations, 
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given that the first letter in each sentence is generally capitalized (at least 

in formal documents).  For example, automated methods will count “The” 

and “the” as two separate word “types” otherwise, thus increasing overall 

wordcount in the DTM unnecessarily.  Unless proper nouns have domain- 

or project-specific relevance, Denny and Spirling (2018) contend that 

lowercasing is a better pre-processing practice.  Furthermore, including 

the “uninformative” and “unnecessary” may attenuate the “signal” that 

models are drawing from more meaningful “tokens”; it may also slow the 

analysis of automated methods generally, as it can be burdensome on 

processors. 

• The implementation of stemming: stemming is employed as a “token” 

reduction technique, where words are shortened (i.e., “stemmed”) to their 

most basic form.  With this practice, words can also be combined, to some 

extent, which may ultimately be misleading.  As exemplified by Denny 

and Spirling (2018), “party”, “partying”, and “parties” all share a common 

stem “parti”, but “college students partying”, and “political parties” have 

vastly different meanings.   

• The removal of stopwords: stopwords are frequently used terms that 

convey relatively little information (e.g., articles, prepositions).  They can 

also be words that are likely only stylistic in nature, and removing them 

can improve model fit (Beauchamp, 2012).  Many software packages in R 

come with a “pre-baked” list of “common English stopwords,” however, it 
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can also be practical to create a “corpus-specific” list of stopwords that get 

removed as well. 

• The inclusion of n-grams: n-grams are combinations of words that 

facilitate context which would otherwise be lost if the words were left as 

“uni-grams” – that is, the uni-grams would be ambiguous compared to 

their n-gram combination.  For example, Antsen (2019) considers the bi-

gram, “gay_rights,” noting that “gay” and “rights” alone provide 

insufficient context for the automated methods inherent to his research.  

As Denny and Spriling (2018, p.170) argue, however, “extracting n-grams 

and adding them to the DTM can improve the interpretability of bag-of-

terms statistical analyses of text, but also tends to lead to an explosion in 

the vocabulary size, due to the combinatorial nature of n-grams” (i.e., bi-

grams, tri-grams, etc.).  Thus, the inclusion of n-grams is something that 

should, once again, be determined by the researcher according to domain- 

and project-specific utility.  

• The removal of infrequently used terms: infrequently used terms are 

nearly the obverse of stopwords, although they are removed for the same 

reason: they convey relatively little information.  Per Denny and Spirling 

(2018, p. 171), the rationale for removing them is twofold: “(1) 

theoretically, if the researcher is interested in patterns of term usage across 

documents, very infrequently used terms will not contribute much 

information about document similarity. And (2) practically, this choice to 
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discard infrequently used terms may greatly reduce the size of the 

vocabulary, which can dramatically speed up many corpus analysis tasks.” 

Relying on the pre-processing techniques of Denny and Spirling (2018), I pre-

processed the corpus of bills at hand with the main goal of paring-down to necessary 

information only.  Readying the “Bag of Words” for the PCA and Wordfish DTMs first 

required the removal of punctuation (including special symbols/characters and even 

white-space characters) and numbers.13  I then lowercased all tokens.  After lowercasing, 

I skipped stemming to avoid potentially lumping contextually mismatched root words 

together.  As an example, “immigrant” and “migrate” have the same root word “migr”.  

Although, an “immigrant” may “migrate,” the difference in lexical deployment between 

an individual (immigrant) and the movement from one country to another (migrate) is 

substantial, and reducing such words to “migr” alone would come at the cost of 

contextual loss – something machine learning inherently struggles with. 

The next pre-processing step involved the removal of stopwords.  I not only 

removed a set of “common English stopwords” (found in the TM package in R), but I 

also removed a set of corpus-specific stopwords as well.    Recall that stylistic words 

often convey relatively little information.  The stylistic language of Congressional bills 

can include phrases like the following: “amending” a “section,” “striking” a “paragraph,” 

and “inserting” a “provision.”  Therefore, the following words appeared extremely 

frequently throughout the corpus, but because they reflected neither the political nor the 

ideological nature of the dimension of interest, they were removed: 

 
13 Interestingly, in my earliest Wordfish psi-beta model outputs (described in the pages to follow), I had not 

fully developed my pre-processing techniques.  Subsequently, I inadvertently modeled special characters, 

which appeared at the “legs” of the Eiffel tower-looking output.  Thus, these characters were rare, however, 

present.   
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TABLE 4: List of Corpus-specific Stopwords: 
act appropriations date introduced sec sub 

add assembled deleted mr secretary subs 

adding attorney designating note section subparagraph 

amended bill effective noted sections subparagraphs 

amending chapter enacted para senate subsection 

amendment cited enactment paragraph shall subsections 

amendments clause end paragraphs short title 

america code general provision stat united 

appropriation committee house redesignating states year 

appropriated congress inserting representatives striking years 

The next pre-processing step involved the consideration of n-grams.  Although n-grams 

might have been useful theoretically, I opted out of including them, as the n-grams of 

interest were likely sensitive to time-specific meaning.  For example, the word “alien” 

has changed in meaning over time.  A useful bi-gram approach might have been to 

include “alien” and its attendant adjectives – that is, “[adjective] + alien”: illegal, 

resident, undocumented, nonimmigrant, etc.  However, this would have still failed to 

account for the period-specific context in which the big-grams were employed.14     

Although the last preprocessing step involves the removal of infrequently used 

terms, their removal was handled differently between PCA and Wordfish – this is the 

point at which the DTMs employed between the two models diverged.  The Wordfish 

code (found in the Austin package in R) comes with an optional “sparsity” setting, which 

is ultimately controlled by the researcher under the following presumptions: (1) including 

too many extremely infrequently used terms can cause poor model fit and/or overfitting; 

(2) the presence of several instances of an infrequent word (i.e., a word that is only 

employed only a few times across very few documents) contributes comparatively strongly to 

placement in the poles of the document scaling scheme (as I will discuss in the “Data and 

 
14

 A plausible extension of the work here would be to employ the model of König et al. (2013), who look at 

time-specific contexts with a dynamic latent variable. 
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Methods” section below).15  Absent intervention, however, PCA has no sparsity control 

option.  Similarly, PCA neither controls for document length nor word frequency (nor 

sparsity), which is one of the hallmarks of Wordfish.  To make the DTMs employed 

between the two models as comparable as possible, I imposed two interventions on the 

PCA DTM.  These interventions can be read about in the “Data and Methods” section 

below.   

The aim of employing automated methods (Wordfish and PCA) is to produce a 

dimension that estimates and scales a contract-expand immigration policy dimension – 

and to do so efficiently and reliably, as some corpuses necessarily become impractically 

large to hand-code.  However, to validate the estimates of the latent traits from the textual 

data, I needed to fist develop a reliable design and method for hand-coding the bills.  The 

hand-coding results will serve as the “truth” and a benchmark for which to compare the 

automated methods against.  The rigorous process of hand-coding can be found below.   

 

Data and Methods 

 

Hand-coding:  Section-by-section and in the Aggregate 

 

As abovementioned, the process of hand-coding is hardly novel when using text 

as data (Laver & Budge 1992; Laver, Benoit, & Garry 2003; Slapin & Proksch 2007, 

2008, 2010), and, the CMP is arguably the most well-known and widely used method for 

generating party positions based on hand-coding (Slapin & Proksch 2008, Ruedin & 

Morales 2016).  As far as immigration is concerned, the CMP coding rubric for 

 
15 Wordfish will not allow a DTM to be excessively sparse, as the model will fail to converge.  Therefore, 

the sparsity setting primarily removes terms that appear as “0” in the DTM.   
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contract/expand, or “Immigration: Negative” and “Immigration: Positive,” is as follows 

(CMP, 2014 5th Edition Codebook):16  

Immigration: Negative (coded 601.2):  

“Statements advocating the restriction of the process of immigration, i.e. accepting new 

immigrants.  Might include statements regarding, immigration being a threat to national 

character of the manifesto country; ‘the boat is full’ argument; or, the introduction of 

migration quotas, including restricting immigration from specific countries or regions, 

etc.”  This “Immigration: Negative” code is only concerned with the possibility of new 

immigrants.  For negative statements regarding immigrants already in the manifesto 

country, codebook users are asked to refer to, 608.1. 

 

Code 608.1 is a “General” code.  It states, “The enforcement or encouragement of 

cultural integration. Appeals for cultural homogeneity in society.”  However, 608.2, 

“Immigrant Integration: Diversity,” is arguably more informative for purposes of the 

project at hand: “Statements favouring the idea that immigrants keep their cultural traits; 

voluntary integration; state providing opportunities to integrate.  This “General” code is 

only concerned with immigrants already in the manifesto country.  For positive 

statements regarding the possibility of new immigrants, users are asked to refer to, 602.2. 

 

Immigration: Positive (coded 602.2):  

“Statements favouring new immigrants; against restrictions and quotas; rejection of the 

‘boat is full’ argument.  Includes allowing new immigrants for the benefit of the 

manifesto country’s economy. This “Immigration: Postivie” code is only concerned with 

the possibility of new immigrants.  For positive statements regarding immigrants already 

in the manifesto country, codebook users are asked to refer to, 607.1. 

Code 607.1 is also a “General” code.  It states, “Favourable mentions of cultural diversity 

and cultural plurality within domestic societies.  May include the preservation of 

autonomy of religious, linguistic heritages within the country including special 

educational provisions.  However, 607.1, “Immigrant Integration: Assimilation,” is again 

arguably more informative for purposes of the project at hand: “Calls for immigrants that 

are in the country to adopt the manifesto country’s culture and fully assimilate.  

Reinforces integration.”  This “Immigration Integration: Assimilation” code is only 

concerned with immigrants already in the manifesto country.  For negative statements 

regarding the possibility of new immigrants, codebook users are asked to refer to, 601.2. 

 

The “Gold Standard” Revised: 

 

For purposes of developing a rubric to manually code my corpus of 76 bills, I 

relied on both the literature and the contract/expand indicators of the CMP codes.  I also 

borrowed heavily from Gudbrandsen (2010, p. 254-55), who focused on the relationship 

between party preferences presented to voters in party manifestos, and subsequently 

 
16 Importantly, Ruedin and Morales (2016) have found that using the historical codes of the CMP – that is, 

anything prior to the 2014 Fifth Edition Codebook – to capture party positions on immigration leads to poor 

estimations and considerable errors of placement; and, in many cases, CMP coding performed worse than 

other approaches.   
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coded the manifestos as either “restrictive” or “liberal.”  Additionally, I chose to use 

something tantamount to the CMP “quasi-sentence” approach in terms of coding the most 

reliably consistent portions of the bills.  In particular, Congressional bills are routinely 

structured (and pared-down) as follows: “Title ‘X’” (where X starts with Roman numeral 

I and increases by I where necessary), “Part ‘Y’” (where Y starts with the English 

alphabet letter A and increases by one letter where necessary), and “Sec. ‘Z’” (where Z is 

either a three or four digit number).  Although these sections are also often broken down 

into subsections, my expert reading of all 76 bills indicated that sections (“Sec. ‘Z’”) are 

rarely comprised of subsections of competing polarity.  Subsections are generally, 

uniformly polar.  After completing the coding by section, I then used a proportion 

scheme, tallying the total number of contract sections, and the total number of expand 

sections; thus, allowing the greater section proportion (in the aggregate) to indicate the 

polarity of the bill in its totality.   

In addition, a contract/expand dictionary of words and short phrases was 

simultaneously generated from the expert reading.  As section polarity was documented, 

so too were words and short phrases routinely associated.   

As a validity and reliability check on the Expert coding, two coders 

(undergraduate Research Assistants from Temple University) were asked to code the 

same subset of the universe of bills.  In particular, they were asked to code the same 40 

bills each by bill section (each “Sec. ‘Z’”) and in the aggregate (by proportion). 17  These 

Research Assistants were provided with written instructions, given a literature review of 

 
17 I would like to thank Taylor Allen (Temple University, 2019) and Steven Doncaster (Temple University, 

2019) for their work hand-coding and contributing to the dictionary.   
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bills defined as contract/expand, and then asked to use following rubric to ensure that 

each bill section was read and analyzed both similarly and consistently: 

Contraction: 

• The bill is described as “restrictive” or “strict”, or 

• states that the number of immigrants should be reduced, or 

• states that existing laws should be implemented “efficiently”, or 

• wants to limit the right or ability to immigrate (either in number permitted or 

physical barrier(s), or  

• states that asylum should only be given on the condition of return, or 

• focuses on reducing the abuse of the right to asylum, or  

• allocates additional resources to borders, or 

• creates additional levels of bureaucracy/government, or 

• decreases the availability of work visas (either high- or low-skill), or 

• increases barriers to naturalization, or 

• focuses on enforcement, or 

• reduces the rights of non-citizens generally. 

Expansion:  

• The bill is described as “liberal” or “humane,” or 

• states that the number of immigrants should be expanded (or maintained), or 

• states that an existing law should be interpreted liberally or to the benefit of the 

doubt, or 

• states that the right to immigration should be strengthened or extended to new 

groups (e.g., increasing or removing quotas), or 
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• promotes family reunification, or 

• reduces resources at borders, or  

• removes levels of bureaucracy/government, or 

• increases the availability of work visas (either high- or low-skill), or 

• decreases barriers to naturalization, or 

• increases the rights of non-citizens generally.   

For illustrative purposes, below are two excerpts of expansionist/contractionist bill 

sections:  

• Expansion: 106th Congress, H.R. 3244 – Sec. 1503.  Improved Access to 

Immigration Protections of the Violence Against Women Act of 1994 for Battered 

Immigrant Women 

o Special rule for battered spouse or child.  The Attorney General may 

cancel the removal of, and adjust to the status of an alien lawfully 

admitted for permanent residence, an alien who is inadmissible or 

deportable from the United States if the alien demonstrates that the alien 

has been battered or subjected to extreme cruelty by a spouse or parent 

[…].  

• Contraction: 109th Congress, H.R. 4437 – Sec. 202. Alien Smuggling and Related 

Offenses 

o Whoever […] assists, encourages, directs, or induces a person to come to 

or enter the United States, or to attempt to come to or enter the United 

States, knowing or in reckless disregard of the fact that such person  is an 

alien who lacks lawful authority to come to or enter the United States; […] 
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shall be punished [and] be imprisoned for not more than 5 years, or fined 

under title 18, United States Code, or both […].  

 

Employing the Revised “Gold Standard” 

 

Encouragingly, there are remarkably high correlations between Expert positions 

and Coder 1 and Coder 2.  In fact, the Expert positions correlate with both Coder 1 and 

Coder 2 at 95% for full bill text.  In other words, section proportions were consistent to 

the extent that bill polarity in its totality correlated nearly perfectly, thus demonstrating 

the effectiveness of the training the coders underwent.  Worth noting, however, Coder 1 

and Coder 2 correlate at the bill-level at slightly less: 92.5%.   

TABLE 5: Correlations: Between Expert and Coder 1 and Coder 2 on entire bill 

 Coder 1 Coder 2 

Expert .95 .95 

 

Although hand-coding is nearly unanimously revered as the “gold standard,” the 

literature offered minimal guidance for hand-coding Congressional bills systematically.  

While it is true that scholars generally agree about what characterizes 

contractionist/expansionist immigration-related documents (including bills), the work 

done here systematizes that process.  Nevertheless, that systematization is still subject to 

potential criticisms that are worth discussing.   

Consider the “Expansion” rubric which includes, “promotes family reunification.”  

Prima facie, it could appear that coders are intended to simply find the words “family 

reunification,” and classify the bill as Expansionist.  This is surely not the case.  Relative 

context and contextual clues are extremely important when coding contract/expand 

legislation.  Immigration policy in the United States has promoted family reunification 

for many decades, and the numbers of immigrants brought in under family reunification 
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annually are set by law.  The coders, however, were not trained to the extent that they 

were aware of these precise numbers of immigrants, as it would have been superfluous to 

their training process – it would not have been worth the time.  Bills necessarily provide 

sufficient contextual clues with words like “increase” and “decrease” (and other 

synonyms) describing things numerical quotas, the availability of visas, resources at the 

border, levels of bureaucracy, etc.  For demonstrative purposes, below is an example:  

• Contextual Clues: 98th Congress, H.R. 1510 – Sec. 111.  Immigration 

Enforcement Activities 

o It is the sense of Congress that an essential element of the program of 

immigration control and reform established by this Act is an increase in 

border patrol and other enforcement activities of the Immigration and 

Naturalization Service and of other appropriate Federal agencies 

To reiterate, coders were not simply looking for topics listed in the rubrics, but rather, 

they were looking for contextual clues relative to those topics to assign polarity.   

Moreover, coders also read the bills in chronological order, which ostensibly 

helped in the way of understanding the broader periods of “expansion” and “contraction” 

throughout history.  Therefore, it is maintained that contextual clues are sufficient for 

understanding whether the intention of a bill’s section is to expand or contract 

immigration policy.   

Additionally, it could be argued that the closer a bill comes to a 50/50 split, 

contract/expand, the more coding turns out to be an arbitrary exercise – one that could 

have just as easily been resolved with the flip of a coin.  However, in the corpus here, 

even bills like the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, which the literature 
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touts as being one of the “most moderate” immigration bills of all time, did not approach 

a 50/50 split (Lowell, Bean and La Garza, 1986).   

Furthermore, there is another potential limitation and criticism of this coding 

process.  Consider a bill that has one major contractionist section and three relatively 

minor expansionist sections – this might result in biased hand-coding, as the bill would 

have been coded 3:1 (in favor of expansion), despite that the major contratcionist 

provision should have accounted for “more” in the coding scheme, than the 

comparatively inconsequential expansionist sections.  .  Although this does not occur in 

the corpus at hand, one way to handle this would be to assess whether votes on 

substantive amendments took place.  If they did, perhaps a weighting scheme could be 

implemented to where the key sections could account for a greater proportion of the 

expand/contract total within the bill.  

Although the corpus here only contains final passage legislation, corpuses that 

expand to other various bill types might be subject to the text of bills that include 

instances of motions to recommit (MTR) – last chances for members to stop or amend a 

bill before it gets a final vote on the floor.  As an example, an expansionist bill might not 

pass unless defenders are permitted to add-on contractionist amendments.  Although it is 

rare for MTRs to pass, the proportion scheme could inaccurately weight the example bill 

as contractionist, despite that the bill is truly expansionist. 

Table 6 (below) provides comparative look at some of the “virtues” of hand-

coding, relative to other methods which have yet to be discussed.  The table’s columns 

represent the various methods under review here, while rows represent the assorted traits 

methods can be compared against.       
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TABLE 6: Scaling Methods: A Comparative Analysis 
Traits Hand-coding Wordfish PCA 

Speedy  X Yes Yes 

Requires supervision Yes X X 

-model output requires 

user interpretation 

X Yes Yes 

-relies on valence 

dictionary/ training 

documents 

Yes X X 

-requires precoding 

subset of documents 

X Not prima facie X 

-requires preprocessing X Yes Yes, also data cleaning 

& interventions 

-bag of words approach X Yes Yes 

Assumes words carry 

ideological meaning 

Yes Yes Not necessarily 

Controls for document 

length 

X Yes Only if imposed 

Controls for word 

frequency 

X Yes Only if imposed 

Controls for sparsity X Yes Only if imposed 

Dimensionality 

reduction 

X Assumes single 

dimension 

Yes 

Assists in eliminating 

issues of 

multicollinearity  

X X Yes 

Accounts for time-

specific contexts 

Yes X X 

Uses SVD algorithm  X Yes Yes 

Facilitates imposition of 

“cut point” 

Yes X X 

Can create a 

continuous dimension 

Yes Yes Yes 

Can create 

dichotomized 

dimension 

Yes Not prima facie Not prima facie 

 

As established, hand-coding is far from “speedy.”  On one hand, it necessarily requires 

supervision, which is to say it relies on “training documents.”  On the other hand, 

however, it can surely account for time-specific contexts, which automated methods 

cannot do.   

 In the pages to follow, I will explore how effective Worfish is at scaling the 

immigration policy dimension of this corpus that has already been scaled by hand and 
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subjected to tests of inter-coder reliability.  I will further validate the Wordfish dimension 

by running a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) on the same corpus.  

Wordfish 

 

Understanding Wordfish: 

As refined by Slapin and Proksch (2008, 2009, 2012), Wordfish is an 

“unsupervised” word-scaling algorithm used to estimate political positions from text on a 

single dimension.  “Unsupervised” simply means that it does not require an a priori 

definition of the dimension of interest.18  It differs from earlier automated methods like 

Wordscores (Laver, Benoit & Garry 2003), which are “supervised.”  Supervised 

automated methods simply require a greater level of human input, generally in the form 

of exogenous training documents, coding dictionaries, and/or reference texts with known 

positions.  

Although automated text-based scaling is relatively new, several scholars have 

employed Wordfish within the domain of immigration policy (Kalaf-Hughes 2013, 

Ruedin 2013, Ruedin and Morales 2016).  In brief, Wordfish is a Poisson-IRT model that 

uses an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm to retrieve maximum likelihood 

estimates for all parameters.  When given a DTM (constructed from a corpus of interest), 

Wordfish employs a parametric model of word frequencies, scaling the word counts to 

reduce the data to a single dimension (Kalaf-Hughes 2013).   As Slapin and Proksch 

(2008) argue, the Poisson distribution is preferred due the simplicity of its estimation: it 

 
18 To reiterate, PCA is also “unsupervised.” 
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has one parameter, λ, which is both its mean and variance (Slapin and Proksch 2009).19  

The functional form of their model is specified as follows:  

yij ∼ Poisson 

 λij = exp(αi + ψj + βj ∗ ϴi) 

 

Given the corpus at hand: 

• yij is the outcome the model is fitting: word frequency in the 

corpus, where i is a word “type”, j is a Congressional bill, and y 

the “tokenization” of i in j (per the DTM); 

• α is a set of Congressional bill fixed effects;  

• ψ is a set of word fixed effects;  

• β is an estimate of a word specific weight capturing the 

importance of word j in discriminating between bill polarity: 

contract/expand; and,  

• ϴ is the estimate of bill i’s position, which is the parameter of 

interest, as it produces the scaled dimension. 

In short, Wordfish uses four values (α, ψ, β and ϴ) to calculate a λij that is intended to 

predict yij (i.e., each cell value in the DTM) as closely as possible.  The estimation of the 

model occurs in four stages, with each stage being conditional on the previous, and a fifth 

stage being a repetition of earlier stages, which is oriented to model convergence: (1) the 

starting values are calculated [α, ψ, β and ϴ]; (2) the Congressional bill parameters are 

estimated [ϴ and α]; (3) the word parameters are estimated [ψ and β]; (4) the log-

 
19 This simplicity is presented as a virtue of Wordfish, however, as I will discuss in the pages that follow, it 

is arguably a limitation. 
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likelihood of the model is calculated; and, then (5) stages 2-4 are repeated until the model 

converges.  To elaborate on the stages:  

1. The starting values are calculated (α, ψ, β and ϴ), beginning with the fixed effects 

for bills and words (respectively, α and ψ).  In general, fixed effects are variables 

that are held constant (sometimes reflecting a relevant mean) across observations; 

they are not updated.  The same is true here, where the Congressional bill fixed 

effects (α) control for the possibility that some bills may be longer than others, 

and the word fixed effects (ψ) capture the fact that, within these bills, some words 

are used much more often than other words.   

a. As adapted from Proksch and Slapin (2009) to best explain the corpus-

specific model here, the starting values for word fixed effects (ψ) are 

obtained by calculating the logged mean count of each word; 

Congressional bill fixed effects (α) are obtained by taking the logged ratio 

of the mean word count of each Congressional bill, relative to the first bill 

in the dataset.20 

b. This begs the question of where the values for word weights (β) and bill 

positions (ϴ) come from in the first iteration. Importantly, these values are 

obtained from the word frequencies in the DTM (i.e., the value in each 

cell: yij), where the starting values for the word (ψ) and bill fixed effects 

(α) are subtracted from the logged word frequencies.  In the first iteration, 

then, the left and right-singular vectors from a singular value 

decomposition (SVD) of the DTM are used as starting values for ϴ and β 

 
20 The starting values are set relative to the first bill because this Congressional bill fixed effect is set to zero 

during the estimation in order to identify the model (Proksch and Slapin 2009). 
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(Proksch and Slapin, 2009).  I will explain this in greater detail in the 

paragraphs to follow.   

2. The Congressional bill parameters are estimated (α and ϴ) conditional on the 

expectation for the word parameters (see 1b above).  The log-likelihood is then 

maximized for each bill (i).21  Again, we only have starting values for the word 

parameters, given stage 1 where we subtracted those values for the fixed word 

effects (ψ) from the logged word frequencies.   

a. Explained differently, given word parameters, bill parameters are updated.  

Here, only ϴ is being touched; ϴ is simply one vector of values along the 

y-axis of the DTM.  With the starting values for the word parameters, the 

log-likelihood is maximized for each bill (j).  It essentially updates the 

log-likelihood, assessing how well the λ value (i.e., the outcome the model 

is fitting) is predicting that y value (i.e., an assessment of whether it was 

under- or over-estimated). 

3. Word parameters (ψ and β) are estimated conditional on the expectation for the 

Congressional bill parameters, which were obtained in stage 2 (Proksch and 

Slapin, 2009). 

a. This is essentially the same process as 2a but for word parameters. Here, 

only β is being touched; β is simply one value of vectors along the x-axis.  

With the starting values for the bill parameters, the log-likelihood is 

maximized for each unique word (i).    It essentially updates the log-

likelihood, assessing how well the λ value (i.e., the outcome the model is 

 
21

 In identifying the model in the first iteration, α1 is set to zero, the mean of all bill positions is set to zero, 

and the standard deviation of those bill positions is set to one (Proksch and Slapin, 2009).  
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fitting) is predicting that y value (i.e., an assessment of whether it was 

under- or over-estimated). 

4. The log-likelihood of the model is the sum of the individual word log-likelihoods 

(i) from stage 3, which are themselves calculated conditional upon the bill 

loglikelihoods (j) from stage 2 (Proksch and Slapin, 2009). 

5. With the updated expectations for the word parameters, Congressional bill 

parameters are re-estimated (stage 2).  Then, using those updated expectations, 

word parameters are re-estimated (stage 3).  This process iterates until 

convergence.22   

a. In sum, α and ψ are known in the first iteration because of fixed effects.  

The model then “guesses” at values for β and ϴ, generating a λ that does a 

“ok” job of predicting the y-value that is already known.  This process 

iterates, however, so that the errors become smaller, and β  and ϴ get 

pushed in the “true” direction.   

Again, the parameters of interest are the ϴ’s, the position of the bills, and the β’s because 

they allow us to analyze which words differentiate between contractionist and 

expansionist legislation; however, the primary parameter of interest is the former, as it 

allows us to capture the scaled expand/contract dimension of the bills – the ultimate goal 

of this exercise.   

Also worth discussion is the prior baked into the Wordfish algorithm: Wordfish 

assumes a Poisson distribution:  

 
22

 Convergence is measured as the sum of the differences of individual log-likelihoods from stage 4 

(relative to the total log-likelihood) between the current and the previous iteration (Proksch and Slapin, 

2009). 
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yij ∼ Poisson 

 

As noted earlier, Slapin and Proksch (2008) present Wordfish’s Poisson distribution as a 

virtue of the model.  Poisson processes are inherently parametric, involving only one 

parameter, which necessarily makes computation simpler.  However, the fact that the 

mean and variance are identical in the Wordfish estimation process is a limitation of the 

model, particularly as wordcounts (y) are likely to be over-dispersed.  Overdispersion 

indicates greater variability in data than would be expected given model assumptions.   

In a DTM, the assumption of the Poisson distribution is challenged by the 

variance displayed in the data.  For example, we could image that there are numerous 

instances of y-values of 0 – many word types go unused in many documents.  However, 

we could also imagine some word types being tokenized quite frequently in some 

documents – say, 30 times in a document (a y-value of 30).  As Wordfish’s Poisson 

distribution assumes an identical mean and variance, this presents a problem, especially 

when we consider that most words are likely only be tokenized between 2-3 times per 

document (if even that often).  A negative binomial distribution would better account for 

the dispersion at hand.  A negative binomial distribution does not assume that the mean 

and variance of the distribution are the same; it has one more parameter than Poission, 

allowing variance to operate independently of the mean.  Thus, for the count data 

observed here, a negative binomial model would be superior a Poission model.  

Unfortunately, to date, there is no iteration of Wordfish which assumes a negative 

binomial distribution.  Perhaps that would be a fruitful extension of this project.   

In addition, Wordfish has other limitations worth noting as well (revisit Table 3 

above).  On one hand, Wordfish is lauded for its unsupervised nature, as it theoretically 
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reduces human error.  On the other hand, however, Wordfish also relies on the 

assumption that words in a corpus carry ideological meaning – not merely stylistic ones 

(Ruedin and Morales 2016); and, where this assumption is not met (i.e., where the 

ideological dominance assumption fails to fit the data), some scholars have noted that 

Wordfish fails to retrieve the primary, ideological dimension of interest (Slapin, Proksch, 

and Thies 2011; Grimmer and Stewart 2013).  However, this is not to say that Wordfish 

fails to return a dimension; it is simply difficult to guarantee that the dimension has 

reliably identified ideological positions, as it is “unsupervised.”  In short, one should not 

assume the model output is reliable without having validated the corpus and the intended 

space to be identified.   

Despite this limitation, Wordfish is appropriate for the research at hand, especially 

as a robustness check on the hand-coding.  The hand-coding accounts for the above-

mentioned concern regarding the “unsupervised” output – although it does raise the 

question of whether Wordfish is truly “unsupervised” in the first place?  Nevertheless, the 

goal of the project is to isolate contract/expand legislation and then employ the 

contract/expand “ideology” to scale House members on one single dimension: 

immigration – something Wordfish is surely capable of.  Limitations aside, Wordfish 

remains a superior approach to PCA, particularly when the PCA model is run without 

intervention.  When intervened, however, PCA is incapable of producing robust results, 

as I will demonstrate in the next section.     

Employing Wordfish: 

As abovementioned, readying the PCA DTM involved the following steps: the 

removal of punctuation and numbers (and special/white-space characters), the 
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lowercasing of all letters in terms, and the removal of stopwords.  Using the pre-

processed corpus and DTM at hand, then, the Wordfish algorithm was implemented as a 

function in R, located in the “Austin” package.  Wordfish permits two polarity 

identification strategies: 1) Setting the mean of the bill positions (ϴ) to zero and the 

standard deviation to one (the default strategy), 2)  which also necessarily requires that 

two documents be indicated: ideally, two bills representing the poles of the dimension; at 

minimum, two bills, one of which is sure to have a more “contractionist” position (ϴ) 

than the other.  This process is not to be confused with “supervision.”  Here, the direction 

of the dimension is simply being indicated for purposes of model outputs and later 

interpretation.   

The next step requires setting convergence tolerance criterion, which involves 

stage 5 (a reiteration of previous stages) as outlined in the previous section.  The default 

convergence tolerance is to set to 1e-7, which is what was adopted here.  Ultimately, the 

model converged successfully.  Results can be found in the pages to follow.    

Principal Components Analysis (PCA): 

 

Understanding PCA: 

Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is a statistical method used to reduce the 

number of variables, or dimensions, in a dataset.  It has an enormous variety of 

applications across industries, areas and fields, including (but certainly not limited to): 

information technology (Evangelopoulos et al., 2012), customer profiling (Ferrari & 

Manzi, 2010), food science (Rezzi et al., 2007), banking and finance (Soto 2004; Barber 

& Cooper, 2012), healthcare (Kong et al., 2018), social psychology (Bain et al., 2015), 

and occasionally even elections (Rodrigues & Lima, 2009).  Despite that PCA is a 
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standard tool in modern data analysis, its employment in the realm of immigration policy 

is nonexistent up to this point.  Nevertheless, PCA is particularly useful for this project, 

as it is a simple, non-parametric method for extracting relevant information from datasets.  

In short, it reduces complex data to a lower dimension to “reveal the hidden, sometimes 

simplified structures that often underlie it” (Shlens 2014).  For purposes of this particular 

analysis, the aim is to produce a primary principal component that estimates and scales a 

contract-expand immigration policy dimension — hence, a simplified structure that 

ultimately underlies the complex corpus of 76 final passage immigration bills.   

To further explain PCA, it is an “unsupervised,” dimensionality reduction 

algorithm, which quantifies the principal axes in a corpus and uses those axes to describe 

the corpus itself.  In this context, “unsupervised” means that the method does not require 

an a priori definition of the components of interest.  “Dimensionality reduction” simply 

refers to the process of reducing the number of random variables under consideration; it 

is also a way of finding combinations of variables, extracting the variables of interest, and 

then employing them later in statistical models (if desired).   

Moreover, PCA is referred to as a “feature extraction” method that uses 

orthogonal (or perpendicular) linear projections to capture the underlying variance of the 

data.  The feature extraction combines input variables and then drops the “least 

important” of them, while still retaining the most valuable parts (Shelns, 2014).  Most 

significantly, these new variables post-PCA are all independent of one another, thus 

meeting the assumptions of a linear model: they are statistically linearly independent.   

Finally, PCA is also often considered to be a “scoring method”, housed under the 

Single Value Decomposition (SVD) algorithm.  SVD is a method of representing a 
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matrix as a series of linear approximations that uncover the underlying meaning-structure 

(or latent sematic structure) of the matrix.  Assume that matrix 𝐴 represents an 𝑚 𝑥 𝑛 

DTM (i.e., “occurrence”) matrix, where 𝑚 is the number of input documents and 𝑛 is the 

number of terms selected for the analysis.  The SVD algorithm computes the  𝑚 𝑥 𝑟 

orthogonal matrix 𝑈, 𝑛 𝑥 𝑟 orthogonal matrix 𝑉, and 𝑟 𝑥 𝑟 matrix 𝐷, so 𝐴 = 𝑈𝐴𝐷′ and 𝑟 

is the number of eigenvalues of 𝐴′𝐴 (Miner et. al, 2012).  Thus, the latent semantic space 

is captured.   

In sum, SVD ultimately produces projections that are scaled with the data 

variance.  The procedure for getting the principal components of the data matrix is as 

follows:  

• The first principle component is simply the normalized linear combination 

of the variables that has the highest variance. 

• The second principal component has the largest variance, subject to being 

uncorrelated with the first.  

• The third principal component has the next largest variance, subject to 

being uncorrelated with the first two. 

• And so on.  Hence, the projections are scaled.   

Again, the principal components produce linear combinations or dimensions of the data 

that are both extremely high in variance and are also uncorrelated.  

Conceptually, it might be useful to imagine two fitted lines amongst a cloud of 

data points in a Euclidean space.  The main principal component (PC1) corresponds to a 

line that passes through the multidimensional mean and minimizes the sum of squares of 

the distances of the points from the line.  The second principal component (PC2) 
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functions similarly; it, too, corresponds to a line that passes through the multidimensional 

mean and minimizes the sum of squares of the distances of the points from that line; 

however, all correlations with PC1 must be subtracted from the data points prior to it 

being fitted.  Here, the relationship between variance and information is such that, the 

larger the variance carried by a line, the larger the dispersion of the data points along it, 

and the larger the dispersion along a line, the more the information it has (Jaadi, 2020).  

Once these lines are fitted, PC1 becomes the new x-axis, and PC2 becomes the new y-

axis.  In effect, the original data in the Euclidean space must now be recast onto the new 

axes (PC1 and PC2); the data must be rotated. 

Recasting the data points onto the new axes requires the multiplication of the 

original data by eigenvectors.  Eigenvectors indicate the direction of the new axes – that 

is, the direction of the principal components.  First, however, the eigenvectors themselves 

must be determined.  Eigenvectors are used to summarize a cloud of data points in a 

multi-dimensional space.  In terms of PC1 and PC2, there are two eigenvectors (one per 

axis); eigenvectors and eigenvalues come in pairs.23  Each eigenvector corresponds to an 

eigenvalue, whose magnitude indicates how much of the data’s variability is being 

explained by its eigenvector (Keshvani, 2015).  Explained alternatively, eigenvalues are 

the coefficients attached to the eigenvectors, which indicate the amount of variance 

associated with each principal component.  Mathematically speaking, eigenvalue and 

eigenvector can be defined as follows: 

[𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥] 𝑥 [𝐸𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟] = [𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒] 𝑥 [𝐸𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟] 

 
23 As a note, each dimension is associated with a new eigenvector.  Here, I am only discussing the two 

primary components for illustrative purposes.   
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The eigenvectors indicate the direction of the principal components, PC1 and PC2, and 

the data are then multiplied by the eigenvectors to reorient the data onto the new axes.  

The reoriented data are referred to as a “score” (Keshvani, 2015).  In sum, the score, (i.e., 

PC1 and PC2 – the x- and y-axes, respectively), represents the two dimensions that are 

highest in variance yet also uncorrelated.   

 Here, however, I have merely discussed PC1 and PC2 for illustrative purposes.  

Ultimately, principal components are constructed as linear combinations of the initial 

variables, and there are as many principal components are there are initial variables (e.g., 

if you begin your analysis with 10 variables, or 10-dimensional data, you will conclude 

PCA with 10 principal components, and you will deduce 10 pairs of eigenvectors and 

eigenvalues along the way).  The original data are simply multiplied by eigenvectors until 

a total of 𝑝 principal components have been calculated, equal to the number of original 

variables.  PCA attempts to put the maximum possible information in PC1, then the 

maximum possible remaining information in PC2, and so on.   

 Determining the number of meaningful dimensions, however, is a matter of 

debate, and scholars have relied on a variety of “stop rules” for determining the number 

of non-trivial axes (Jackson, 1993).  The most routinely employed methods for doing so 

are the Kaiser-Guttman criterion (Guttman 1954) and the Elbow Method (Cattell, 1966; 

Cattell and Vogelmann, 1977), both of which rely on eigenvalues.  Recall that an 

eigenvalue is the proportion of variance explained by each associated principal 

component, and the sum of all eigenvalues equals the sum of the variances of all input 

variables as variance summarization.  According to the Kaiser-Guttman rule, then, 

eigenvalues less than 1 should be omitted, while eigenvalues greater than 1 should be 
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retained.  In other words, if an axis is small, then the variance along that axis is also small 

(per its eigenvalue).  Omitting that axis, along with its associated component, results in a 

loss of information that is equally as trivial as its eigenvalue.  Only where eigenvalues are 

greater than 1 are axes said to be non-trivial.   

To apply the Elbow Method, one relies on a scree plot, where the value of each 

successive eigenvalue is rank ordered.  Unsurprisingly, “the smaller eigenvalues, 

representing random variation, tend to lie along a straight line, and the point where the 

first few eigenvalues depart from the line distinguishes the ‘interpretable’ and trivial 

components” (Jackson, 1993, p. 2206).   Cattell and Vogelmann (1977) argue that the 

first eigenvalue to the right of this point – the “elbow” – should be included also as 

“interpretable.”   

In conclusion, PCA undoubtedly helps in dimensionality reduction, converting 

sets of correlated variables to non-correlated variables, all of which are independent of 

one another (again, revisit Table 3 above).  It also facilitates variable selection and 

elucidates issues of multicollinearity prior to finalizing a post-PCA model (whether 

regression or otherwise).  PCA also allows the data to tell a story of its own, which is, 

perhaps, one of its pitfalls as well. 

If the goal of PCA is to reduce the number of variables in a dataset, and the 

analysis achieves that end by essentially consolidating variables, then the outcome 

invariably comes at the expense of accuracy.  To some extent, PCA compromises 

accuracy for parsimony, which is not necessarily an unreasonable trade-off, but it is 

imperatively worth nothing.  Furthermore, the post-analysis components are necessarily 

less interpretable than the original variables, as they are linear combinations of those 
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original variables.  The components are measuring variables, and the variables are real; 

however, one must be cautious that the components are measuring more than random 

patterns of covariance alone – particularly where there is no a priori understanding of the 

input variables, and one cannot deduce “commonality,” or the shared variance in a input 

variable (something one would likely expect with text as data).  Therefore, imputing an 

interpretation on, or ascribing a nominal value to a principal component is potentially 

nothing more than that, and it is important to avoid reifying that interpretation and/or 

name without further investigation.   

Employing PCA:  

As abovementioned, readying the PCA DTM involved the following steps: the 

removal of punctuation and numbers (and special/white-space characters), the 

lowercasing of all letters in terms, and the removal of stopwords.  However, completing 

the last step – removing infrequently used terms – required intervention in the way of 

forcing a sparsity control.  At the same time, I was also able to control for high frequency 

words too.  The pairing of these controls is akin to Wordfish’s word-level fixed effect (ψ), 

which accounts for both very common and very rare words.   

To implement these controls, I first sorted the DTM by word frequency (as 

opposed to alphabetical order, which is the default).  To backtrack momentarily, 

however, recall that a “token” is a specific instance of a word “type.”  Therefore, I more 

specifically ordered the “types” by “token” frequency, lining up every word “type” from 

the most “tokens” to the least.  The result is below.   
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FIGURE 1: PCA DTM – Corpus of 76 Bills: “Type by Token Frequency”

 
From the output, it became apparent that only the first handful of “types” were 

being “tokenized” frequently.24  It also became apparent that after roughly 1,000 “types,” 

words were also being “tokenized” quire infrequently.  Therefore, I made the 

measurement decision to only retain a “cultural tranche” of word “types,” ranging from 

the 30th to 1,030th (see below).     

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
24 Theoretically, these words would have been well suited as stopwords. 
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FIGURE 2: PCA DTM – Corpus of 76 Bills: “Cultural Tranche” 

2 

After controlling for frequency (and sparsity), I then performed a final 

intervention: controlling for document length.  This control is akin to the document-level 

fixed effect from Wordfish (α), which is particularly valuable control, as long documents 

generally employ greater lexical variety.  If this greater lexical variety were left 

untouched, it could easily be what PCA captures as the primary dimension.  Therefore, I 

simply divided the per document “token” count of each word “type” (i.e., the cell values 

in the DTM) by the total number of “tokens” in a document (across all “types”), thus 

resulting in a DTM approximating that of Wordfish.    After completing these 

interventions, the final DTM was ready for the PCA analysis, which was executed using 

the “prcomp” function in base R.   
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Results 

 

Wordfish 

 

The Wordfish algorithm was implemented as a function in R, located in the 

“Austin” package.  After running the pre-processed corpus and associated DTM through 

the algorithm, Wordfish returned a scaled, continuous contract/expand dimension, 

capturing bill polarity.  In the output below (Wordfish #1), document length (α) is 

controlled for along the y-axis; document polarity (ϴ) is then scaled on the x-axis.  I then 

colorized the bills to reflect the polarity assigned by the Expert hand-coding, where red 

reflects a bill coded as “contractionist,” and green reflects a bill coded as “expansionist.”  

Theoretically, we would expect to see green bills on the right-side, indicating expansion, 

and we would also expect to see all red bills on the left-side, indicating contraction.   

FIGURE 3: Wordfish #1 – Contract/Expand Dimension: Corpus of 76 Bills
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Imposing a “Cut Point” & Attendant Analyses 

Although Wordfish produces a continuous dimension, the aim of this research is 

to dichotomize that dimension and assess how well it correlates with hand-coding 

outcomes.  The dichotomized dimension is ultimately needed for future analyses.25   

Using the Expert hand-coding as a benchmark, I then validate the Wordfish 

estimates.  Necessarily, this means I am primarily interested in the way theta (ϴ) maps 

onto the Expert hand-coding – that is, the statistic of interest is the correlation between 

the theta (ϴ) estimate and the dichotomized hand-coding values.  The goal of imposing a 

cut point, then, is to place it in such a manner so as to maximize the correlation relative to 

the “truth” (i.e., the Expert hand-coding).  Said differently, if hand-coding is the “truth,” 

then I need to place the cut point in a location on the dimension that reduces errors to the 

greatest extent.  For the sake of explanation, imagine sliding a cut point across the 

Wordfish dimension.  The location on the dimension at which the hand-coding values 

have been maximized is the location at which the cut point has been optimized.   

By imposing a cut point between -0.6 and -0.8 (black arrow below),26 Wordfish 

and the Expert hand-coding correlate at 88.75%. 

TABLE 7: Bill-level Correlation: Between Expert and Wordfish 

 Wordfish 

Expert .8875 

 

Interestingly, in assessing the correlation between the hand-coding and the model 

output, it seems that – on the whole – Wordfish is performing as expected.  Consider two 

bills abovementioned that the literature used as extreme case studies of contractionist 

 
25 A nice extension of the project would be to determine the exact locations of the bills on a continuous 

scale, as they are represented in all three methods.  I could then put the dimensions on a normalized scale 

and compare their relative locations, thus assessing their performance in a more nuanced way. 
26 The cut point could also be placed at -0.2 and correlate equally as highly.   
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legislation: 109_HR_4437 and 104_HR_2202 (Fetzer 2006 and Kalaf-Hughes 2013, 

respectively).  Wordifish accurately placed these two bills on the contraction side of the 

output (circled in black in Wordfish #2).   

FIGURE 4: Wordfish #2 – Contract/Expand Dimension: Corpus of 76 Bills; “Cutpoint & 

Correct Codes”    

 
 

However, these bills are of moderate length, and the algorithm appears to lose 

contextual polarity of the bills when they become either exceptionally long or 

exceptionally short.  Although length is controlled for in the algorithm, Wordfish is 

capturing polarity given the frequency of the sum-total of individual 

contraction/expansion words within bills.  To be clearer, despite that the model accounts 

for the frequency of single words in the aggregate, it could still be the case that there are 

more word types associated with contraction than there are word types associated with 

expansion within a bill.  The word “offenders” could appear numerous times – for 
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demonstrative purposes, say, more times than any other ideological word – however, the 

model accounts for this.  What it cannot account for is the net total of individual 

contraction words: “offenders,” “smugglers,” “violence,” “trafficking,” “slavery,” etc 

within a bill.  Thus, Wordfish, to some extent, loses contextual polarity.   

As a concrete example, take 99_HR_3810 (see Wordfish #3, circled in black 

below in and to the right of the cut point), which was unanimously hand-coded (Expert, 

Coder 1, Coder 2) as contractionist.  In fact, Expert hand-coding found 14 contractionist 

sections and 10 expansionst sections.  Meanwhile, Wordfish, coded the bill as 

expansionist, likely due to the frequency of individual expansionist words.  I do, 

nonetheless, see similar problems with: 99_S_1200 and 110_HR_2830 and shorter bills 

like: 110_S_2840 and 107_HR_1892 (all in yellow below)  

In addition, the model sometimes struggles to identify the subject of the bill 

relative to its polarity.  For example, 106_HR_3244 (see Wordfish #3, circled in black 

below and to the left of the cut point) was unanimously hand-coded (Expert, Coder 1, 

Coder 2) as expansionist, however, Wordfish scaled it as one of the more contractionist 

bills in the corpus.  The bill is ultimately intended to combat trafficking and protect 

victims of assault and similar abuses.  Throughout the corpus, the aim of similar bills is to 

punish undocumented immigrants found guilty of crimes of that nature.  This bill, 

however, is protecting immigrant women who have been victims of such crimes, thus 

making it expansionist.27      

 
 
 

 
27 Compellingly, the PCA model made the same mistake with 106_HR_3244. 
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FIGURE 5: Wordifsh #3 – Contract/Expand Dimension: Corpus of 76 Bills; “Subject-

Context Miscodes” 

 
Beyond bill polarity, Wordfish also returned a β distribution capturing word 

polarity, allowing us to differentiate between contractionist and expansionist words in the 

bills.  Wordfish is ultimately controlling for norms about the text generating process.  In 

short, a word might occur frequently, but there is a differentiation in how often the word 

is occurring document-to-document, or bill-to-bill.  As noted earlier, words that are 

generally more common are less meaningful in the model.  Similarly, words at the spine 

(see Wordfish #4, the “top of the Eiffel Tower”) are also less meaningful, as they are not 

helping to establish polarity.   

There is a tradeoff between β and ψ.  Words that are common have a high ψ 

value, however, as these frequently occurring words move off the spine (toward the “legs 

of the Eiffel Tower”), this indicates that the differentiation in use is so great that the word 

is still able to achieve an extreme β, even though ψ is trying to down-weight it per the 

c 

c 
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model specification.  Said differently, it is still able to achieve a more extreme β score, 

despite that ψ is systematically down-weighting its ability to achieve that extreme score.   

 

FIGURE 6: Wordfish #4 – Contract/Expand Words: Corpus of 76 Bills; “Eiffel Tower” 

 
 

In Wordfish #5 below (much like the output above), frequency (ψ) is controlled 

for along the y-axis; word polarity (β) is then scaled on the x-axis.  I then colorized 

typical contraction/expansion language, red and green, respectively, relying on the 

dictionary that was created in the original hand-coding process.  Not surprisingly, many 

of these words are off the “spine”, indicating frequency, yet also indicating differentiation 

in use from document-to-document.  On the contraction side, we see words like: violence, 

trafficking, assault, electronic, passports, slavery, offenders, inspectors, checkpoints, 

smugglers, and capture.  These words are associated with bills that aim to contract 
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immigration policy.  They are generally associated with an increase in border security 

(i.e., “electronic” verification, checkpoints, and inspectors) and oriented toward 

punishing those who violate border policies.  On the expansion side, we see words like: 

refugees, persecution, fled, and displacement.  These bills are capturing humanitarian 

relief efforts, and in some of the most extreme (β) instances, we see the names of 

countries where refugees migrated from, and from countries were legislation either lifted 

“quotas” or implemented “nonquotas”: Cuba, Laos, Indochina, etc.   

 

 
 

 

Below, I run a PCA model as a robustness check on the Wordfish dimension – that is, I 

will assess the dimension’s ability to remain unaffected by small, yet deliberate variations 

in method parameters: PCA. 

 

 

FIGURE 7: Wordfish #5 – Contract/Expand Words: Corpus of 76 Bills; “Typical E/C words” 
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Principal Components Analysis (PCA) 

 

After executing the “prcomp” function in base R, I was able to output the scree 

plot below.  Although I am only interested in PC1, it is worthwhile to momentarily 

consider the other relevant dimensions by employing “stop rules.”  Per the Elbow 

Method, four dimensions are “interpretable”; per the Kaiser-Guttman rule, nearly 20 

dimensions are “interpretable”.  The first ten eigenvalues and their corresponding 

dimensions are listed in a table below.  Unsurprisingly, the corpus at hand is highly 

dimensional.   

TABLE 8: Eigenvalues and Associated Dimensions; “Kaiser-Guttman” Rule 

 

Notably, however, the first dimension (see scree plot below) does carry more 

explanatory power, relatively speaking.  With PCA, the relationship between variance 

and information is such that, the larger the variance carried by a line, the larger the 

dispersion of the data points along it, and the larger the dispersion along a line, the more 

the information it has (Jaadi, 2020).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7 PC8 PC9 PC10 

Eigenvalue 0.05344 0.03664 0.02812 0.02745 0.02525 0.02367 0.02266 0.02148 0.02074 0.01970 
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FIGURE 8: PCA – Scree Plot; “Elbow Method” 

 
 

To start interpreting PC1, then, I plotted PC1 against PC2 (pictured below in PCA 

#1).  The logic for doing so is as follows: recall that the first principle component is 

simply the normalized linear combination of the variables that has the highest variance; 

and, the second principal component has the largest variance, subject to being 

uncorrelated with the first.   The main principal component (PC1) corresponds to a line 

that passes through the multidimensional mean and minimizes the sum of squares of the 

distances of the points from the line.  The second principal component (PC2) functions 

similarly.  Once these lines are fitted, PC1 becomes the new x-axis, and PC2 becomes the 

new y-axis.  In effect, the original data in the Euclidean space must now be recast onto 

the new axes (PC1 and PC2); the data must be rotated.  Below is a graphical 

representation of the bills recast onto the axes new Euclidean space. 
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The bills plotted below are also colorized to reflect the polarity assigned by the 

Expert hand-coding, where red reflects a bill coded as “contractionist,” and green reflects 

a bill coded as “expansionist.”  Theoretically, and we would expect to see green bills on 

the right-side, indicating expansion, and we would also expect to see all red bills on the 

left-side, indicating contraction – just as we did with Wordfish.  However, all that is 

certain at this point is that PC1 and PC2 have the highest variance and are uncorrelated.  

PCA does an excellent job of reducing dimensions and ensuring the post-PCA variables 

are independent of one another, but it does necessarily make the dimensions less 

interpretable (Brems 2017) – that is, what is PC1 capturing? 

  

From the literature, I can theoretically assume (perhaps somewhat boldly) that 

PC1 is, in fact, a restrictive/anti-immigration - liberal/pro-immigration continuum – one 

FIGURE 9: PCA #1 – Contract/Expand Dimension: Corpus of 76 Bills 
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that the literature’s conventional conception of the existing immigration policy political 

space would likely reflect as a principal dimension (Tichenor 2002, Hunt 2005, 

Baumgartner and Jones 2005, Gudbrandsen 2010, Ruedin and Morales 2016).  To take a 

deeper look, however, I impose a cut point.   

Imposing a “Cut Point” & Attendant Analyses 

Again, PCA is intended to serve as a robustness check on the Wordfish 

dimension.  Just like Wordfish, PCA produces a continuous dimension, and the aim of 

this step in the research design is to assess how well PC1 correlates with hand-coding 

outcomes.  Using the Expert hand-coding as a benchmark, then, I validate estimates of 

PCA’s latent traits.  Necessarily, this means I am primarily interested in the way PC1 

positions map onto the Expert hand-coding – that is, the statistic of interest is the 

correlation between PC1’s bill position estimates and the dichotomized hand-coding 

values.  The goal of imposing a cut point is to place it in such a manner so as to maximize 

the correlation relative to the “truth” (i.e., the Expert hand-coding). 

By imposing a cut point between -5.2 and -5.9 (black arrow in PCA #2 below), I 

find that PC1 correlates with the Expert hand-coding at 86.25% – slightly lightly less 

than Wordfish correlated with the Expert hand-coding.   

TABLE 9: Bill-level Correlation: Between Expert and PCA 

 PCA 

Expert .8625 
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Again, at this point, I can only assume PC1 is capturing a dimension of bill polarity: 

contract-expand.  Therefore, the PCA model output warrants discussion in two ways: 

variation in bill length and the apparent mismatches between PC1 and Expert hand-

coding.   

There is still cause for concern that PCA is capturing bill length as the primary 

principal component, or PC1.  PCA does not control for document length, which could be 

forcing the model to capture bill length as the primary principle dimension (despite the 

interventions abovementioned).  A quick count of the words contained in each of the bills 

reveals that 93_HRes_947 is the shortest bill in the corpus with 103 words, and 

110_HR_2830 is the longest bill in the corpus with 59,242 words – there also exists 

enormous variation in between.  Despite this tremendous range, the two bills under 

FIGURE 10: PCA #2 -- Contract/Expand Dimension: Corpus of 76 Bills; “Cut Point” 
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investigation (circled in black below in PCA #3) are, if anything, at the opposite poles of 

PC1 (assuming PC1 is bill length) – that is, they are in the reversed positions, with non-

linear length relationships in between.  Similarly, PC2 places these bills slightly above 

and below the zero-line on the y-axis, suggesting PC2 is not capturing length either.   

  

 
 

As far as apparent mismatches, it is worth noting that PCA does seem to have a 

clearer understanding of “expand” versus “contract”.  In fact, “expand” bills are coded 

correctly over 96% of the time, whereas “contract” bills are only coded correctly in less 

than 60% of instances.  In specifically assessing the “contract” mismatches between the 

Expert hand coding and PCA, I find two miscoded bills: 106_HR_3244 and 

98_HR_1510.  The bill 106_HR_3244 (circled in black below in PCA #4) was 

unanimously hand-coded (Expert, Coder 1, Coder 2) as expansionist, however, PCA 

scaled it as relatively more contractionist compared to the other bills in the corpus.  The 

FIGURE 11: PCA #3 – Contract/Expand Dimension: Corpus of 76 Bills; “Length Check” 
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bill is ultimately intended to combat trafficking and protect victims of assault and similar 

abuses; however, the subject of the bill is immigrant women and children, thus making it 

expansionist.  Notably, Wordfish made the same error.   

Furthermore, PCA scaled 98_HR_1510 as “contractionist” but relatively 

moderate, which is arguably correct despite being an apparent mismatch.  This bill 

contains both expansionist and contractionist sections, which is particularly interesting 

when considering that this is one of the very few bills that the Expert hand coder and 

Coders 1 and 2 diverged on.  Expert hand-coding ultimately found this bill to be 

“expansionist” based on the proportion scheme, yet both Coders 1 and 2 found the bill to 

be “contrationist”.  Although an apparent mismatch, it is scaled in a location that reflects 

the ambiguity amongst coders and its relatively moderate nature.    

 

FIGURE 12: PCA #4– Contract/Expand Dimension: Corpus of 76 Bills; “Coding Errors” 
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As for the “expand” miscodes, it is worth noting the following: 105_HR_1493, 

110_HR_6633, and 111_HR_1517 (circled in yellow above).  All three bills are relatively 

short (between two and three sections), and although the thrust of them is contractionist 

(per hand-coding), these bills are comparatively more narrowly tailored than others in the 

corpus – they are more nuanced.  They surely include contractionist language, however, 

they also include more bill-specific language.   

For example, 105_HR_1493 considers a program to identify certain deportable 

aliens awaiting arraignment in prison.  The bill, however, spends a non-trivial number of 

words discussing the prison facilities themselves – their locations geographically, the 

structures therein, etc.  Not dissimilarly, 110_HR_6633 aims to ensure the protection of 

Social Security beneficiaries by way of verifying employees (E-verifty and pilot 

programs akin).  The verification process is inherently contractionist, but the bill 

describes in length, the program itself – enrollment numbers, types of participation, the 

potential impact on small entities, etc.  Lastly, 111_HR_1517 is titled “U.S. Border 

Protection Appointment Conversion,” which essentially allows “U.S. Customs and 

Border Protection employees who serve under an overseas limited appointment for at 

least 2 years, and whose service is rated fully successful or higher throughout that time, 

to be converted to a permanent appointment in the competitive service.”  In short, the bill 

rewards “successful service” – something contractionist in nature – by establishing more 

permanent positions within a bureaucracy.  But the language around that permanency is 

arguably expansionist, as it is a reward and promotion.  Again, these three bills are more 

nuanced than others, introducing more lexical variety, which is perhaps what is causing 
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PCA to miscode them.  The words are in the “cultural traunche,” but perhaps the way 

they are combined – or the rate at which they are combined – is misleading to the model.   

Again, PCA is an unsupervised, dimensionality reduction model.  Despite its 

apparent limitations – namely, how it necessarily makes post-analysis dimensions less 

interpretable, and how the algorithm neither controls for document length nor word 

frequency (nor sparsity) – it still performs reasonably well when producing a contract-

expand dimension within the immigration policy domain.  It creates a robust dimension 

with pre-analysis interventions.     

Discussion: PCA v. Wordfish – A Comparison 

 

To clearly delineate the differences between the contract-expand dimensions 

created by PCA and Wordfish, I plotted both PC1 (PCA: first principal component) and ϴ 

(Wordfish: document polarity) against the same y-axis, α (Wordfish: document length), in 

two separate graphs (see below).  Therefore, every deviation in in the x-axes between the 

two graphs is a difference between the two models.  Not unlike previous graphs of this 

kind, I imposed a cut point at each model’s respective, ideal location.   

Once again, PCA is an unsupervised, dimensionality reduction algorithm; it 

quantifies the principal axes in a corpus and uses those axes to describe the corpus itself 

estimate.  Wordfish is word-scaling algorithm used to estimate political positions from 

text.  For ease of comparison, I will categorize the differences seen between the two 

methods of content analysis in terms of α (Wordfish: document length): short, moderate, 

long. 

Short: 
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When looking at some of the shortest bills, those below -4 on the y-axes (circled 

in black in each graph below), it seems PCA clearly miscoded 93_HRes_947 and 

93_HR_6078 as expansion, while Wordfish attempted to scale them as more moderate.  

Here, the ability of Wordfish to scale for document length is serving the model well.     

Moderate: 

 As far as some of the bills that are moderate in length, bounded between 0 and -4 

on the y-axes, the estimations of the bill positions are strikingly similar.  Consider 

107_HR_3231 and 107_HR_3528 (circled in yellow in each graph below): the bills are 

overlapping in both graphs and scaled as being extremely contractionist in both models as 

well.  Also note 106_HR_3244 (circled in blue in each graph below) – this bill was 

discussed at length above in the PCA and Wordfish sections.  Both PCA and Wordfish 

seemed to misunderstand the subject of the bill.  Once again, the bill intended to combat 

trafficking and protect victims of assault and similar abuses; however, the subject of the 

bill is immigrant women and children, thus making it expansionist.  Furthermore, PCA 

finds some similarity between this bill and 109_HR_4437, which is interesting, as Fetzer 

(2006) used this bill as a case study of “extreme” contraction.  As aforementioned, this 

bill was an “enforcement only” bill, devoid of “pro-immigrant” provisions.  It is, 

however, plausible that PCA is scaling the bill virtually identically because 

106_HR_3244 is as contractionary as 109_HR_4437, subject of the bill aside.  Wordfish, 

on the other hand, scales these two bills at a slight distance apart.  

Long: 

Regarding some of the longest bills, those above 0 on the y-axes, there is an issue 

analogous to that of the shorter bills; however, this time, PCA is arguably performing 
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better than Wordfish.  More specifically, consider 99_S_1200, 99_HR_3810, and 

101_S_358 (circled in purple in each graph below – PCA & Wordfish #1 and PCA & 

Wordfish #2).  PCA accurately scales each of these bills, while Wordfish scales them all 

as expansionary.  Presumably, this is an issue of the sum-total of individual 

contraction/expansion words within bills.  Despite that the Wordfish model accounts for 

the frequency of single words in the aggregate, there could still exist more word types 

associated with expansion than there are word types associated with contraction within a 

bill (as far as 99_S_1200 and 99_HR_3810) are concerned.   

In sum, however, were the longest (above 0 on the y-axes) and shortest (below -4 

on the y-axes) bills to be removed, the remaining miscoded bills are nearly identical, and 

they are all contractionist bills that PCA and Wordfish coded as expansionist: 

88_HR_6242, 104_HR_4134, and 105_HR_849.  Wordfish includes one additional 

contractionist bill miscoded as expansionist: 110_HR_2399.   
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FIGURE 13: PCA & Wordfish #1 – Contract/Expand Words: Corpus of 76 Bills 

“Compare/Contrast” 

 

FIGURE 14: PCA & Wordfish #2 – Contract/Expand Words: Corpus of 76 Bills 

“Compare/Contrast” 
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The findings here suggest both automated methods are feasible and reliable – they 

pick up a highly correlative contract-expand dimension, but they do produce slightly 

different estimations, especially where bills are at the extreme poles of length.  PCA 

seems to make shorter bills more expansionary, while Wordfish seems to do the same 

thing but with longer bills.  PCA and Wordfish also struggle to decipher the subject of a 

bill relavtive to its polarity.    Nevertheless, the Wordfish dimension is sufficiently 

validated by running the PCA model and on the same corpus.   

Conclusion 

 

The work to this point, then, necessarily raises the question of which method 

researchers should employ.  Simply put, hand-coding.  As has been argued, however, 

hand-coding is not always feasible.  The point at which it becomes infeasible, is the point 

at which scholars might be confronted with whether to use Wordfish or PCA.  I contend 

that Wordfish is a better option, despite that the methods are quite similar on the whole: 

they handle data as bag-of-words approaches (requiring a DTM); they both require 

preprocessing; they both rely on the on the SVD algorithm; and, they both return a 

continuous dimension, which can later be dichotomized with hand-coding techniques.  

However, Wordfish remains superior.  Not only is Wordfish is faster than PCA, but it 

requires fewer interventions prima facie.   Although both methods are dimensionality 

reduction methods, only Wordfish produces a primary dimension that is interpretable.28  

Wordfish gives researchers parallel documents and word placements – that is, the 

dimension is validated independently, describing how each document, and how each 

word type in the corpus, is scaled along a dimension.  The model outputs indicate which 

 
28 PCA can interpret dimensions, however, not with text as data. 
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word types are common amongst all documents, as well as which types tend more to 

occur in documents that are most polar.   

Once again, however, researchers would be misguided in implementing Wordfish 

without doing some degree hand-coding in advance of running models.  It is poor 

practice, and the discipline calls us to “validate, validate, validate!”    Hand-coding not 

only ensures the automated methods are returning a dimension of interest, but hand-

coding also allots for the imposition of a “cut point,” which is necessary for 

dichotomization.   

One way of imposing a cut point without hand coding, however, would be to 

count the number of expansionist and contractionist words in each bill, where 

expansionist words could be coded 1, and contractionist words could be coded 0.  Bills 

could then be arrayed on a contract-expand dimension based their ratio of 

expand/contract words.  The cut point could again be placed in a way that minimizes 

errors relative to Wordfish.  This is a direct way to dichotomize without hand-coding 

bills. 

A natural extension of this project would aim to determine the exact locations of 

the bills on a continuous scale, as they are determined by all three methods.  I could then 

put the dimensions on a normalized scale and compare their relative locations (i.e., 

measure the precise distance the bills have moved in the policy space), thus assessing the 

methods’ performance in a more nuanced way.  However, the aim here was to 

dichotomize the corpus.  These efforts were a precursor to examining position-taking 

within a single domain: immigration, and on a single, scaled dimension: contract/expand.   
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In the work that follows, I leverage the dichotomized dimensions produced by 

Wordfish and the hand-coding as dependent variables (in logistic regression models) to 

explore the decision-making processes of House members on immigration reform, both 

individually (micro-level) and collectively (macrolevel).  At the micro-level, I 

disentangle the forces that shape individual members’ decisions on bills proposing the 

expansion/contraction of immigration rights, and I find robust results with both 

dependent variables.  At the macro-level, I then further examine the consequences of 

these individuallevel forces on agenda setting.  Since majority party leaders have a 

vested interest in passing bills with broad majority party support, significant constraints 

are placed on the types of bills eligible for floor consideration.  The corpus of 76 final 

passage immigration bills in the project at hand is sizeable, however, the corpus of bills 

that came to the floor for consider is nearly twenty times as large.  Thus, I was able to 

combine the design put forth here: hand-coding + Wordfish, knowing in advance how a 

subset of bills subjected to the Wordfish analysis should be dichotomized. 

Lastly, it is worthwhile to note that both the Wordfish and PCA algorithms can 

inform the assumptions we make about hand-coding and about immigration bills 

generally.  Much work in political science assumes a “unidimensional space.”  The 

corpus bills here were hand-coded under the assumption that the primary dimension of 

immigration legislation is contract/expand, broadly in terms of alien rights and 

admissions.  The Wordfish and PCA models were run under the same assumption.  

However, to the credit of the automated methods, and perhaps PCA specifically, I was 

given a look “under the hood” at just how multidimensional text-as-data can be.  The stop 

rules indicate that the corpus here has between four and twenty “interpretable” 
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dimensions (per the Elbow method and Kaiser-Guttman rules, respectively).  This, of 

course, suggests the corpus is hugely dimensional, and if it were subjected to a different 

hand-coding technique – that is, if I were looking for something else in the corpus – I 

would likely be to find it.   

This leads me to Topic Modeling.  The corpus here could easily be hand-coded 

topically – say, by the three enduring issues in immigration policy: immigration as 

humanitarian aid, immigration as a labor source, and immigration as national security.  I 

could then turn to Topic Modeling as an automated method.  Topic modeling is a type of 

statistical model for discovering the abstract "topics" that occur in a corpus.  They are 

routinely employed as a text-mining tool to discover hidden semantic structures in a text 

body, and they do so by using a grouping/clustering approach.  In short, topic models 

disaggregate the documents in a corpus into K topics, where the researcher imposes a 

value for K.  In the above-mentioned example, I would have a K of 3.  The model would 

then generate 3 topics in a way that best describes the broadest possible variations 

between the documents in the corpus.  It would be interesting to see what happens if this 

corpus were observed topically.   

In conclusion, roll-call votes tell us who voted “yea” and “nay,” however, they 

cannot tell us what those votes actually mean.  By now knowing the locations of the bills 

in a policy space, and the way House members have voted on them, we can come closer 

to uncovering legislators’ true ideal points within the immigration policy domain. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

THE MICRO-LEVEL: UNSKILLED-LABOR DEMAND AS A MECHANISM FOR 

MEMBER-LEVEL EXPANSIONIST IMMIGRATION REFORM 

 

 

Introduction 

 

 For decades, comprehensive immigration reform has been a benchmark for 

political debate and an ever-confounding area of study for political scientists and policy 

analysts alike.  Enforcement of immigration regulation has traditionally been a federal 

responsibility, but at the federal level, and especially in Congress, immigration reform is 

often met with contention—and not just across parties, within parties, too.  While we 

might colloquially expect Democrats to be the pro-immigration party, and Republicans to 

be the anti-immigration party, this is not necessarily the case, uniformly.  One my naively 

assume that parties are cohesive blocks (where Republicans vote for contractionist 

immigration reform and Democrats vote for expansionist immigration reform), or that 

immigration votes are principally driven by immigrant interests alone; however, the 

research presented here suggests that the need for immigrant labor is also a prominent 

consideration by members of Congress, and it is one that cuts across party lines, creating 

cross-cleaving party coalitions. 

 To elaborate, conventional conception of the existing immigration policy political 

space positions parties on a restrictive/anti-immigration versus a liberal/pro-immigration 

continuum (Tichenor 2002, Hunt 2005, Baumgartner and Jones 2005, Gudbrandsen 2010, 

Ruedin and Morales 2016).29  These positions on immigration, however, are a key 

 
29 As the literature suggests, this can be a single continuum or a multi-dimensional space, given that 

immigration and integration policies bundle a complex set of – sometimes contradictory – sub-issues 

(Ruedin and Morales, 2016).   
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component of new cleavages that do not fully overlap with the left-right divide (Kriesi, 

Grand, & Dolezal 2012).  For example, Democrats may court the Latino vote through 

support of liberal immigration policy.  However, Democrats may also be restrictive 

because of traditional ties to unions, suggesting that foreign workers would have an 

adverse impact on the working conditions of natives.  Not dissimilarly, Republicans may 

support politics that promote cheap labor, but often take the hardline approach to 

restrictionist immigration policy, arguing based on a redistributive issue: immigrants 

entering under guest-worker programs would be “poor, uneducated, and easy targets of 

discriminations” – likely needing public aid at some point (Kalaf-Hughes 2013, Gimpel 

& Edwards, Jr. 2009).   

 Following Downs (1957) and Mayhew (2004), we assume that members of 

Congress are largely single-mindedly interested in reelection, and candidates must at least 

partially pacify district voters in order to maintain their seats.  Public choice theory 

suggests that legislative behavior is influenced by the concerns of their constituents, 

special interest politics, and their ideological preferences (Gonzalez & Kamdar 2000); 

but, with regard to immigration legislation specifically, what makes a house member vote 

“yea” on expansionist reform?  More specifically, conditioned on local demand for 

immigrant labor, why are some legislators more likely to vote “yea” on expansionist 

immigration reform than others in similar conditions; and, under what conditions do 

district-level industry preferences outweigh (or moderate) district-level economic 

concerns about immigrant populations? 

 It seems that the preponderance of unauthorized workers in the unskilled-labor 

force is at the heart of the answer: supply and demand.  While in some congressional 
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districts, border proximity has created a surplus of immigrants: supply, in other 

congressional districts, there exists an industry-driven need for the unskilled-labor these 

immigrants provide: demand.  Agribusiness, and particularly the farm-labor sector, is one 

of these industries.  Theoretically, both the supply side and the demand side of unskilled-

labor have implications for House members voting on immigration reform.  This paper 

asserts that unskilled-labor – a lesser explored explanator of legislative behavior – is the 

causal mechanism of the demand side vote, where congressional district-level farm data 

serve as an indication (proxy measure) of the demand for unskilled-labor.   

Literature Review 

 

 In establishing a theoretical framework for the expansion of immigration reform, 

three things were considered: what generally drives a House member to vote, how the 

context of unskilled-labor supply and demand affects legislative behavior, and why the 

uniqueness of a particular demand industry might have made it a key player in House 

members’ voting processes. 

 Succeeding Downs (1957), Mayhew assumes (in part) that if members of Congress 

are single-minded seekers of reelection, then these members must devote significant time 

and resources to advertising, credit claiming, and position taking.  While he does not 

actually claim that the motivation for reelection is the exclusive driving mechanism, he 

does point to certain behavioral tendencies that paint a reality commensurate with his 

assumption: rational choice desire for reelection.  According to Fenno (1977), whose 

work is arguably situated within the rational choice dialogue, it is also important to 

understand what House members see when viewing their constituencies and what 

behavioral implications follow as a result of their views.  From “Home Style” to 
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Washington-based roll call votes, House members view their constituencies through a 

lens of concentric circles (housed within one another, respectively: Personal 

Constituency, Primary Constituency, Re-election Constituency, and Geographical 

Constituency); and, because a majority vote is antecedent to reelection, one would expect 

what is seen through the lens to influence how a House member votes (Fenno 1977).  

With regard to immigration votes specifically, district-level immigration issues often 

leave House members looking through the lens of a particular condition: supply or 

demand.    

 Both conditions present a unique set of challenges, and the opinions of constituents 

diverge greatly, even within parties (Scheve & Slaughter, 2001).  On one hand, the 

Republican Party is split between those who want tougher restrictions, those who fear 

alienating the Latino vote, and those business owners who are seeking immigrant laborers 

to fill blue-collar jobs; on the other hand, even the Democratic Party—which is 

traditionally the pro-immigration party—is comprised of labor union constituents who are 

concerned about foreign worker inflows (Facchini & Steinhardt, 2011).  Given what we 

know from Downs, Mayhew, and Fenno, it follows that these views affect the voting 

behavior of House members.   

 Of the robust literature that exists on the congressional politics of immigration 

policy, much emphasis has been placed on the supply side.  Not surprisingly, the supply 

side tends to be enshrouded in negative associations, as an increase in the number of 

immigrants runs in tandem with heightened economic insecurity for natives (Burns & 

Gimpel 2000, Borjas 1999, Huber & Espenshade 1997, Frey 1995).  In fact, when 

economic insecurity heightens, so too does opposition to immigration (Gimpel & 
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Edwards 1999).  Research in this vein iterates that, “representatives of skilled labor 

abundant constituencies are systematically more likely to vote for liberalizing unskilled 

immigration, whereas representatives from more unskilled-labor abundant districts are 

less likely to do so” (Facchini & Steinhart 2011, p. 734).     

 According to Borjas and Katz (2005), working-class natives are more likely to 

experience wage-depression and other negative economic effects from unskilled-labor, so 

congressional districts with higher percentages of blue-collar workers tend to favor 

immigration restrictions.  Gonzalez and Kamdar (2000), who analyzed H.R. 2202, the 

Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility act of 1996, found the same 

favorability of restrictions in districts with “low-skill intensive industries.”  Similarly yet, 

Fetzer (2006) yielded analogous results in his analysis of the voting on H.R. 4437, the 

Border Protection, Antiterrorism, and Illegal Immigration Control Act of 2005.  While all 

of these studies find that the tendency to restrict immigration is often a function of the 

constituency’s perceived threat of economic insecurity, these studies neither assess 

specific labor markets where there is a preferred substitutability between domestic and 

foreign labor (often as a function of the ability to depress wages), nor consider how those 

industries demand for this unskilled-labor might be driving legislative behavior on 

immigration reform altogether.   

 It wasn’t until the 2000s that researchers started to develop the argument that 

industry strength was affecting immigration policy decisions, and to date, literature on the 

demand-side remains comparatively scant.  The benchmark demand-side immigration 

policy research done by Nicholson-Crotty and Nicholson-Crotty (2011) suggests that 

industries employing immigrants (and depending on immigrant labor for profitability) 
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have had a substantial impact on the policy decisions in some states.  Although focusing 

on state-level policy making, rather than congressional district-level policy making, their 

study indicates that demand industries carry sufficient political and economic import to 

mitigate the effect of public pressure for more restrictive immigration policy.  In other 

words, these industries are pushing state policy makers toward less restrictive 

immigration policies, despite that this might be “out of step” with constituency 

preferences.  While focusing on agribusiness and the farm-labor sector as a specific 

demand-industry, the aim of this paper is to further explain the demand-side industry’s 

effect on House members’ voting behavior—thus, bridging a considerable gap in elite 

discourse and academic debate.   

 What makes agribusinesses’ farm labor market appropriate for the study at hand is 

the possibility of labor shortages in the face of high levels of unemployment, despite a 

consistent, and arguably persistent, flow of undocumented workers offering unskilled-

labor.  From a national perspective, it is commonly held that farm labor shortages don’t 

exist, but according to Fisher and Knutson (2013), farm labor markets are local, not 

national or regional, so the national perspective is out of touch.  The local labor markets 

create a unique, bifurcated complication at the district-level: a surplus of unskilled-

(immigrant) laborers often triggers a “racial threat”-like mentality and a barrage of 

welfare-state-related concerns; yet, a shortage of unskilled-labor is also costly to farmers 

and a district’s economic productivity in general – chiefly important, however, is that 

both conditions can be electorally costly for House members, especially when 

representing labor-demanding districts.   

 Although the farm labor market is more heterogeneous than ever (and largely of an 
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undocumented nature), farmers cannot and will not revise their labor systems to attract 

and keep qualified working-class natives (Martin & Mamer 1982).  Farmers prefer the 

substitutability of unskilled immigrant labor, and the demand for this unskilled immigrant 

labor is carrying implications for immigration reform.  In the end, the juxtaposition of a 

district’s complicating factors can render a House member “out of office” – to which 

demands does a legislator respond (Maltzman 1997)?   

 As has been evidenced, existing studies speak at length on the supply side of 

immigration reform; but, few studies have looked at the influence of unskilled-labor 

demanding industries on policy decisions, and fewer yet have studied congressional 

voting behavior in that light.  The theory presented in this paper—district-level supply 

and demand conditions of unskilled-labor affect the voting tendencies of House members 

on immigration reform—aims to further explain legislative behavior as it relates to 

immigration policy as a whole.    

Theory and Hypothesis 

 

 The determinants of legislative behavior have long been studied, often by coupling 

spatial theories with rational choice political science.  The spatial theory of legislating (in 

the context of policy preferences) assumes legislators have consistent preferences about 

policy outcomes; rational choice political science assumes legislators generally hold two 

common political goals: reelection and obtaining policy preferences (Smith, Roberts, 

Vander Wielen 2009).  The extant literature points to myriad explanators contributing to 

obtaining these goals, including (but certainly not limited to): district partisanship 

(Erikson and Wright 2000; Ansolabehere, Snyder and Stewart 2001; Canes-Wrone, 

Brady, and Cogan 2002), incumbency advantage, quality challengers, and redistricting 
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(Jacobson 1980, 1989; ; Cox and Katz 1996, 1999, 2002; Maisel, Stone, and Maestas 

2000; Erikson and Wright 2001).  More recently, other scholars have also highlighted the 

dynamic nature of legislative behavior as another explanator.  This vein of the literature 

finds that members demonstrate a willingness to adjust their policy positions across 

time—especially as elections draw nearer and districts become more competitive 

(Lindstadt and Vander Wielen 2011; Asmussen and Jo 2016; Rowlands and Vander 

Wielen 2019).   

 Scholars have also argued that partisan polarization is on the rise (Hetherington 

2001), modern era partisanship maps onto ideology (Canes-Wrone, Brady, Cogan 2002), 

and votes within many policy realms can be explained in liberal-conservative terms 

(Poole and Rosenthal 2001); however, immigration policy is dissimilar.  For as long as 

formalized immigration policy is old, there have been ebbs and flows in its 

expansion/contraction-orientation and direction, both across and within parties.  Political 

discourse on the matter is nearly bi-polar.  On one side of the issue, it is argued that the 

interminable migration of undocumented workers brings with it a substantial economic 

burden.  While this burden is felt nationally, some states and regions feel the burden more 

acutely.  In the words of Dan Stein, President of the Federation for American 

Immigration Reform (FAIR), "California's addiction to 'cheap' illegal alien labor is 

bankrupting the state and posing enormous burdens on the state's shrinking middle-class 

tax base” (Longley 2004).  On the other side of the issue, it is argued that undocumented 

immigrant workers are critical to the existence of many industries, including agriculture.  

In the words of agribusiness lobbyist Sharon Hughes, “We are either going to have our 

food produced by foreign workers here in the United States, or the farming process will 
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move to foreign countries” (Ruark 2011).  In many ways, Congress’ cross-cleaving 

preferences mirror these issues nearly perfectly: the immigration debate centers around 

those wanting to increase the capital-labor ratio – often, with a mindfulness only toward 

economic gains and a disregard for the laborers themselves – and those wanting to 

decrease it.   

 To better understand what makes a House member vote “yea” on expansionist 

immigration reform, then, the theory asserted in this paper has been situated in what a 

“yea” might be predicated upon: a supply- and demand-side of unskilled-labor.  The 

supply-side is indicative of a surplus of immigrants—perhaps caused by border proximity 

to Mexico, or by the greater appeal of industrial opportunities to immigrants compared to 

“home” (Nicholson-Crotty & Nicholson-Crotty 2011); the demand-side is a function of 

industry-driven need for labor – an underexplored need that both prominently factors into 

members’ decision making calculous and cuts across party lines.  

 Furthermore, supply and demand are arguably mutually exclusive; they are not 

observationally equivalent.  Demand does not only occur where there is also a supply.  

High-demanding districts are not high-demanding districts simply because of the supply 

available; but, rather, they are high-demanding as a function of industry-driven need – the 

land in which crops are planted is immovable; individuals tasked with tending to that land 

are largely migrant and seasonal laborers.      

 Theoretically, both the supply and demand influence Congressional voting behavior 

by creating unique district needs that House members must aptly respond to for purposes 

of reelection: position taking (Downs 1957, Fenno 1977, Mayhew 2004).  Despite that 

the “supply” (unskilled-labor immigrant population) largely cannot legally vote, the 
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supply’s presence acculturates certain normative, district specific issues—both positive 

and negative—that district constituents do vote on.  From the extant literature, we know 

that district-level economic factors, particularly economic insecurity, make 

representatives of native unskilled-labor abundant districts weary of the supply and 

preferential of restricting immigration rights.  The demand-side influence functions 

similarly, but with so few total votes from demand-side industry owners, how? 

 With regard to district-level agribusiness specifically, a lack of a way to service that 

industry (immigrant labor), is known to be costly to farmers and others who make up the 

voting constituency (Fisher & Knutsen 2013).  However, agribusiness, and other demand 

industries alike, seem to be wielding more political and economic power than single 

business-owner votes would account for.  Because agribusiness depends on unskilled-

labor for profit, farmers must pursue conditions that increase their profitability—

conditions that prompt contributions to the campaigns of sympathetic candidates for 

political office—arguably, House members included (Nicholson-Crotty & Nicholson-

Crotty 2011).  Thus, when agribusinesses are sufficiently important to an economy and 

the fortunes of its elected officials (employment contributions, tax revenues, campaign 

war chests, etc.), it appears that they are then able to secure policies that make the locality 

attractive to immigrants—“wooing” the supply to meet demands (Nicholson-Crotty & 

Nicholson-Crotty 2011).  Therefore, I advance following proposition:  

 Demand-side Proposition: As the demand for unskilled-labor increases (as industry 

demand for unskilled labor associated with political benefits increases), the likelihood of 

House Members casting an expansionist vote on immigration reform will increase as 

well. 
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 Null Hypothesis (Ho): The increasing demand for unskilled-labor will have no 

effect on the likelihood of House Members casting an expansionist on immigration 

reform.  

Data and Methods 

 

My hypothesis is tested empirically by operationalizing industry demand for unskilled-

labor with congressional district-level farmland data.  Holding all else equal, I will 

attempt to observe whether industry-demand in a House member’s district affected the 

roll-call votes received for particular immigration legislation—simply said, whether 

certain roll-call votes at all depended on the district presence of farm acres and the 

requisite labor to tend to those acres.  

Dependent Variable 

  

 The dependent variable, Vote Choice, is a universe of 75 immigration-related bills 

(all associated with final passage votes) from the 88th to 112th Congresses.30  This period 

of time is particularly important, as it accounts for the first major “liberalization” of 

immigration policy since the establishment of the infamous race-based quota system in 

the 1920s (the 1965 Hart-Cellar Act), the restrictionist movements post-9/11, and the 

Comprehensive Immigration Reform efforts of the modern era.  The dataset is a novel 

union of two sets of bills from two different sources: Political Institutions and Public 

Choice (PIPC) and the Congressional Bills Project, both of which code by topic.  From 

PIPC, topic codes 400 (Foreign Policy-Immigration) and 916 (Agriculture-Farm Labor) 

 
30 As this is a long period of time, I eventually disaggregate the data into smaller windows of time, as more 

recent Congresses could yield different individual-level responses from members – especially in the wake 

of party polarization.  
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were selected; from the Congressional Bills Project, topic codes 900 (Immigration – 

including issues of refugees and citizenship) and 529 (Labor – migrant and seasonal) 

were selected.31 

 Both sources were pared down to final passage votes.  I focus on final passage 

votes, as the extant literature has cited a distinction between House members’ voting on 

procedural measures and House members’ voting on final passage legislation (Cox & 

McCubbins 1993, 2005; Snyder & Groseclose 2000; Ansolabehere et al. 2001; Cox & 

Poole 2002; Roberts & Smith 2003; Jenkens et al. 2005; Lawrence et al. 2006; Roberts 

2007; Theriault 2008, 2011).  According to Lawrence et al. (2006, p. 41), “although the 

majority party median dictates the floor agenda, legislators vote their sincere policy 

preference on final passage.”  Jessee and Theriault (2011, p. 840) take this a step further 

and argue, “the members’ partisanship is relatively more important on procedural votes 

and that members’ constituencies are relatively more important on final passage votes”—

this importance is largely due to “ constituency visibility.”  In other words, House 

members’ final passage votes visibly and directly affect constituents, and House members 

are held responsible for these votes come reelection (Canes-Wrone 2002).  Thus, final 

passage votes are most appropriate for the research question at hand, as there exists much 

speculation that votes prior to final passage reflect too much strategic calculation by the 

 
31 Interestingly, although perhaps unsurprisingly (given issues of inter-coder reliability – let alone coding 

across sources), the sources complied two differing sets of bills.  In other words, PIPC both included and 

excluded some bills the Congressional Bills Project did not, and vice-versa: the Congressional Bills Project 

both included and excluded some bills PIPC did not.  There was, of course, an intersection of bills common 

to both.  In an effort to compile the most robust universe, however, the union of bills produced by the two 

sources was included in the universe at hand. 
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voter.  To better serve our causal link between labor demand and voting behavior, I 

attempted to eliminate the possibility of this strategic calculation from the dataset.32   

Once acquired, the universe of bills was still unsuitable for the hypothesis test, 

prima facie – that is, the polarity of the bills was inconsistent across the universe to the 

extent that a “yea” (or “nay”) could mean either “expand” or “contract” depending a the 

bill’s original position.33  As discussed at length in Congressional Bill Text as Data: 

Estimating and Scaling an Immigration Policy Space in the Presence of Unstable Left-

Right Party Coalitions,34 I used two different scaling methods to code each bill according 

to whether it was ultimately intended to expand or contract immigration reform: 1) 

Wordfish, a scaling algorithm that estimates policy positions based on word frequencies 

in text; and, 2) the hand-coding of bills (by section and in the aggregate) as either an 

expansion or contraction of immigration rights. 35  To be clear, the hand-coding was 

intended to serve as a robustness check on the automated method, Wordfish. This 

exercise ultimately recoded the polarity of “yeas” and “nays” consistently across the 

universe, such that “yeas” represented “expansion” and “nays” represented “contraction.”  

In other words, after dichotomizing (i.e., contractionist or expansionist) according to the 

methods described in Congressional Bill Text as Data, I recoded all individual-level roll 

call votes such that 1 represents an expansionist position and 0 the contractionist position.  

 
32 Facchini and Steinhardt (2011) similarly tailored their dataset, noting: expected district level effects of 

floor amendments are less clear than for final passage votes. 
33 To procure the actual bill text, a variety of methods was used.  For bills post-dating the 100th Congress, 

text was readily available online at Congress.Gov; for bills pre-dating the 100th Congress that also became 

Public Law, text was readily available online at Proquest Legislative Insight.  However, for bills that did 

not become public law and pre-dated the 100th Congress, text was only available in the form of microfiche 

at federal depository libraries.33  The microfiche was then transferred to PDF on site.   
34 Hereafter, I will refer to this paper as, “Congressional Bill Text as Data”. 
35 See, Congressional Bill Text as Data – particularly, the “Data and Methods” section.   
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For instance, on a bill identified as contractionist, “yea” votes are coded 0 and “nay” 

votes are coded 1.  

 Broadly speaking, bills were hand-coded as a “contraction” of immigration 

reform when they sought to impose restrictions on immigrants and/or immigrant groups 

or increase barriers (whether physical or otherwise) to immigration.  For example, during 

the 108th Congress, Rep. Phillip Crane (R-IL-8) introduced H.R. 4418: Customs Border 

Security and Trade Agencies Authorization Act of 2004.  This bill, which passed the 

House and Senate and became law, restated existing law directing the Commissioner of 

the Customs Service to seek to establish Integrated Border Inspection Areas (IBIAs) on 

either side of the U.S.-Canada border, and allowing U.S. Customs officers to inspect 

vehicles prior to their entry into the United States, or Canadian Customs officers to 

inspect vehicles prior to their entry into Canada (Library of Congress, online).  According 

to the Library of Congress (online), it further required the Commissioner to seek to:  

(1) locate IBIAs in those areas with bridges or tunnels with high traffic volumes 

and significant commercial activity that have experienced backups or delays 

since September 11, 2001;  

(2) ensure that U.S. Customs officers stationed in IBIAs on the Canadian side of 

the border have maximum authority to carry out their duties and enforce U.S. 

law;  

(3) ensure that such officers possess the same immunity they would possess if 

stationed in the United States; and  

(4) encourage appropriate U.S. officials to enter into an agreement with Canada 

permitting Canadian Customs officers stationed in IBIAs in the United States to 
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claim the immunities they are permitted in Canada.  

 Alternatively, bills were hand-coded as an “expansion” of immigration reform 

when they ultimately sought to extend or further confer benefits to immigrants and/or 

immigrant groups.  For example, in 2002 during the 107th Congress, Rep. Ken Calvert 

(R-CA-43) introduced H.R. 1892: The Family Sponsor Immigration Act.  The Family 

Sponsor Immigration Act, also known as the LIFE Act, amended the Immigration and 

Nationality Act to permit residency-approved relatives of U.S. citizens and green-card 

holders to adjust their status to permanent residency without first leaving the United 

States—even if they had previously entered or worked in the country without legal status.  

The LIFE Act also created a temporary “V-Visa” category.  This temporary category 

allowed spouses and children of green-card holders to reunite with their families in the 

United States; previously, visas were required before being readmitted (The Library of 

Congress, online).  This bill, too, ultimately passed the House and the Senate and became 

law.36   

 Conceptualizing immigration policy in this way has many benefits, although it 

admittedly has some limitations as well.  The conceptualization here is not simply about 

the number of immigrants admitted into the United States.  It is much more nuanced.  

Scholars routinely describe immigration policy as being multifaceted, often 

characterizing it by its three enduring issues: immigration as a matter of national security, 

immigration as a matter of labor sources, and immigration as a matter of humanitarian 

aid.  The conceptualization here accounts for these characterizations, while still 

acknowledging the polarity of these enduring issues at their core.  Regarding labor, for 

 
36 Again, reference Congressional Bill Text as Data for further details – particularly, “The Corpus” section. 
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example, this conceptualization is not simply about the number of foreign workers 

permitted into the country on various visas.  It is also about whether there are regulations 

and requirements being placed on the employers who are seeking employees in labor-

intensive sectors of the U.S. economy (namely, agriculture in the study at hand).        

 The downside of this conceptualization of immigration policy, however, is that 

legislative preferences and votes might be more complicated than the simple 

expansionist/contractionist dichotomy presented here.  For example, comprehensive 

immigration reform (CIR) often attempts to build coalitions by having something for 

everyone.  A CIR bill might be restrictionist on unauthorized immigration yet 

expansionist on legal immigration.  However, the hand-coding scheme implemented here, 

which is discussed at length in Congressional Bill Text as Data: Estimating and Scaling 

an Immigration Policy Space in the Presence of Unstable Left-Right Party Coalitions, 

suggests that even bills like the Immigration Reform and Control act of 1986 (a bill the 

literature touts as being one of the “most moderate” immigration bills of all time), did not 

approach a 50/50 split on expand/contract provisions (Lowell, Bean and La Garza, 1986).   

 Another potential criticism of this conceptualization regards the question of 

admissions criteria used by the government.  In particular, these criteria deal with the 

types of immigrants let into the country and for what reasons – not necessarily the 

number admitted and/or whether it would be harder/easier to get in (which is more akin 

to the focus of this research).   When considering admissions criteria that is family-based 

versus employment need-based, either could be expansionist/contractionist based on this 

coding scheme.  However, said coding scheme neither ascribes value to the types of 

immigrants nor the types of admissions reasons.  For example, an increase (decrease) 
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high-skill labor visas is coded as expansion (contraction), as is an increase (decrease) in 

low-skill labor visas; an increase (decrease) in family-based admissions is coded as 

expansion (contraction), as is an increase (decrease) in employment need-based 

admissions.  Outside of an increase/decrease in numerical limitations and the relative 

ease/difficulty of entry, country of origin is irrelevant as well – merit is not imputed to 

type.   

Key Independent Variable: Acres of Cropland Harvested 

 

 The key independent variable, Acres of Cropland Harvested, operationalizes 

industry demand for unskilled-labor by using agricultural data.37  These data were 

retrieved from the United States Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) Census of 

Agriculture. According to the USDA, the Census of Agriculture is the “only source of 

uniform, comprehensive agriculture data for every state and county in the United States;” 

it is released every five years (with the exception of census years 1978 and 1982).   

 I obtained data beginning in 1964 and ending in 2012 (years commensurate with 

the first and last Congresses of interest, respectively: 88 and 112), where Acres of 

Cropland Harvested serves as a count of the total number of acres requiring harvest—or 

labor—within a given year.   

 Unsurprisingly, the distribution of Acres of Cropland Harvested is hardly normal.  

As is evidenced by the histogram below, the data are skewed right; most districts have 

relatively few Acres of Cropland Harvested, while some have over twenty million.  

These zero-acres districts include New York’s 12th, 11th, 9th, and 7th – largely, 

 
37 Naturally, there are limitations to only using agricultural data, as this speaks to only one type of 

“industry-demand.” 
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Manhattan and Brooklyn.  Another zero-acres district is New Jersey’s 10th – right 

across the water from many of the aforementioned New York districts.  California’s 

47th and 13th districts also make the zero-acres list, representing the Long Beach and 

Oakland areas, respectively.  Clearly, these are all classically “urban” districts.  

Meanwhile, some of the highest-acres districts include many of the at large states: 

Montana, South Dakota, North Dakota, and Wyoming.  Nebraska’s 3rd and Texas 

23rd and 13th are also on the list.  These districts are classically “rural.” 

FIGURE 15: Distribution of Acres of Cropland Harvested 

 
 

Obtaining this data, however, presented two sets of challenges: it was only available in 

PDFs of data tables, and these tables were only available at the county-level, prior to 

2002.  Beginning in 2002, however, the USDA began including congressional district-

level data for all 435 congressional districts. 

 Digitizing the county data tables, then, included the following steps: 1) pulling the 
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county-level data tables for each state and for each Census of Agriculture year (beginning 

with 1964); 2) aggregating all state table PDFs by census year, so each year would 

include all fifty of the United States; 3) running each census year through ABBYY OCR 

Fine Reader (software that converts PDF tables to Excel files); and, 5) hand-editing – 

page-by-page – the OCR errors to ensure the minimization of merged cells in the table 

conversion process.  This process was then repeated for each census year: 1969, 1974, 

1978, 1982, 1987, 1992, 1997, 2002, 2007, and 2012.   

 Once digitized, the data were converted using Mathew’s (2018) county-to-

congressional-district conversion keys.  Mathew’s (2018) keys were constructed 

similarly to Adler’s Congressional District Data, using congressional district maps 

and lists of county subdivisions along with census population data. 38  In short, each 

of Mathew’s (2018) tables lists the fraction of each county's residents that reside in 

each congressional district (e.g., 1 means the whole county is in the congressional 

 
38 Adler, E. Scott.  “Congressional District Data File, [congressional term].” University of Colorado, 

Boulder, CO.  According to Adler:  

 

To construct district-level data for “whole-county” districts (districts entirely composed of one or more 

whole counties), county-level information was aggregated into congressional districts using a combination 

of maps and descriptions of congressional district boundaries published in the Congressional Directories 

and Kenneth Martis’s, The Historical Atlas of United States Congressional Districts, 1789-1983 (New 

York: Free Press, 1982).  

 

For counties that were divided into several congressional districts (primarily those comprising large cities), 

or partitioned into districts that contained part of more than one county, I employed a system of data 

aggregation that utilized the Census’s Congressional District Atlas for 1960 (which contained the 

boundaries of districts for the pre-1962 districts) and Michael Dubin’s detailed maps of congressional 

districts.  Urban counties that contained multiple congressional districts were divided geographically and 

demographically according to the respective number of districts.  For example, the proportion unemployed 

in Los Angeles County in the 1950s was utilized as the proportion unemployed in the 15th through 26th 

congressional districts of California, which encompassed the county in that decade.  In several instances 

counties were divided among two congressional districts, but these county portions only made up part of an 

entire district.  In such cases the sum of the population of all the other counties in the district was subtracted 

from the population of the entire district (as provided in the Congressional Directory) to estimate the 

population contained in the divided county, and thus the proportion of the county within that district.  
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district, .5 means that 50% of the county's population is in the district, etc.), 

following each wave of redistricting. The percentages are based off the census 

population at the beginning of the decade, so they do not account for within-decade 

population shifts.   As Mathew (2018, p. 450) acknowledges, the conversion makes 

a particularly strong assumption for counties that contain multiple congressional 

districts: “Whatever percent of the county's population that belongs to a particular 

congressional district, the county is allocated the same percentage of the county’s 

variable of interest” – in the current research at hand, this means all independent 

variables. 

 Before moving on to the discussion of control variables, it is important to note that 

Acres of Cropland Harvested is a simple (and perhaps somewhat crude) proxy measure 

of the demand for farm labor; it has shortcomings.  Namely, it only captures part of the 

demand for unskilled immigrant labor.  Despite that farming employs the largest number 

of undocumented migrants, these individuals often seek employment in other labor-

intensive sectors of the U.S. economy including service, construction, and hospitality 

(Boucher and Taylor, 2007; Taylor et al., 2012; Devadoss and Luckstead, 2008).  Such 

industries are not captured by this particular variable; they are, however, controlled for 

via the Industry variable, as I will explain later.  Nevertheless, Acres of Cropland 

Harvested itself necessarily underestimates demand.   

 Perhaps even more importantly, Acres of Cropland Harvested lumps together both 

capital- and labor-intensive farms – another limitation of the variable, prima facie.  

Despite that a focus on acres harvested necessarily eliminates dairy and livestock farms, 

and acres left fallow, some “agricultural segments, such as fruits and vegetables, employ 
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relatively more labor than others, such as grain and row crops” – that is, crops that are 

often combine (machine) harvested (Devadoss, Zhao, and Luckstead; 2020, p. 161).  

Consequently, the former group (fruits and vegetables) can be characterized as the labor-

intensive sector, while the latter group (grain, row, and even livestock) can be 

characterized as the capital-intensive sector (Devadoss, Zhao, and Luckstead; 2020).  

After running a full model and logistic regression analysis, I account for these labor-

demand implications in disaggregated models to follow.  

Independent Variables: District-level 

 

 In order to keep measures consistent across variables (and again due to the limited 

availability of reliably consistent congressional district-level data for the variables of 

interest between the 88th and 112th Congress), I collected county-level data on 

descriptive, population characteristics.  Member-level legislative behavior is frequently 

modeled as a function of the constituency, and extant supply-side research highlights 

certain constituency traits as being explanatory of immigration-related legislative 

behavior (generally as a function of district-level economic concerns): nativity, 

occupation/industry, race, education and geographical proximity to the U.S.-Mexico 

border.  I then ran the data through Mathew’s conversion keys to create measures at the 

congressional district-level.   

 With regard to nativity, the Foreign Born measure represents the number of 

individuals in a county born outside the U.S.  I then divided this number by the county’s 

population, thus creating a percentage.  This measure is consistent with Nicholson-Crotty 

& Nicholson-Crotty (2011) and Gonzalez and Kamdar (2000), and it is expected to be 

positively related to Vote Choice, as foreign-born U.S. citizens are likely to be pro-
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immigration – that is, the greater the foreign-born population, the more likely a House 

member is to vote in favor of expansionist immigration reform.     

 Occupation and Industry represent measures for the literature’s enduring empirical 

findings that suggest representatives of skilled-labor abundant constituencies are 

systematically more likely to vote for liberalizing unskilled immigration, whereas 

representatives from more unskilled-labor abundant districts are less likely to do so 

(Facchini and Steinhart 2011; Fetzer 2006; Borjas and Katz 2005; Gonzalez and Kamdar 

2000).  Occupation is a count of those employed in executive, administrative, and 

managerial professions (i.e., high-skill); Industry is count of those employed in industries 

that traditionally attract larger numbers of low-skilled workers: agriculture, construction, 

and non-durable manufacturing; and, both measures were divided by county-level 

population to create a percentage.   

 Not surprisingly, Occupation is expected to be positively related to Vote Choice; 

the higher- skilled are likely to favor liberal immigration policy toward the unskilled, and 

House members representing such populations are more likely to vote accordingly.  

Furthermore, economic theory would also suggest that an increase in low-skilled 

immigration could be correlated with an increase in the fortunes of the high-skilled.  On 

the other hand, Industry is expected to be negatively related to Vote Choice, as an 

increase in unskilled-laborers tends to heighten the wage-depression-related fears of 

native, working-class and blue-collar individuals. Therefore, as the number of unskilled-

laborers increases, members are more likely to vote against expanding immigration 

reform. Of import and worth nothing, the sum of these two measures, Occupation and 

Industry, does not equal one, as they represent the top and bottom of the workforce 
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distribution, respectively – at least as far as “skill” is concerned; their correlation is -

0.283.   

 With regard to the Education variable, it is a simple dichotomous measure: 0 

indicating less than a college degree (including any fraction thereof), and 1 indicating a 

bachelor’s degree.  Again, this was divided by population to create a percentage.  I would 

expect the coefficient to be positively signed, as the more educated tend to favor more 

liberal immigration policy.   

 I also included a race variable, White, which is a simple percentage of the 

population identifying as such.  In general, less racially diverse areas often have a higher 

percentage of residents who hold anti-immigration views.  To the greatest extreme, White 

is capturing nationalist, anti-immigration sentiment and the proliferation of white 

hegemony.  To a much lesser extreme, White is capturing the age-old “nativistic” fear and 

perspective that large numbers of “non-white” individuals are threatening the national 

interest and character (i.e., homogeneity) – a threat which may divide the nation socially 

and linguistically.  These notions run in tandem with the racial threat hypothesis (Blalock 

1967), where members of the majority group (in this case, whites) perceive the relative 

size of and increases in the non-white individuals (including ethnic minorities and 

immigrant populations) as threatening, and in turn take actions to reduce this perceived 

threat – a threat that has roots in the economic and political. 

 To account for the politics of geography, I included the variable, Border State, to 

capture border proximity (0 not a border state, 1 border state).  Border states, and de 

facto, districts in border states are more likely to deal with immigration-related issues on 

a more routine basis – especially supply-side issues.  States like California, Arizona, New 
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Mexico and Texas are often “ports of entry” from Mexico (and nations south of Mexico).  

As is obvious, these ports of entry are much more accessible to those looking to cross the 

border in an undocumented way, as compared to states elsewhere.  These ports of entry 

are also, routinely patrolled by the United States Border Patrol (USBP) (a unit of U.S. 

Customs and Border Protection and a sister agency of U.S. Immigration and Customs 

Enforcement [ICE]), which is responsible for the apprehension, detention and removal of 

the undocumented.  Thus, I expect Border State to be negatively signed, as 

representatives from border states/districts are more likely to adopt a “build-a-wall,” 

restrictionist mentality.   

 I then follow Carson et al. (2010) by controlling for other district-level determinants 

of legislative behavior: in-party presidential status, midterm elections, presidential 

approval, district-level change in personal income, and district partisanship.   

 In-Party President is a dummy variable and an indicator measure of whether 

the member belongs to the party of the president (0 opposing party, 1 same party).  

Midterm is a trichotomous measure of midterm elections; it is coded such that 

members of the president’s party receive a “1” in midterm elections, members of the 

opposition party receive a “-1” in midterm elections, and all members receive a “0” 

in presidential elections.  Historically speaking, midterm elections often result in the 

presidential in-party’s loss of Congressional seats, sometimes flipping the majority 

party power in one or both houses of the bicameral legislature.  Furthermore, 

Presidential Approval measures the approval for the president, coded for in-party 

status.  In particular, this variable subtracts 50% from the approval number and 

multiplies it by -1 for out-party members (for purposes of normalizing and scaling).  
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The logic behind these variables is based on the simple presupposition that the 

national economy and the president's public opinion standings (approval ratings) often 

affect election results down ticket; thus, each party will fare better under more 

advantageous national conditions, respectively.   

 Similarly, Change in Personal Income is also coded for in-party status, where 

change in real disposable income is taken from the third quarter of the election year 

and is multiplied by -1 for out-party members.  On the whole – In-Party President, 

Presidential Approval, and Change in Personal Income – suggest that increases in 

both approval and income are indicative of advantaging in-party members and 

disadvantaging out-party members (Canes-Wrone, Brady and Cogan 2002; Carson et 

al. 2010; Rowlands and Vander Wielen 2019).   

 Lastly, I also include District Partisanship, which is measured as the proportion 

of the two-party vote that the presidential nominee belonging to the member's party 

received in her/his district.  This is a commonly used measure of district-level 

partisanship (Jacobson, 1996; Erikson and Wright, 2000; Ansolabehere, Snyder and 

Stewart, 2001; Canes-Wrone, Brady and Cogan, 2002; Rowlands and Vander Wielen 

2019), and it is included here as a proxy measure for district-level ideology on the left-

right scale.  Thus, this measure, and measures akin, are useful for distilling district 

preference. 

Independent Variables: Member-level 

 

 I continue to follow Carson et al. (2010) by controlling for important determinants 

of members’ electoral success: vote share, campaign spending, redistricting, and partisan 

and ideological orientation.    
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 Vote Share and Incumbent Spending are member-level measures of electoral 

security, as is Redistricted to some extent.  Vote Share is a measure of the incumbent’s 

percentage share of the vote in the previous election; a greater vote share indicates greater 

electoral security.  According to Jacobson (1989, p. 775), “absent a strong challenger – 

the most common circumstances – the incumbent controls the campaign agenda, 

monopolizes media attention, and wins handily regardless of partisan trends.”    

 Incumbent Spending is the natural logarithm of the incumbent expenditures.  In 

short, the more the candidates challenging incumbent officeholders spend, the better they 

are likely to fare come election day; contrarily, the more incumbents spend, the worse 

they are likely to fare come election day.  As Jacobson (1989, p. 775) argues, “the effects 

of campaign spending are sharply asymmetrical – marginal returns on campaign spending 

are far higher for challengers than for incumbents in House elections.”   

 Moreover, Redistricted is an indicator measure of whether the incumbent is 

running in a district with redrawn boundaries (0 not redrawn, 1 redrawn).  All else 

equal, changes in redistricting have been found to reduce the likelihood of incumbent 

reelection over time (Friedman and Holden, 2009).  In sum, then, the expectation is for 

Vote Share to be signed positively, as the higher the share of the incumbent’s party vote 

in the last election, the safer the incumbent is electorally; the more leeway he/she has to 

engage in potentially electorally costly behavior.  Conversely, the expectation is for 

Incumbent Spending and Redistricted to be negatively signed, suggesting that an increase 

in spending reflects electoral insecurity, as might redrawn district boundaries.  Therefore, 

under these circumstance, he/she would have less room for potentially electorally costly 

behavior.   
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 As for the partisan and ideological orientation of a member, I captured that in two 

conventional ways: Party, where 0 indicates Democrat and 1 indicates Republican; and, 

Ideological Extremity, which accounts for a member’s distance from the center of the 

ideological continuum.  I measure this as the absolute value of the member’s first-

dimension DW-NOMINATE score (Poole and Rosenthal, 2007). 

Independent Variables: Vote-level 

 

 In the manner of the time-dependent legislative behavior literature, (Lindstadt and 

Vander Wielen 2011; Lindstadt, Slapin and Vander Wielen 2011; Lindstadt and Vander 

Wielen 2014; Arceneaux, Johnson, Lindstadt, and Vander Wielen 2015; Rowlands and 

Vander Wielen 2019), I include Days2Election, representing the number of days between 

each vote and Election Day.  Simply put, the higher (lower) the value, the greater (fewer) 

the number of days until an upcoming election.  The extant literature suggests the 

relationship between the Median Voter Theorem (Downs 1957), temporal “shirking” 

(Rothenberg & Sanders 2000, Carson et al. 2004), constituent monitoring (Kalt and 

Zupman 1990, Iyengar and Simon), party loyalty (Carson, Koger, Lebo, and Young 

2010), and strategic responsiveness (Fenno 1978, Arnold 1990, Griffin and Newman, 

Bergan 2009) hangs in a tenuous balance.  As Rational Choice Theory would suggest, if 

members are acting with a mindfulness toward reelection, knowing the period in close 

proximity to the election itself is likely to weight particularly strongly in voters’ 

decision making calculus, then their behavior with respect to expanding immigration 

reform around election time should have meaningful implications for their electoral 

outcomes.   

 The linear form of Days2Election models each member’s propensity to expand 
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immigration reform as a function of the number of days to election.  Beyond the linear 

form of Days2Election, I also include second- and third-degree polynomials of the 

variable to capture systematic variation in members’ willingness to expand immigration 

reform throughout the election cycle.  In particular, the cubic polynomial is included to 

provide flexibility in estimating the effect of time to election on members' decisions.  For 

example, it could appear that the likelihood of expanding increases (decreases), then 

flattens out, and then either continues in the way of the initial direction, or perhaps 

proceeds in the opposite direction.  With this third-degree polynomial, the expectation is 

to achieve greater insight into the abovementioned “tenuous balance”. 

 Moving forward, I will model each member’s likelihood of casting an expansionist 

vote as a function of industry-demand (acres of cropland requiring harvest) at the district 

level.  If my hypothesis is correct, I expect to find that as the demand for unskilled-labor 

increases (again, operationalized as acres of cropland requiring harvest), the likelihood of 

voting for expansionist immigration legislation will increase as well (all else equal). 

Results 

  

 Results of the full logit regression model are provided below.  
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TABLE 10: Likelihood of Casting an Expansionist Vote – Wordfish-Coded Dimension 

  
Acres of Cropland Harvested  3.01e-08** 

      (1.24e-08) 

 

District-level: 

Foreign Born     0.429** 

      (0.192) 

Education     -5.224*** 

      (0.726) 

High Skill     7.422*** 

      (0.690) 

Low Skill     -12.991*** 

      (1.121) 

White      -0.327* 

      (1.81) 

Border State     -0.221*** 

      (0.047) 

In Party     0.669*** 

      (0.070) 

Midterm     -0.447*** 

      (0.068) 

Presidential Approval   -0.000 

      (0.003) 

Change in Personal Income   -0.164*** 

      (0.013) 

District Partisanship    -0.005*** 

      (0.002) 

 

Member-level: 

Vote Share     -0.008*** 

      (0.001) 

Incumbent Spending    -4.00e-07*** 

      (4.99e-08) 

Redistricted     -0.284*** 

      (0.061) 

Party      -0.878*** 

      (0.060) 

Ideological Extremity   -0.295** 

      (0.060) 

 

Vote-level: 

Days2Election    -0.004*** 

      (0.001) 

Days2Election_2    0.000*** 

      (4.37e-06) 

Days2Election_3    -4.20e-08*** 

      (4.89e-09) 

Constant     2.613*** 

      (0.254) 

 

 Standard errors in parentheses; Statistical Significance: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Key Independent Variable: Acres of Cropland Harvested 

 

 Chiefly important, I find that the coefficient for the key independent variable, Acres 

of Cropland Harvested, is positively signed and statistically significant – that is, I find 

support for the notion that the greater the industry-demand for unskilled-labor in a 

district, the greater the likelihood of a House member expanding immigration reform, all 

else equal.  District-level immigration issues often leave House members looking through 

the lens of a particular condition: supply or demand; and, when industry demands 

beckon, legislative behavior responds in favor of expansionist immigration reform.  With 

a p-value of 0.015 (confidence intervals set to 95%, two-tailed hypothesis testing), the 

likelihood that the null is true is extremely low; therefore, I’m able to reject the null 

hypothesis, because the pattern exhibited is very unlikely the result of random spatial 

processes. 

 To aid in making these findings substantively meaningful – to further unpack how 

acres translates into propensity to support expansionist immigration reform – I simulate 

predicted probabilities and 95% confidence intervals for the change in Vote Choice 

caused by varying the number of Acres of Cropland Harvested from its minimum to its 

maximum.  In the process, I hold all other variables at their means.   

 I find that at the lowest Acres of Cropland Harvested (i.e, minimum), the 

probability of voting to expand immigration reform is at 58%, while at the highest Acres 

of Cropland Harvested (i.e, maximum), the probability of voting to expand immigration 

reform is at 71%.  Therefore, the probability of voting for expansionist immigration 

reform increases over 13% between members representing districts with the lowest and 

highest density of cropland harvested, respectively.  Furthermore, as the confidence 
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intervals associated with these probabilities do not overlap at 95%, it is likely the case 

that these findings are statistically significant at an even greater threshold (99%).   

FIGURE 16: Predicted Probabilities – Change in Vote Choice 

 
 

Clearly, these predictions further substantiate support for the proposition presented here:  

 Demand-side Proposition: As the demand for unskilled-labor increases (as industry 

demand for unskilled labor associated with political benefits increases), the likelihood of 

House Members casting an expansionist vote on immigration reform will increase as 

well. 

The varied levels of Acres of Cropland Harvested behave consistently with expectations 

of expansionist immigration reform tendences, all else equal.   

 

Independent Variables: District-level 

 

 Furthermore, Foreign Born is also positive and statistically significant.  As 

expected, the greater the percentage of foreign-born individuals in a district, the more 

likely a member is to vote in favor of liberalizing immigration policy.  Occupation and 
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Industry also behave as predicted, further bolstering the literature’s enduring findings: 

members representing districts with increasing densities of high-skill natives are more 

inclined to vote for expanding immigration policy, whereas members representing 

districts with increasing densities of low-skill natives are less inclined to do so. 

 Education, however, behaves inconsistently with expectations.  Although 

significant, it is signed negatively, suggesting that members representing districts of 

individuals with increasing levels of education – to the point of having obtained college 

degrees – are less inclined to vote for expansionist immigration reform.  Theoretically, 

Borjas and Katz (2005, p. 37-38) offer some explanation: the immigrant influx of the 

1980s and 1990s lowered the wage of most native workers, particularly of those workers 

at the bottom and top of the education distribution, defined as: high school dropout and 

college degree, respectively.  The wage fell by 8.2 percent for high school dropouts and 

by 3.8 percent for college graduates.  In contrast, the wage of high school graduates and 

workers with some college feel by just over 2 percent.  Overall, the immigrant influx 

from 1980 to 2000 is estimated to have reduced the wage of the typical native worker by 

3.3 percent.  Furthermore, particularly in this latter portion of the time period under 

investigation, it is conceivable that my Education variable is tapping into a middle-band 

of individuals between the high-skill, Occupation, and the low-skill, Industry, which may 

help to explain this unexpected result.   

 Unsurprisingly, however, Border State and White are both negative and statistically 

significant, suggesting that border states (and, again, de facto border districts) and 

districts with increasingly large white populations are less inclined to expand 

immigration reform.  This makes sense given the supply-side issues prevalent in border 
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districts, as well as the implications and underpinnings of the Racial Threat Hypothesis.   

 As for the district-level controls for the determinants of legislative behavior, they 

are nearly all statistically significant, which provides confidence in the model 

specification.  There is, however, one exception: Presidential Approval.   Otherwise, 

In-Party President, Midterm, District Partisanship, and Change in Personal Income 

are all significant and signed in ways that indicate tensions between partisan loyalty 

and partisan independence, which is perhaps to be expected in this cross-cleaving 

policy, where competing demands routinely test the limits of the immigration policy 

equilibrium  

Independent Variables: Member-level 

 

As for the member-level controls reflecting electoral security, Vote Share, 

Incumbent Spending, and Redistricted are all negatively signed.  Where vote share is 

low, incumbent spending is high, and a member’s district has been redrawn, it is no 

surprise that a member would hedge against what might be additional electorally 

costly behavior in voting to expand immigration reform.   

 Also consistent with expectations, Party and Ideological Extremity are both 

negatively signed and statistically significant.  On average, Republicans are less inclined 

to vote for liberalizing immigration reform, but so, too, are those at the ideological 

extremities of the spectrum – both liberals and conservatives.  As a member moves closer 

to an ideological pole, that member is systematically less likely than a more ideologically 

moderate member to vote for expansionist reform.  This is not to say, however that all 

Republicans and Conservatives are anti-immigration, which has been discussed at length 

previously.  
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Independent Variables: Vote-level 

 

 As for vote-level controls, the constitutive and polynomial terms of Days2Election 

exhibit alternating signs with negative first- and third- degree coefficients.  In short, there 

is a general pattern of increased likelihood of members expanding immigration reform.  

Importantly, however, the constitutive terms also suggest systematic variation in 

members’ willingness to adjust their policy positions and expand/contract immigration 

reform throughout the cycle.  More specifically, the likelihood of expanding increases 

immediately after an election, then wanes throughout the midpoint of the election cycle, 

and then again increases with the approaching Election Day.   

 However, the extant literature has found that Members of Congress are more 

likely to pursue partisan goals early in the legislative term when the next election is 

distant, and they are more likely to be attentive to constituents’ preferences as 

elections approach (Lindstadt and Vander Wielen 2014).  Uniquely, here, there are 

upticks in expansionist behavior immediately before and after Election Day.   

 Because some evidence suggests that members’ party affiliation offers less 

predictive power regarding their support/opposition for expanding immigration rights, 

and that parties are relatively unstable coalitions in this policy domain, “pursuing 

partisan goals” at the beginning of the election cycle might more likely be akin to 

pursuing unique cross-party coalitions, as the leadership wants to structure an agenda 

that will ultimately pass and yield a (relatively) cohesive majority.  Clearly more 

research is needed to explain this unusual micro-and macro-level quandary between a 

member’s district-level preferences and the majority party’s ability to successfully 

structure an agenda on immigration reform.   
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A Robustness Check: Hand-coded Dimension 

 

As a robustness check on the abovementioned findings, I estimate the same 

logit regression model with one alteration: instead of using the Wordfish-coded 

dimension as the dependent variable (Wordfish Vote Choice), I use the hand-coded 

dimension of the dependent variable, Vote Choice.  Recall from Congressional Bill 

Text as Data  ̧that the correlation between the Expert hand-coding and the Wordfish 

coding is nearly 90%.39   

 

TABLE 11: Bill-level Correlation: Between Expert and Wordfish 

 Wordfish 

Expert .8875 

 

 

The results of the hand-coded dimension model can be read about below:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
39 Again, please reference Congressional Bill Text as Data for more information on this process – 

particularly, the “Data and Methods” section. 
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TABLE 12: Likelihood of Casting an Expansionist Vote – Hand-coded Dimension 

  
Acres of Cropland Harvested  1.90e-08** 

      (7.59e-09) 

 

District-level: 

Foreign Born     0.261** 

      (0.112) 

Education     -3.214*** 

      (0.445) 

High Skill     4.607*** 

      (0.422) 

Low Skill     -8.077*** 

      (0.688) 

White      -0.204* 

      (0.111) 

Border State     -0.137*** 

      (0.0286) 

In Party     0.415*** 

      (0.0429) 

Presidential Approval   -0.000195 

      (0.00193) 

Midterm     -0.280*** 

      (0.0422) 

Change in Personal Income   -0.1000*** 

      (0.00795) 

District Partisanship    -0.00319*** 

      (0.00124) 

 

Other Controls: 

Vote Share     -0.00474*** 

      (0.000899) 

Incumbent Spending    -2.46e-07*** 

      (3.02e-08) 

Redistricted     -0.179*** 

      (0.0375) 

Party      -0.541*** 

      (0.0365) 

Ideological Extremity   -0.169** 

      (0.0782) 

 

 

Vote-level: 

Days2Election    -0.00261*** 

      (0.000658) 

Days2Election_2    1.75e-05*** 

      (2.66e-06) 

Days2Election_3    -2.65e-08*** 

      (2.97e-09) 

Constant     1.615*** 

      (0.155) 

 Standard errors in parentheses; Statistical Significance: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Unsurprisingly, the results here are nearly identical to the model with the Wordfish-

coded dimension (dependent variable).  Namely, Acres of Cropland Harvested 

remains positive and statistically significant (with a p-value of 0.012, as compared to 

0.015 previously).  Moreover, not only are all other variables signed the same way, 

but all other variables also maintain comparable coefficients and achieve roughly the 

same level of significance.   

 As with the Wordfish-coded dimension, I simulate predicted probabilities and 

95% confidence intervals for the change in Vote Choice caused by varying the number 

of Acres of Cropland Harvested from its minimum to its maximum.  In the process, I 

hold all other variables at their means.   

 I find that at the lowest Acres of Cropland Harvested (i.e, minimum) the probability 

of voting to expand immigration reform is at 57%, while at the highest Acres of Cropland 

Harvested (i.e, maximum), the probability of voting to expand immigration reform is at 

72%.  The probability of voting for expansionist immigration reform increases 15% 

between members representing districts with the lowest and highest density of cropland 

harvested, respectively.  In this model, too, the confidence intervals associated with these 

probabilities do not overlap at 95%.  Therefore, it is again likely the case that these 

findings are statistically significant at an even greater threshold (99%).   
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FIGURE 17: Predicted Probabilities: Change in Vote Choice  - Handed-Coded 

Dimension 

 
 

Of additional importance, the Wordfish- and hand-coding methods are highly 

correlative in their generation of a contract-expand domain in immigration policy.  

Perhaps even more usefully, these findings suggest that the dimension generated by 

Wordfish (automated method) performs in statistical models at least as well as the hand-

coding dimension.  Although scholars might conventionally laud hand-coding as the 

“gold standard”, not all projects can feasibly be hand-coded.  Following these results, I 

am more confident in the reliability of Wordfish, particularly where a universe of bills has 

not been hand-coded to the same degree or extent as the one here – say, where it is only 

possible to hand-code a sample of the bills.   

Discussion – Robustness Checks 

 

 In addition to the robustness check on the Wordfish-coded dimension model, 

there are other nuances of the industry-demand theory worth exploring.  For 

example, one of the observable implications of the industry-demand theory advanced 
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here is that Congressional districts with higher demand for farm labor should be 

more supportive of expansionist policies – that is, not all demand is the same.  A 

second observable implication of this theory is that not all acres of cropland 

harvested require the same level of manual labor to harvest – that is, not all acres are 

created equal.  Lastly, a third observable implication of this theory is that there are 

likely to be changing preferences over time – that is, the dynamic exhibited over the 

seventy-year period of time analyzed to this point is likely to vary under different 

political and immigration regimes.  I will explore these nuances in the pages to 

follow.   

Nuances of the Industry Demand Theory: Not all Demand is the Same 

 

 Given the first observable implication under observation – that not all demand 

is the same – I advance the following proposition: 

 According to the High Demanders Proposition: Among the class of High 

Demanders (i.e., representatives with districts that are home to many acres of cropland 

requiring harvest), increasing acres causes members to be more supportive of 

expansionist immigration policies. 

 To begin disentangling this proposition, it is important to define and measure 

“High Demanders” by looking under the hood of the Acres of Cropland Harvested 

variable (see below).   Of the 28,155 districts (from the entire period of analysis), the 

mean of acres is just under 700,000 (with a standard deviation of roughly 1.7 million 

acres), while the enormous range in acres spans from 0 to 23.5 million.  As briefly 

discussed in an earlier section, the former speaks to districts like those of Manhattan 

or Newark, while the latter represents the at-large district of North Dakota.   
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TABLE 13: Descriptive Statistics: Key IV – Acres of Cropland Harvested 

Statistic Value 

Observations 28,155 

Min 0 

Max 23,500,000 

Mean 697,280.5 

Standard Deviation 1,778,190 

Variance 3.16e+12 

Skewness 6.125 

Kurtosis 52.166 

 

Recall from earlier pages (and the histogram repeated below), the distribution of the 

key independent variable is considerably skewed right – most districts have relatively 

few Acres of Cropland Harvested.  Thus, the kurtosis is also substantial, as the right 

tail is non-trivially long and most of the distribution is at the left.  

FIGURE 18: Distribution of Acres of Cropland Harvested 
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 To operationalize High Demanders, I relied on the distribution of acres as 

identified by quartiles (see below).  High Demanders are represented by quartiles 

(Q2-Q4) – any district with more than 14,661.8 acres;40 Low Demanders are 

subsequently represented by the first quartile (Q1) – any district with 14,661.8 acres 

or fewer.  Disaggregating the data in this manner is tantamount to creating an 

urban/rural divide – that is, High Demanders are nearly synonymous with “rural” 

districts (although, perhaps more accurately described and scaled as “increasingly 

rural districts”), while Low Demanders are nearly synonymous with “urban” 

districts. 

TABLE 14: Percentiles: Key IV – Acres of Cropland Harvested 

Percentile Acres 

1% 0 

5% 1.1 

10% 1,552.5 

25% 14,661.8 

50% 144,040.4 

75% 568,501 

90% 1,696,222 

95% 3,020,090 

99% 9,399,718 

 

I then remove Low Demanders from the dataset to ensure “urban” areas are not 

driving any results, thus eliminating that competing, potential explanation.  Even 

after removing the Low Demanders from the distribution (7,038 observations), 

however, the data are still skewed right:  

 

 

 
40 Naturally, this operationalization has some limitations.  Acres of Cropland Harvested is simply a count of 

acres, and it is not a proportion relative to the overall size of the district.  The logic here, however, is that 

Q1 acres are sufficiently small – irrespective of proportion to total acres – that Q1 districts must necessarily 

be largely “urban.”  Furthermore, the acres-to-miles conversion is roughly 22 square miles. 
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FIGURE 19: Distribution of Acres of Cropland Harvested – Less Q1 

 
 

 

I then estimated the abovementioned, full logit regression model specific to High 

Demanders only (Wordfish-coded DV).  The results are delineated below.     
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Table 15: Likelihood of Casting an Expansionist Vote – Wordfish-Coded Dimension First 

Quartile Omitted: Including High Demanders Only 

  
Acres of Cropland Harvested  3.26e-08*** 

      (1.26e-08) 

 

Census of Population: 

Foreign Born     0.290 

      (0.202) 

Education     -5.613*** 

      (0.893) 

High Skill     8.047*** 

      (0.804) 

Low Skill     -11.209*** 

      (1.200) 

White      -0.342e-07 

      (0.228) 

Border State     -0.190*** 

      (0.053) 

Party      -0.717*** 

      (0.067) 

Ideological Extremity   -0.360*** 

      (0.144) 

 

Time-Dependent Legislative Behavior: 

Days2Election    -0.005*** 

      (0.001) 

Days2Election_2    0.000*** 

      (5.13e-06) 

Days2Election_3    -4.51e-08*** 

      (5.79e-09) 

 

Other Controls: 

Vote Share     -0.008*** 

      (0.002) 

Incumbent Spending    -4.16e-07*** 

      (5.80e-08) 

In Party     0.487*** 

      (0.080) 

Presidential Approval   -0.000 

      (0.004) 

Change in Personal Income   -0.133*** 

      (0.015) 

District Partisanship    -0.002 

      (0.003) 

Redistricted     -0.095 

      (0.071) 

Midterm     -0.295*** 

      (0.078) 

Constant     2.362*** 

      (0.306) 

 Standard errors in parentheses; Statistical Significance: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Notably, and as expected, Acres of Cropland Harvested remains significant and 

positively signed, as it did in the full model.  This finding provides some preliminary 

support for the High Demander Proposition: Among the class of High Demanders, 

having increasing acres of cropland requiring harvest (at the district-level), causes 

members to be more supportive of expansionist immigration policies; the notion that 

Congressional districts with a higher demand for farm labor should be more 

supportive of expansionist policies, holds.   

 To help make these findings substantively meaningful – to further unpack how 

High Demanders’ acres translates into propensity to support expansionist immigration 

reform – I simulate predicted probabilities and 95% confidence intervals for the change 

in Vote Choice caused by varying the number of Acres of Cropland Harvested from its 

minimum to its maximum.  In the process, I hold all other variables at their means.   

 I find that at the lowest Acres of Cropland Harvested (i.e, minimum) the probability 

of voting to expand immigration reform is at 55%, while at the highest Acres of Cropland 

Harvested (i.e, maximum), the probability of voting to expand immigration reform is at 

70%.  Therefore, the probability of voting for expansionist immigration reform increases 

15% between High Demanders representing districts with the lowest and highest density 

of cropland harvested, respectively.  As confidence intervals associated with these 

probabilities do not overlap at 95%, it is again likely the case that these findings are 

statistically significant at an even greater threshold (99%).   
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FIGURE 20: Predicted Probabilities: Change in Vote Choice – High Demanders 

 
  

 Before moving on to the second observable implication, it is worthwhile to 

explore some of the other findings of the High Demander model.  Recall that 

member-level legislative behavior is frequently modeled as a function of the 

constituency, district-level economic concerns and supply-side factors (number of 

undocumented workers, blue collar workers, low-skill workers, whites, minorities, border 

state, etc.).  Interestingly, both Foreign Born and White remain positively signed, 

however, they lose statistical significance altogether.  Meanwhile, the high- and low-skill 

variables (Occupation and Industry, respectively), Education and Border State maintain 

both their signs and their significance from the full model.  In conjunction, then, these 

results suggest that the expansionist behavior of High Demanders – the tendency to vote 

in favor of liberalizing immigration policy – is perhaps not quite as explicable in supply-

side terms as once thought.   

 Furthermore, it seems even High Demanders strategically moderate their positions 
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on immigration policy throughout the election cycle.  As in the full model, there is a 

general pattern of increased likelihood of members expanding immigration reform.  

Importantly, however, the constitutive terms also suggest systematic variation in 

members’ willingness to adjust their policy positions and expand/contract immigration 

reform throughout the cycle.  More specifically, the likelihood of expanding increases 

immediately after an election, then wanes throughout the midpoint of the election cycle, 

and then again increases with the approaching Election Day.   

 Nuances of the Industry Demand Theory: Not all Acres are Created Equal 

 

 Beyond the notion that not all demand is the same, a second observable 

implication of the theory advanced here exists as well: not all acres of cropland 

harvested require the same level of manual labor to harvest – that is, not all acres are 

created equal.  More specifically, “agricultural segments, such as fruits and vegetables, 

employ relatively more labor than others, such as grain and row crops,” which are often 

machine harvested (Devadoss, Zhao, and Luckstead; 2020, p. 161).  As an example, a 

winery in California may have 100 acres employing fifty individuals, while a wheat 

farm in Nebraska could have ten-times as many acres, yet only employ ten 

individuals.  This example epitomizes the differences between capital- and labor-

intensive sectors.  Thus, fruits and vegetables group are characterized as the labor-

intensive sector, while the grain and row group can be characterized as the capital-

intensive sector (Devadoss, Zhao, and Luckstead; 2020).       

 In fact, according to Dr. Philip Martin, a professor in the department of agriculture 

and resource economics at University of California Davis, strawberries are among the 

most labor-intensive crops in the United States.  Moreover, scholars often suggest that 
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agricultural labor markets are highly localized and crop specific (Fisher and Knutson, 

2013), and that this especially true in California.  Not only is California the United 

States’ top producer of strawberries, but “distinct strata of workers are slotted to different 

crops and tasks. Due to its undesirability, strawberry harvesting, for example, has 

typically been peopled by newly arriving undocumented workers” (Guthman, 2017, p. 

29).  Meanwhile, wheat, oats, rye, barley, corn (maize), sorghum, soybeans, flax, 

sunflower and canola are the most capital-intensive in the United States, as they are 

largely (if not exclusively) combine harvested – they require far less manual-labor.   

 Given this second observable implication under observation – that not all acres 

are created equal – I advance the “Intensive Markets Propositions,” which ultimately 

work relative to one another. 

 According to the Capital-Intensive Market Proposition: A Congressional 

district that is home to capital-intensive Acres of Cropland Harvested is likely to be 

represented by an expansionist-minded member of the House (someone we might 

refer to as a “Capital Demander”).41 

 According to the Labor-Intensive Market Proposition: A Congressional district 

that is home to labor-intensive Acres of Cropland Harvested is also likely to be 

represented by an expansionist-minded member of the House (someone we might 

refer to as a “Labor Demander”). 

 When taken together, however, the expectation is for the Labor Demanders to 

have an even greater association with demand than Capital Demanders.  I will model 

these propositions by interacting Acres of Cropland Harvested with a dummy 

 
41 Obviously, these propositions are similar to the original hypothesis advanced earlier; however, the 

novelty here is simply the disaggregation of the data into capital- and labor-intensive market categories.   
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variable for Capital- and Labor-Intensive markets (1=labor-intensive, 0=not labor-

intensive).  The expectation, of course, is for the interaction be positive and 

statistically significant.     

 To begin disentangling these propositions, it was important to, once again, 

“look under the hood” at the Acres of Cropland Harvested variable.  Capital- and 

labor-intensive markets were operationalized by using the USDA’s National 

Agriculture Statistics Service; states that had the greatest acreage of certain crop 

types requiring harvest were selected according to the types of markets generated by 

those crops.   

 In the analysis at hand, combine-harvested crops like corn, soybeans and winter 

wheat were selected to serve as indicators of capital-intensive markets – those states 

are largely Midwestern, including: North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas 

Minnesota, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio.  Meanwhile, hand-harvested crops were 

operationalized via California strawberries, which were selected to serve as 

indicators of labor-intensive markets.  The latter is consistent with the work of Dr. 

Philip Martin on labor-intensive crops. 42    

 Before elaborating on this further below, it is worthwhile to visualize the 

United States by crop type and look at the USDA’s geospatial data product, the 

Cropland Data Layer (CDL), which is provided below.43  The image below is the 2012 

 
42 Of course, these operationalizations are subject to limitations.  Namely, I am using only 2012, state-level 

data as indicators of demand at the Congressional district-level.  In future work, I would be able to observe 

this phenomenon over time and at the Congressional district-level, however, that would require another 

OCR project/county-to-congressional district conversion, which is outside the scope of this project here.   
43The CDL is hosted on CropScape (https://nassgeodata.gmu.edu/CropScape/).  Per the USDA, the CDL is 

“a raster, geo-referenced, crop-specific land cover data layer created annually for the continental United 

States using moderate resolution satellite imagery and extensive agricultural ground truth” (Han, Yang, Di, 

and Mueller, 2012).   

https://nassgeodata.gmu.edu/CropScape/
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data layer, where the pixilated colorizations are representative of various types of land 

cover categories – said differently, various types of agriculture.44    

ILLUSTRATION 1: USDA: National Agriculture Statistics Service – Cropland Data 

Layer 

 
Han, W., Yang, Z., Di, L., Mueller, R., (2012). CropScape: A Web service based application for exploring and disseminating US 

conterminous geospatial cropland data products for decision support.  Map retrieved from: https://nassgeodata.gmu.edu/CropScape/ 

 

The legend for the pixilated colorizations can be found below.  This legend represents the 

2012 continental United States land cover categories, and it conveniently lists the 

colorized categories by decreasing acreage nationally.45   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
44 The year, 2012, was selected, as it was one of the earliest and most comprehensive CDL data layers that 

also aligned with the time period under investigation here.   
45 Interestingly, most of the top-twenty crops by acreage are machine harvested (at least nationally). 

 

https://nassgeodata.gmu.edu/CropScape/
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ILLUSTRATION 2: USDA: National Agriculture Statistics Service – Cropland Data Key 

 
Han, W., Yang, Z., Di, L., Mueller, R., 2012. CropScape: A Web service based application for exploring and disseminating US 

conterminous geospatial cropland data products for decision support.  Legend retrieved from: 
https://www.nass.usda.gov/Research_and_Science/Cropland/docs/US_2012_CDL_legend.jpg 

  

https://www.nass.usda.gov/Research_and_Science/Cropland/docs/US_2012_CDL_legend.jpg
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 For purposes of visualizing capital-intensive markets, the pixelated colorizations 

depict crop density associated with combine-harvested agriculture.  Notably, yellow, dark 

green and brown hues are associated with corn, soybeans, and wheat:   

 
Again, the states with the highest density of these crops and hues include: North Dakota, 

South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas Minnesota, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio.  A graphical 

representation of each state’s precise acres by crop-type is provided in Appendix B. 

 For purposes of visualizing labor-intensive markets, the pixelated colorization of 

interest is pink: 

 
To reiterate, or purposes of operationalizing Labor Demanders, I relied on the research of 

Dr. Philip Martin (as noted above), who has found that strawberries are amongst the most 

labor-intensive crops in the country.  As California is the United States’ top strawberry 

producer, it suitably captures the Labor Demanders of interest.  A graphical 

representation of California’s precise acres by crop-type is provided in Appendix B. 

 After operationalizing the Capital and Labor Demanders, I then estimated the 

abovementioned, full logit regression model.  The results are delineated below.     
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TABLE 16: Likelihood of Casting an Expansionist Vote – Wordfish Coded Dimension 

Capital- and Labor-Intensive Markets: Midwest v. California  
 

Acres of Cropland Harvested  5.16e-08*** 

      (1.62e-08) 

Capital v. Labor     0.249* 

      (0.134) 

Acres of Cropland Harvested x 

Capital v. Labor    5.74e-07*** 

      (1.95e-07) 

 

District-level: 

Foreign Born     -0.1334 

      (1.95e-07) 

Education     -0.915 

      ()1.403 

High Skill     2.531** 

      (1.296) 

Low Skill     -17.010*** 

      (2.221) 

White      0.644 

      (0.619)     

In Party     0.316*** 

      (0.111) 

Midterm     -0.084 

      (0.103) 

Presidential Approval   0.017*** 

      (0.005) 

Change in Personal Income   -0.123*** 

      (0.0222) 

District Partisanship    -0.007** 

      (0.233) 

 

Member-level: 

Vote Share     -0.003 

      (0.003) 

Incumbent Spending    -4.63e-07*** 

      (9.58e-08) 

Redistricted     -0.619*** 

      (0.094) 

Party      -0.962*** 

      (0.102) 

Ideological Extremity   -0.317 

      (0.233) 

 

Vote-level: 

Days2Election    0.005*** 

      (0.003) 

Days2Election_2    -0.000*** 

      (5.04e-06) 

Days2Election_3    1.33e-08*** 

      (4.82e-09) 

Constant     1.390 

      (0.665) 
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 Standard errors in parentheses; Statistical Significance: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

+Border State was omitted due to collinearity  

 

 As expected, the interaction term, Acres of Cropland Harvested x Capital v. 

Labor is statistically significant and positively signed.  With a p-value of 0.003 

(confidence intervals set to 95%, two-tailed hypothesis testing), there is preliminary 

support for the Capital- and Labor- Intensive Market Propositions advanced earlier.  In 

the interest of further exploring how capital- versus labor- demand translates into 

propensity for supporting expansionist immigration reform, however, I simulate predicted 

probabilities and 95% confidence intervals for the change in Vote Choice caused by 

varying the number of Acres of Cropland Harvested in capital- and labor- intensive 

markets.   

 I find that while the Capital Demanders (i.e, Midwest) have a probability of voting 

to expand immigration reform at 56%, Labor Demanders (i.e., California) range in their 

probability of support.  This support increases from 62% at the minimum Acres of 

Cropland Harvested, to 99% at the maximum Acres of Cropland Harvested – a 

staggering 43% increase in the probability of voting to expand immigration reform.46  

Additionally, none of the confidence intervals overlap here, so there is additional 

confidence in the statistical significance of these results.  Moreover, these predictions 

offer clear support for the notion that both Capital and Labor Demanders are 

expansionist-minded, however, Labor Demanders are expansionist-minded to an even 

greater extent.    Stated differently, the results suggest increasing acreage in a Labor 

Demander’s district, increases the likelihood of voting for expansionist reform to a 

 
46 As the maximum value is likely an outlier, it is worth noting that the Labor Demanders’ probability of 

supporting expansionist immigration policy increases from 0.64% at the fiftieth percentile, to 0.77% at the 

seventy-fifth percentile – a nontrivial increase of 13%.   
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greater extent than increasing acreage in a Capital Demander’s district.  Therefore, 

not all acres are created equal.   

FIGURE 21: Predicted Probabilities: Change in Vote Choice – Capital v. Labor 

 
  

Also worth discussing is the Industry variable.  Recall, Industry (low-skill) is count of 

those employed in industries that traditionally attract larger numbers of low-skilled 

workers: agriculture, construction, and non-durable manufacturing.  Industry has a 

sizable coefficient (relative to other variables), and it is significant at a p-value of 0.01.  

Interestingly, this finding is consistent with the literature on agricultural labor markets 

and geographical labor.  To quote Guthman (2017, p.27), who relied on the work of 

Wells (1996, p.55):  

Political forces have long constrained the way that labor markets operate, including 

ideologies, laws and institutions that establish the legitimate entitlements of particular 

groups.  That strawberry growers are paying more attention to field conditions than 

wages as a way to attract workers must be seen through this filter and contextualized in a 

long history of farm labor in California, in which agricultural industries actively recruited 

and imported often racialized groups to do the work, and created perennial conditions of 

surplus as mechanisms of labor control [emphasis added]. 
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Of course, in this context, “racialized groups” likely refers to “newly arriving, 

undocumented workers” – ostensibly from Mexico (and nations south of Mexico).  

Furthermore, the “perennial” nature of the surplus indicates control over the market-value 

paid for seasonal work.  This finding raises the question of whether the constraining of 

labor markets is unique to California alone; it also makes for an interesting jumping off 

point for future research. 47    

Nuances of the Industry Demand Theory: Changing Preferences Over Time 

 

 Beyond the notions that not all demand is the same, and not all acres are created 

equal, there exists a third observable implication of the theory advanced here as well: 

there are likely to be changing preferences over time – that is, the dynamic exhibited 

over the seventy-year period analyzed to this point is likely to vary under different 

political and immigration regimes.  

 Recall from, Congressional Bill Text as Data: Estimating and Scaling an 

Immigration Policy Space in the Presence of Unstable Left-Right Party Coalitions, that 

much of immigration policy is about alien rights/admissions, and in addition to 

rights/admission there are three enduring issues in immigration policy as well (Hunt 

2005): national security, labor, and humanitarian aid (Hunt 2005). 

However, aggregating the data from the 88th – 112th Congress necessarily 

overlooks the question of whether there has been meaningful change in the Congressional 

politics of these issues over time.  It is certainly the case that expansion/contraction of 

rights/admissions has been an ongoing debate over all these decades, but it is also the 

case that political cleavages and patterns of conflict that have not necessarily remained 

 
47 Meanwhile, neither Foreign Born nor White is statistically significant. 
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the same.  Thus, is increasing Acres of Cropland Harvested is still explicative of 

expansionist immigration policy under different political cleavages and immigration 

regimes?  Although the argument advanced in this paper suggests that labor is driving 

much of immigration policy, there are likely to be nuances to certain time periods. 

Given this final observable implication under observation – that preferences 

are likely to change over time – I rely on the literature’s indicators of 

contractionist/expansionist periods of time throughout history to see if increasing Acres 

of Cropland Harvested is still explicative of expansionist immigration policy.  In so 

doing, I rely heavily on the work of Hunt (2005), who focuses on the five major 

amendments to the 1952 McCarran-Walter Act (all of which became public law), and 

uses these amendments as general indicators of contractionist/expansionist periods in 

history.  Accordingly, three eras emerge:  

1. 1965-1980: The First Expansionist Era – From “Unwanted Immigration” to 

“Family Reunification” 

2. 1981-2000: The Era of “Problematic Illegal Immigration” 

3. 2001-2012: The Post-9/11 Era 

I explore these eras below. 

1965-1980: The First Expansionist Era – From “Unwanted Immigration” to 

“Family Reunification” 

 

As Hunt (2005) details, the first amendment to the McCarran-Walter Act was the 

1965 Hart-Cellar Act, which marked the first major change in (or expansion of) 

immigration policy since the establishment of the infamous race-based quota system in 

the 1920s.  This act moved attention from a problem of controlling “unwanted migration” 

from southern Europe and Asia (China and Japan), to the new issue dimension of 
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defining immigration as a matter of family unification.  Prior to 1965, however, twentieth 

immigration policy was restrictionist in nature.  For example, the 1924 National Origins 

Quota Act banned some nationalities altogether (China and Japan) and set migration 

quotas for eligible countries to 1/6th of one percent of country nationals who had resided 

in the U.S., as recorded by 1890 and 1910 censuses. 

The 1965 Hart-Cellar Act, however, liberalized (or expanded) immigration policy 

“unprecedented ways.”  The Act replaced national origins quota with a seven-tier 

preference system, primarily devoted to determining migration levels based on different 

kinship relationships.  It also opened the door to fundamental changes in the size and 

composition (in terms of country of origin) of migration flows; shifted the policy focus 

from “national-origins quota” to “family reunification quotas;” and, redefined 

“immigrant” and the “problem of immigration.”  Roughly 12 years later, the 1976 

Immigration Act further “liberalized” the visa system by applying the 20,000/country 

visa limits to the Western Hemisphere countries (an increase from previous limits); and, 

only four years after that, the 1980 Refugee Act kept with the liberalization trend, 

formalizing ad hoc policy toward refugee migration.  However, the extension of the 

20,000/country created an instant backlog of applications from Mexico and Latin 

America (Hunt 2005).   

Upon disaggregating this era from the larger time-period, it is immediately 

evident that the post-1965 policy-focus is less about labor and more about humanitarian 

aid.  Therefore, it is likely for Acres of Cropland Harvested to be less explanatory of 

expansionist immigration reform during this time.  The expectation, however, is that 
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Acres of Cropland Harvested will continue to be significant and positively signed, as I 

maintain that labor-demand is driving much of immigration policy. 

1981-2000: The Era of “Problematic Illegal Immigration” 

 

Arguably, the “instant backlog” created by the 1980 Refugee Act shifted the 

general tide of immigration policy back toward a more moderate space: The 1986 

Immigration Reform and Control Act (Lowell, Bean & de la Graza 1986; Brammer 1993, 

Gubins 1996, Leith 1997, Mobley VanHeerde 1997, Gimpel & Edwards 1997).  

Scholarship widely acknowledges this bill as having one of the most profound impacts on 

immigration policy as a whole, despite that it simultaneously sought to expand and 

contract immigration policy.  In fact, the impacts of the bill ultimately conferred benefits 

to undocumented immigrants but failed to stem the flow of undocumented immigration 

itself (Gimpel and Edwards, Jr. 1999).  The amnesty provision of this law did not reduce 

unauthorized entry, and new migrants were hopeful of being granted citizenship 

themselves (Orrenius and Zavondy, 2003).  Hunt (2005), however, continues to describe 

the bill as an expansion, but does acknowledge it was the most “contractionist” of the 

public laws seen since the 1965 Hart-Cellar Act.  The 1986 Immigration Reform and 

Control Act (IRCA) changed the policy focus to the problem of “illegal immigration” and 

established employer sanctions to mitigate the pull of migrants to the U.S. for 

employment.   

Interestingly, however, the 1990 Immigration Act briefly moved toward more 

expansive policies (although, likely attempting to mitigate the failures of the IRCA).  The 

1990 Immigration Act significantly increased the overall ceiling for annual, legal 

migration and addressed the composition change of immigrant flows by adding 
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“diversity” visas designed to increase migration from Ireland.  Although, not six years 

later, the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 

(IIRIRA) sharply curtailed this expansionist policy.  Not only did this act broaden the 

definition of “aggravated felony” and increase the number of crimes classified as such, it 

resultantly subjected immigrants to a greater number of deportable offenses – often 

coupled with expedited removal proceedings.  As Saba et al. (2017, p. 194-195) found, 

the IIRIRA had a “devastating impact on immigrants who [were] indigent, detained, and 

forced to face deportation proceedings without representation.”  As restrictionist 

immigration policy was already in vogue prior to 9/11, it is no surprise the trend 

continued afterwards.  

Beginning with the IRCA, then, labor markets were substantially changed in the 

United States.  As Donato et al. (1992) argue, not only did granting amnesty to over two-

million people substantially increase the supply of legal workers in labor markets, but 

employers in agriculture were also able to meet their labor-demands without the threat of 

employers sanctions.  Of course, the potential of future amnesty hardly slowed the 

movement of undocumented immigration.  As that hope was coupled with the fact that 

the IRCA did not “lead to the aggressive pursuit of employers who continued to hire 

migrant workers (consistent with Congress’ intent to gradually phase in sanctions and 

educate rather than punish employers)” (Donato et al., 1992, p. 94), it would be 

surprising if the effect of Acres of Cropland Harvested on expansionist policy was not 

strong and significant. 
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2001-2012: The Post-9/11 Era 

 

Since 9/11 – an exogenous shock to the immigration policy equilibrium – the 

enforcement of immigration policy has relied on seven contractionist strategies, 

including: “increased denial and revocation of visas for admission of foreign visitors, 

sanctions against employers of undocumented aliens, raids of workplaces and elsewhere, 

self-reporting requirements, notification by local authorities of foreign nationals, criminal 

prosecutions, and border controls” (Nafziger, 2009, p. 555).  In fact, under the Bush 

Administration, the 109th Congress proposed a series of “restrictive, anti-immigration 

measures whose sponsor [James F. Sensenbrenner, Jr. (R-WI-5)] argued would control 

illegal immigration into the United States”  (Kalaf-Hughes, 2013, p. 494).  

Fetzer (2006), for example, cites H.R. 4437 – Border Protection, Antiterrorism, 

and Illegal Immigration Control Act of 2005 as an “enforcement only” bill devoid of 

“pro-immigrant” provisions.  Although the bill only passed the House, it would have 

ultimately mandated the construction of 700 more miles of “reinforced fencing” along the 

U.S.‐Mexican border, expanded the Basic Pilot program's electronic verification of Social 

Security Numbers to include all employees, and eliminated the visa lottery program.  

Fetzer (2006, p. 698) further acknowledges two particularly restrictionist provisions of 

the bill: one, which would have made “illegal presence” in the United States an 

“aggravated felony” instead of a civil offence; the other, which would have subjected a 

person who “assists, encourages, directs, or induces” an undocumented immigrant to 

“reside in or remain in the United States” to up to five years in prison. 

Also, around the time of 9/11, the concept of “Comprehensive Immigration 

Reform” (CIR) was formally coined.  CIR ultimately sought to coalesce increased border 
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control, labor market stability, and the legalization of the undocumented, however, it did 

not gain significant, legislative momentum until the late 2000s.  The transition to the 

Obama-era, from the Bush-era came with notable CIR differences, too: “Where Obama 

[…] conceived of undocumented migrants as Americans in vitro – work ethic, family 

values, regular religious worship and all – Bush saw even legal immigrants as outsiders 

unwilling or unable to integrate, in need of ‘help’ in adopting or adapting to the American 

way” (Lauret, 2016, p. 422).  However, it was not until 2014 that President Obama’s 

Immigration Accountability Executive Actions were announced, intending to overhaul 

key aspects of the U.S. immigration system through executive action – the ball was in 

Congress’ court.  Of course, 2014 is outside the window of observation for this study.   

Despite that the issue dimension of this era was heavily oriented to national 

security, the were still the issues of the undocumented labor force and a looming 

economic crisis: The Great Recession.  Scholars suggest that economic incentives 

accelerated the number of low-skilled laborers crossing the border up through 2007, 

when it reached its peak of 12 million (Martin, 2005; Martin and Zürcher, 2008; Passel 

and Cohn, 2011; Luckstead, Devadoss, and Rodriguez, 2012).  This trend then continued 

up to the point of the Great Recession.  The Great Recession, however, saw a “weaker 

U.S. job market, tighter border surveillance, heightened domestic enforcement, decline in 

Mexican birth rates, and improved economic conditions in Mexico.  As a result, net flows 

reached 0 around 2012” (Devadoss et al, 2020, p. 161-162; Passel, Cohn, and Gonzalez-

Barrera, 2012).  Thus, labor shortages throughout this period were quite probable, 

suggesting the effect of Acres of Cropland Harvested on expansionist policy should be 

non-trivial and statistically significant. 
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Moving forward, I will disaggregate the data into these respective eras, and I will 

model each member’s likelihood of casting an expansionist vote as a function of 

industry-demand (Acres of Cropland Harvested) at the district level.  If my assumptions 

are correct, I expect to find that as the demand for unskilled-labor increases, the 

likelihood of voting for expansionist immigration legislation will increase as well (all else 

equal).  Furthermore, I also expect that this likelihood varies over time, to the extent that 

the effect is relatively weaker during the first era (1965-1980), and stronger during the 

latter two periods (1981-2000 and 2001-2012).  The results can be read about below.  
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Table 17: Likelihood of Casting an Expansionist Vote – Wordfish Coded Dimension 

Change in Preferences Over Time – Three Eras: 1965-1980, 1981-2000, 2001-2012 

 

      1965-1980  1981-2000  2001-2012 
 

Acres of Cropland Harvested  -8.75e-08  1.02e-07***  1.32e-07*   

      (7.10e-08)  (-.218)   (8.12e-08) 

 

Census of Population: 

Foreign Born     0.585   0.526**  -1.173 

      (0.515)  (0.218)  (1.520) 

Education     9.798***  -5.330***  3.299*** 

      (3.956)  (0.951)  (9.090) 

High Skill     3.564   13.430***  -6.261 

      (5.695)  (0.910)  (12.263) 

Low Skill     5.749   -21.618***  -18.811 

      (5.736)  (1.427)  (16.563) 

White      1.612   -0.844***  -0.614 

      (0.799)*  (0.222)  (1.087) 

Border State     -1.634   -0.226***  0.589** 

      (0.210)**  (0.060)  (0.260) 

Party      -1.753   -0.623***  1.394*** 

      (596.925)  (0.072)  (0.339) 

Ideological Extremity   0.218   -0.260*  1.135 

      (0.529)  (0.156)  (0.805) 

 

Time-Dependent Legislative Behavior: 

Days2Election    0.076***  0.003**  -2.635*** 

      (0.013)  (0.001)  (0.166) 

Days2Election_2    -0.000***  1.97e-07  0.010*** 

      (0.000)  (5.323e-06)  (0.001) 

Days2Election_3    1.00e-06***  -1.47e-08***  -0.000*** 

      (1.47e-07)  (5.63e-09)  (7.09e-07) 

 

Other Controls: 

Vote Share     -0.001   0.006***  -0.001 

      (0.007)  (0.008)  (0.008) 

Incumbent Spending    1.33e-06*  -2.55e-07***  -2.69e-07 

      (7.19e-07)  (6.48e-08)  (2.15e-07) 

In Party     +   0.125   + 

         (0.001) 

Presidential Approval   0.013   0.027***  + 

      (17.766)  (0.008) 

Change in Personal Income   +   -0.007***  + 

         (0.023) 

District Partisanship    0.060***  -0.015***  -0.019 

      (0.011)  (0.002)  (0.014) 

Redistricted     +   0.458***  -0.318 

         (0.100)  (0.962) 

Midterm     -0.900   0.498***  + 

      (213.187)  (0.105)  

Constant     -4.516   2.465***  203.052*** 

      (298.466)  (5.63e-09)  (12.745) 

      n=1,413  n=8,661  n=2,204 
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 Standard errors in parentheses; Statistical Significance: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

+ indicative of being omitted as a function of collinearity 

 

Results – 1965-1980: The First Expansionist Era – From “Unwanted Immigration” 

to “Family Reunification” 

Surprisingly, Acres of Cropland Harvested is negative and statistically 

insignificant.  Throughout the work done here, being negatively signed and 

statistically insignificant is a first for this variable.  This is wholly inconsistent with 

expectations.  As acknowledged previously, it seemed the policy focus of the 1965-1980 

era was about humanitarian aid.  Perhaps, however, these results are less about that 

humanitarian aid, and more about the lagged effects of the complications that arose as a 

function of the Bracero Program(s).  The Bracero Program was a series of bilateral 

agreement between the United States and Mexico, which effectively implemented a 

national guest worker program that operated between 1942 and 1964.   

For a more detailed timeline, I look to Mize et al. (2011, p.2), who provide a 

useful Bracero Program-related series of events that predate the 1965-1980 era:   

August 4, 1942: US-Mexico Bracero Program begins in Stockton, California, as U.S. 

government responds to wartime requests by Southwest growers to recruit foreign labor. 

 

October 13-18, 1948: In what became known as the “El Paso Incident,” Texas growers 

defy the terms of the binational Bracero Program and their state’s blacklist by imploring 

the Border Patrol to open the border for the recruitment of 6,000 undocumented migrant 

workers. 

 

1952: As part of the passage of the McCarran-Walter Immigration and Nationality Act, a 

little-known provision, the temporary visa (H-2) program, authorizes East Coast growers 

to employ Caribbean laborers. 

 

1954: Operation Wetback begins a mass repatriation campaign. 

 

1964: Bracero Program ends, but over its 22-year period of operation, more than 4.5 

million work contracts were signed, representing approximately 2 million temporary 

workers from Mexico. 

 

1965: Hart-Cellar Immigration and Nationality Act is passed. 
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Between the Bracero Program, the “El Paso Incident,” and H-2 provision of the 

McCarran-Walter Act, labor was clearly in demand.  However, some scholars cite the 

depressed the wages of native-born Americans in the agricultural industry as the primary 

reason for terminating the Bracero Program (Massey and Liang, 1989; Marcell, 1994; 

Borjas and Katz, 2005).  If that is the case, then it makes some sense that the industry-

demanders were disinclined to expand immigration policy in the 1965-1980 period.48  

Expanding immigration in the period immediately after the program’s end would have 

meant fewer undocumented immigrants; fewer undocumented immigrants would have 

meant more regulations around working conditions of the documented immigrations; and, 

more regulations around working conditions of the documented would meant greater 

difficulty to suppress wages – thus, the preferred substitutability for the undocumented 

over the documented.   

Results – 1981-2000: The Era of “Problematic Illegal Immigration” 

As for 1981-2000 era, Acres of Cropland Harvested is positive and statistically 

significant, as expected.  The results here are most analogous to the full model 

results, suggesting that as the demand for unskilled-labor increases, the likelihood of 

voting for expansionist immigration legislation increases (all else equal).  This, however, 

raises the question of what prompted the change in preferences from the previous period? 

The idea of labor shortages is beginning to emerge as a potential causal 

mechanism.  Yet, the literature’s findings on the matter are quite mixed: Guthman (2017) 

argues that the end of the Bracero Program ultimately created a shortage; Martin (2007) 

has advanced the idea that claims of shortages are instead driven by media and politics; 

 
48 This dataset suffers from missingness as a function of the OCR process and the county-to-congressional 

district conversions.  The first period is particularly affected, as the quality of the documents that were put 

through the OCR process was quite poor.  Consequently, I am less confident in these model results.   
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meanwhile,  Fisher and Knutson (2013) contend that farm labor markets are local, not 

national or regional, so the some perspectives may be out of touch.   

Borjas and Katz (2005, p. 3), however argue, “there is a clear link between the 

end of the Bracero Program and the beginning of the illegal alien flow, at least as 

measured by the number of Mexican nationals aliens apprehended as they attempt to 

enter the United States illegally.”  Per their report on the number of undocumented 

Mexicans alone, in 1964, the Border Patrol apprehended 41.6 thousand; in 1970, 

apprehensions were up to 348.2 thousand annually; and, in 1986, apprehensions were up 

again to nearly 1.7 million (Borjas and Katz, 2005).  Moreover, at that same time, the 

1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act not only granted amnesty to over two-million 

people, but it also largely avoided penalizing employers who continued to hire the 

undocumented.  Thus, liberalizing immigration reform would have implied an even larger 

supply of immigrants – a narrative that is made even more compelling by Mitchell’s 

(2012) finding that, during the Bracero Program, agricultural industry-demanders 

effectively exercised their class power to set the prevailing wage at a level so low that 

white citizen worker’s would never accept it” (Guthman, 2017, p. 27).   

 

Results – 2001-2012: The Post-9/11 Era 

 Regarding the post-9/11 era, Acres of Cropland Harvested is positively signed, 

as expected.  However, with a p-value of 0.103, it is only significant at 0.1 – a lower 

threshold than anticipated.  What is more interesting, nonetheless, is that – for the 

first time in the analyses here – the sign on Party is positive, suggesting that the 

Republicans of the era were more likely to vote in favor of expansionist immigration 

policy.  While this finding is not inconsistent with the literature – the Republican 
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Party is split between those who want tougher restrictions, those who fear alienating the 

Latino vote, and those business owners who are seeking immigrant laborers to fill low-

skill jobs (Facchini & Steinhardt, 2011) – it is inconsistent with conventional wisdom: on 

average, Republicans are less likely to vote for liberalizing immigration reform.   

 However, this era was grappling with issues and tensions that left immigration 

policy hanging in a delicate balance: nativistic fears in the wake of 9/11, and a waning 

low-skilled labor supply as a function of the Great Recession.  In fact, Foreign Born is 

also signed negatively for the first time in the analyses (although, it does fail to achieve 

statistical significance), suggesting that the greater the district-level Foreign Born 

population, the less likely a House member is to expand immigration reform – something 

consistent with nativistic fears.  Furthermore, if labor shortages are the causal mechanism 

underpinning the relationship between industry demand and expansionist immigration 

policy, then it follows that a waning labor supply might motivate expansionist 

immigration policy – especially as the national issue attention cycle was likely just 

phasing out of 9/11 and into the Great Recession.   

An Exploration of Industry-Demand Driving Legislative Behavior: The REAL ID Act of 

2005 

 

 In an effort to reenforce the causal linkage between industry-demand and legislative 

behavior, I looked to the same universe of 75 immigration-related bills.  In this dataset, I 

hoped to find a bill, where two Republican House members, both representing nearly 

identical districts, voted differently as a function of their industry-demand needs – that is, 

the only permissible difference between the two members could be their Acres of 

Cropland Harvested.  Thus, I aim to exemplify how High Demanders and Low 

Demanders behave differently on immigration legislation.  Methodologically speaking, 
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this case study is tantamount to a natural experiment, where industry-demand (Acres of 

Cropland Harvested) is the treatment.   

 As far as case selection, I chose to focus on the post 9/11 era, as the 

abovementioned results suggest it might be particularly indicative of cross-cleaving party 

coalitions – “strange bedfellows” on immigration.  Recall, the 109th Congress was home 

to a series of anti-immigration bills (primarily authored by Rep. James Sensenbrenner 

[WI-5]), at a time when Republicans dominated both chambers of Congress under the 

Bush administration – the holy grail of united government, at least theoretically.   

 In my case selection pursuit, I found The REAL ID Act of 2005, where Richard 

Pombo (CA-11) could serve as a High Demander, and Vito Fossella (NY-13) could serve 

as a Low Demander.49  Rep. Pombo (CA-11) was not only born in San Joaquin, but he 

represented most of San Joaquin County (also, parts of Contra Costa, Alameda, and Santa 

Clara Counties) from the 103rd – 109th Congress (History, Art & Archives, U.S. House of 

Representatives, 2020).  As a High Demander, Pombo had nearly 350,000 acres requiring 

harvest in his district.50 

 Much like Pombo, Rep. Fossella (NY-13) also represented the county in which he 

was born – Staten Island, Richmond County (also part of Kings County) – throughout his 

tenure in Congress (105th -110th).  As a Low Demander, however, Fossella had no acres 

requiring harvest in his district – Staten Island is decidedly urban.   

 Beyond geographical location and industry-demand, both Pombo and Fossella 

represented remarkably similar districts, matching nearly perfectly on their figures of 

 
49 Recall, Low Demanders (“urban” districts) are represented by the first quartile (Q1) – any district 

with 14,661.8 acres or fewer.  High Demanders (“increasingly rural districts”), on the other hand, are 

represented by the remaining quartiles (Q2-Q4) – any district with more than 14,661.8 acres 
50 Although, Pombo’s Acres of Cropland Harvested are below the mean, 348,494.39, his district is still in 

Q3.  
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supply-side characteristics: Foreign Born, Education, High- and Low-Skill, and White 

(see Table 8).  Furthermore, their District Partisanship was relatively equal as well.  

Bush received roughly the same proportion of the two-party vote in both Pombo and 

Fossella’s districts.  To reiterate, these similarities – these explanators of supply-side 

legislative behavior — were important to showcase how industry-demand is the primary 

driver of legislative behavior on immigration reform.     

Table 18: Comparison of Districts – Rep. Pombo (R-CA-11) and Rep. Fossella (R-NY-

13) 

CD Name 

 

Vote 
Acres of 

Cropland 

Harvested 

Foreign 

Born 

(percent) 

Education 

(percent) 

High-

Skill 

(percent) 

Low-

Skill 

(percent) 

 

White 

(percent) 

District 

Partisanship 

(proportion) 

CA-

11 

Richard 

Pombo 

Nay 348,494.39 21.00 14.85 14.66 1.32 58.81 45.64 

NY-

13 

Vito 

Fossella 

Yay 0.00 23.27 14.83 14.38 0.00 65.88 44.92 

 

 As for the bill Pombo and Fossella were voting on, The REAL ID Act of 2005 had 

three major provisions: 

Title I: Amendments to Federal Laws to Protect Against Terrorist Entry - (Sec. 101) 

Amends Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) provisions concerning asylum to: (1) 

authorize the Secretary of Homeland Security, in addition to the Attorney General, to 

grant asylum (retroactive to March 1, 2003); (2) require asylum applicants to prove that 

race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion 

was or will be (if removed) the central reason for their persecution; and (3) provide that 

an applicant's testimony may be sufficient to sustain this burden of proof only if the trier 

of fact determines that it is credible, persuasive, and fact-specific. Requires corroborating 

evidence where requested by the trier of fact unless the applicant does not have the 

evidence and cannot reasonably obtain it without departing the United States. States that 

the inability to obtain corroborating evidence does not excuse the applicant from meeting 

his or her burden of proof. 

 

Title II: Improved Security for Driver's Licenses and Personal Identification Cards 

- (Sec. 202) Prohibits Federal agencies from accepting State issued driver's licenses or 

identification cards unless such documents are determined by the Secretary to meet 

minimum security requirements, including the incorporation of specified data, a common 

machine-readable technology, and certain anti-fraud security features. 

 

Title III: Border Infrastructure and Technology Integration - (Sec. 301) Directs the 

Under Secretary of Homeland Security for Border and Transportation Security to study 

the technology, equipment, and personnel needed to address security vulnerabilities 

within the United States for each Customs and Border Protection field office that has 

responsibility for U.S. borders with Canada and Mexico. 
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Not only did every coding scheme (whether by hand or machine learning) render this bill 

contractionist, but Democrats also described the bill as a “harsh piece of anti-immigrant 

legislation” that would “virtually bar states from issuing driver’s licenses to illegal 

immigrants, tighten the rules for asylum, and close a hole in the border fence between 

California and Mexico” (Curtius, 2005).  Therefore, The REAL ID Act is perhaps an 

extreme case on the whole, while being a typical case within the context of the 109th 

Congress.   

 Moreover, The REAL ID Act represents some major party tensions between the 

House and Senate at the time – less a united government than it would have appeared 

prima facie.  On one hand, many House Republicans were intent on clamping down on 

illegal immigration in the wake of 9/11.  As Rep. Sessions (R-TX-32) argued on the 

House floor, “the horrible people that were on the airplanes that did the dastardly deed 

here in America on September 11 had, collectively, 63 driver’s licenses” (Congressional 

Record, 2005).  On the other hand, the “GOP controlled Senate [was] laying the 

groundwork for taking up President Bush’s proposal for creating a guest worker program 

that could legalize millions of illegal workers” – thus, effectively joining with the 

Democrats who were advocating for a “path to citizenship for at least some estimated 8 

million immigrants believed to be living in the U.S. illegally” at the time (Curtius, 2005).    

 Compellingly, Fossella and Pombo represent this Republican divide nearly 

perfectly.  In Fosella’s opinion piece in the The Hill, he argues, “As we learned on 

September 11th, a driver’s license has the potential to be a deadly tool in the hands of the 

wrong people. […] I believe that a secure driver’s license is key to a safer America. No 

state should be issuing licenses that compromise our safety. In this day and age, every 
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license should meet the highest security standards” (Fossella, 2007).  As a Low 

Demander and native New Yorker post-9/11, such a stance is hardly surprising.  

However, as Rep. Dreier (R-CA-26) stated on the floor the day of the vote, this bill is not 

exclusively about drivers’ licenses: “We are trying to deal with border security. It is a 

very important part of the number one priority that we have, and that is our national 

security. […] I just 10 weeks ago flew with T.J. Bonner, the president of the National 

Border Patrol Council, over this gap in the fence.  It is very clear that people have taken 

advantage of it” – thus, indicating the hole in the fence was a “port of entry” for the 

undocumented (Congressional Record, 2005). 

 Meanwhile, Pombo, someone “known as a private man who rarely grants 

interviews, and rarely likes the results when he does,” defected, when the majority of 

Republicans joined 42 Democrats in the vote, 261-161 (Weiser, 2005).  Weiser (2005) 

offers additional evidence that Pombo’s personal history bolsters his High Demander 

designation, as his “family still owns hundreds of acres, ranging from rich valley 

bottomlands, ideal for vegetables, westward into the hills south of Altamont Pass, home 

to some of the nation’s best grazing land.”  Not only an immigrant himself, but someone 

who owns the very Acres of Cropland Harvested that have been discussed at length 

throughout this project.  Therefore, he is not only he sympathetic to the plight of the 

industry-demander for purposes of reelection, he is the industry demander.  Likewise, the 

109th Congress was knocking on the door of the Great Recession.   

 As Guthman (2017, p.28) argues, “Although border and immigration policy has 

mostly served growers well by creating highly vulnerable workers, it has increasingly 

become a liability, especially in labor-intensive fruit and vegetable sectors in which signs 
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of labor shortages are appearing, particularly since the dip of the 2007–2009 financial 

crisis;” plus, altering wages “to attract domestic workers remains unthinkable, because of 

an implicit pact growers have long held not to budge too much on wage rates.”  Again, if 

labor shortages are the causal mechanism underpinning the relationship between industry 

demand and expansionist immigration policy, then it reasonable that Pombo’s potential 

inability to tend to his acres motivated him to be majority defector.   

 When taken together, Fassella and Pombo, help to connect the dots as to how and 

why higher demand for immigrant labor leads to expansionist immigration policy.  The 

value of this particular case study is not in its ability to establish a causal effect – that has 

been done at length prior – but rather, its value is in identifying the causal mechanisms at 

work.  Pombo, a High Demander, pulled away from the majority of contractionist 

Republicans on this vote, thus suggesting industry-demand drives legislative behavior on 

immigration (all else equal) – and ostensibly on the basis of labor shortages.   

Conclusion 

This project has explored the district-level mechanisms that drive House 

members’ voting behavior on roll-calls that expand/contract immigration rights.  I have 

argued that the existing decision-making literature on immigration policy has paid scant 

attention to an important district-level factor: industry-demand for immigrant labor.  

While controlling for supply-side factors, I have examined the interplay between district-

level industry preferences and district-level economic concerns relating to the presence of 

immigrants (e.g., welfare, healthcare, low-skill labor market); and, I have found that the 

greater the district-level industry demand for immigrant labor, the more likely a House 

member is to expand immigration rights generally; and, as days to an election decrease, 
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this effect is magnified.  Furthermore, a member’s party affiliation offers little predictive 

power regarding the member’s support/opposition to expanding immigration rights, 

especially in the modern era – thus, making parties unstable coalitions in this policy 

domain.  Unskilled-labor (a lesser explored explanator of legislative behavior) – and 

particularly the possibility of unskilled-labor shortages  – is likely the causal mechanism 

of the demand side vote.   

My findings are consistent with the historical and case study literature on the 

politics of immigration reform in the United States.  Within immigration, coalitions do 

not fall neatly along the traditional left-right, Democrat-Republican party dimension.  

Instead, there appear to be recurring, periodic coalitions of “strange bedfellow alliances.”  

On the Democratic side, that often includes representatives of labor union constituents 

who are concerned about foreign worker inflows; on the Republican side, that often 

includes the economically-minded expansionists.  My contribution to the literature is 

evidenced by this large-N, demand-side study, with a novel key independent variable 

capturing industry-demand.  This novel variable has enabled me to hone-in on the impact 

of labor-demand – especially in the farm-labor sector – and unpack the explanators of 

expansionist immigration reform.   

This work, however, is not without some limitations.  Admittedly, the dataset 

suffers from missingness as a function of the OCR process and the county-to-

congressional district conversions.  The first period (1965-1980) is particularly affected, 

as the quality of the documents that were put through the OCR process was quite poor.  

This resulted in many merged cells, which then had to be eliminated by hand and made 

“missing.”  Imagine a merged cell on Acres of Cropland Harvested, a variable whose 
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range spans over twenty-million acres – if an observation like that were to remain in the 

dataset, the potentially massive outliers would have likely driven the entirety of model 

results.  Therefore, missingness was the preferred limitation.  One of my next research 

tasks is to spend considerable time cleaning up the dataset, systematically correcting the 

missingness.   

In the future, I would also like to consider the significance of legislation – that is, 

not all final passage votes should hold the same weight in the analyses.  For example, a 

bill like the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 – or any of the other bills that 

became public law in the data set – should hold considerably more weight than that a 

simple House resolution that is adopted on final passage.  While this is a simple 

endeavor, implementing a systematic measure of significance will take more time. 

Furthermore, this is but one demand industry; and, while my theory should clearly 

travel to other industries – both high- and low-skill – such industries have not necessarily 

been accounted for here in full.  While the Low Demander Proposition and model 

gestured at what predicts individual-level support for immigration in urban areas, it 

barely scratched the surface and was purely exploratory.  Digging deeper into the labor 

market tensions – the geography of labor – would also be a nice addition.   

 In sum, the work done here has been about individual-level decisions – not parties 

or collectives – it has been about informed predictions about individuals.  At this micro-

level, I disentangled the forces that shape individual members’ decisions on bills 

proposing the expansion/contraction of immigration rights.  Moving forward, I will 

leverage these micro-level findings at the macro-level – that is, I will further examine the 

consequences of these individual-level forces on agenda setting.  Since majority party 
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leaders have a vested interest in passing bills with broad majority party support, 

significant constraints are placed on the types of bills eligible for floor consideration.  I 

explore these constraints and implications in, The Macro-level: A Study of the Strategic 

Considerations of U.S. House Majorities in Structuring the Agenda on Immigration 

Reform. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

THE MACRO-LEVEL: A STUDY OF THE STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS OF 

U.S. HOUSE MAJORITIES IN STRUCTURING THE AGENDA ON IMMIGRATION 

REFORM 

 

 

Introduction 

Immigration reform – dubbed the “third rail” of politics – is not only wildly 

divisive, but it even poses risks to otherwise electorally secure, incumbent legislators.  To 

muddy matters all the more, immigration policy itself does not neatly map onto the left-

right, liberal-conservative party divide – that is, individual-level (micro-level) positions 

on immigration are a fundamental component of fissures that are not explicable in 

traditional partisan terms (Kriesi, Grand, & Dolezal 2012).  Instead, the immigration 

policy political space – the immigration policy dimension – arrays liberal cosmopolitans: 

embracers of the universality of the American experiment and believers in a “nation of 

immigrants;” free market conservatives: supporters of  large-scale immigration oriented 

to meeting the labor demands of the business-minded; economic protectionists: opposers 

of porous borders in the name of protecting the blue-collared worker; and, cultural 

protectionists: restrictionist border hawks and advocates for higher barriers to alien rights 

and admissions (sometimes literally), across a unique spectrum (Tichenor, 2016).  

Immigration policy is “different” (Fraga, 2009). 

The unique challenges of the micro-level must also necessarily translate to the 

macro-level.  But how, then, is the agenda set?  Despite that there exists a massive body 

of literature on congressional agenda setting (the institution itself, congressional rules, 

congressional parties, congressional organization), the theories inherent to this body of 

work are generalized to policy making broadly.  They pay comparatively little attention 
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to congressional agenda setting within specific policy domains – therefore, immigration 

policy-making is relatively understudied.  While reigning theories hail majority parties as 

the agenda setting extraordinaries (and rightly so), some evidence still suggests that 

members’ party affiliation offers little predictive power regarding their 

support/opposition for expanding immigration rights.  Therefore, parties are unstable 

coalitions in this policy domain.   

Despite this instability, the majority party leadership still needs to structure an 

agenda that will ultimately pass and yield a (relatively) cohesive majority party.  What, 

then, does this mean for immigration policy?  When does the majority party push 

immigration bills to the floor?  The following work suggests that, on immigration, the 

agenda is indeed cartelized by the majority party, and the chamber median and the 

majority party median are still the key players; however, the cartelization calculus is 

motivated by more than the traditional left-right, party dimension alone – there is another 

dimension at work, too: the level of industry-demand for unskilled labor, which 

ultimately motivates expansionist immigration policy.  In particular, I argue that 

individual-level dynamics of industry-demand for unskilled labor affect support for 

immigration policy, and the results of variation at aggregate-level increase support for 

bills to make it onto the agenda.  Varying demand for immigrant labor from one Congress 

to the next affects the ability of immigration legislation to come to the floor. 

Literature Review 

 

 In establishing a theoretical framework for immigration-related agenda setting, 

three things were considered: the uniqueness of the immigration policy domain, what 

generally drives a House member to vote for expansionist immigration reform, and 
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legislative organization, with a particular emphasis on the key players therein.  As the 

first two considerations were addressed in, The Micro-level: Unskilled-Labor Demand as 

a Mechanism for Member-level Expansionist Immigration Reform, I instead focus on 

legislative organization and its key players here.   

The legislative organization literature from the 1980s to the present offers three 

prominent perspectives (each with divergent predictions) that offer valuable insights into 

congressional agenda setting: distributional theories, which focus on the preferences of 

committee members and how committees serve the interests of the individual legislators 

and their home constituencies (Shepsle & Weingast 1981, 1987);51 informational 

theories, which suggest that the chamber median is decisive in agenda setting and policy 

outcomes (Gilligan and Krehbiel 1990, Krehbiel 1991);52 and, partisan theories, which 

concentrate on the preference of party members, where party leaders structure the agenda 

to serve those interests (Cox and McCubbins 1993, 2005; Aldrich and Rohde 2000, 

2001).   

The work at hand will focus on partisan theories.  With increasing party 

polarization (Hetherington, 2011), partisan theories have become the most influential of 

 
51 Distributional Theory (Shepsle 1979; Shepsle and Weingast 1981, 1897; Weingast and Marshall 1988) 

maintains that institutional design is a consequence of legislators’ preferences and that these legislators 

seek to distribute the benefits of public policy to their districts.  In the congressional context, “a system of 

committees institutionalizes ‘gains from trade’ — members acquire policy benefits for their home 

constituencies in exchange for supporting benefits for other legislators’ constituencies;” explicitly, public 

policy can be understood as the “product of a giant logroll” (Smith et al. 2013, p. 179).   

 
52On the other hand, informational theories concentrate on the preferences of the median member of the 

floor — not the preferences of party members.  They suggest that policy expertise is a collective good, 

shared among members of Congress; they acknowledge the Majoritarian Postulate of legislative 

organization, which holds that the “parent-chamber majorities have control over post floor as well as other 

procedures; and, they argue that “committees can never use procedures to get the legislature to do what is 

not in the legislature’s interest” (Krehbiel 1991, p. 200 ,101).  In other words, even though distributive 

theories epitomize the power of the ex post veto, and its ability to manipulate final decisions, informational 

theories recognize that bills must still be approved by a majority of both the House and Senate — 

something distributional theories deemphasize.   
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the modern era.  With a concentration on the preferences of party members, these theories 

contend that as a majority party becomes more distinct from the minority party (and 

internally cohesive), the members of the majority party will vest the leadership with 

institutional powers — parties are the enforcement mechanism (Cox and McCubbins 

1993, 2005).  These institutional powers will then move policy outcomes away from the 

floor median and closer to the majority party median.  Distributional theories do not take 

this into account; a key questionable assumption in Weingast and Marshall’s (1988) 

model is that parties place no constraint on individual behavior.  Krehbiel (1991) does not 

take this into account in his informational theory either.  Krehbiel is routinely denounces 

party effects, suggesting that what we perceive as partisan behavior could be something 

entirely different — like preference.   

Partisan theories, however, have received increasing attention since the 1994 

election of a republican majority to congress.  Rohde (1991) and Aldrich and Rohde 

(2000, 2001) developed a Conditional Party Government (CPG) model, which is housed 

within partisan theories. The model’s premise is that the more power the majority has 

within the legislature, the more effectively the majority can tailor the policy making 

process to result in its desired objectives — the strength of the party is conditional on the 

composition of the party.  In other words, the more of the majority party that shares a 

common objective, the greater the delegation in the majority party. CPG rests on three 

assumptions: legislators have policy and reelections goals (rational choice oriented), both 

intra party unity (homogeneity) and disunity (heterogeneity) are necessary conditions, 

and the power and resources of the majority and minority party are asymmetric, such that 

outcomes are yielded in favor of the majority.  This is contrary to Krehbiel (1991) and of 
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majoritarian theory generally.  CPG predicts that under these conditions, we should see 

party leaders compelling members to vote contrary to how they would vote in the absence 

of parties. 

Aldrich and Rhode (2000) find that party leadership stacks the most important 

committees with party loyalists, and self-selection determines assignments to committees 

of lesser importance.  They also find that majority party assigns “bonus seats” when the 

chamber is closely divided and that the majority party has asymmetric influence over its 

members when compared to the minority party — it affects members’ choices via agenda 

setting power.  This asymmetry produces non-median outcomes, and it rivals majoritarian 

theory directly.  Not only does majoritarian theory assume uni-dimensionality, but 

Aldrich and Rhode (2000) also show that majoritarian theory’s prediction of median 

outcomes is weak at best.   

The idea behind partisan theories is that the parties themselves compete in mass 

elections by developing brand names.  Brand names depend largely on the party’s 

legislative record, and as Cox and McCubbins (1993, p. 120) argue “the legislative record 

has a noticeable impact on the reelection of probabilities of their members.”  Simply said, 

they argue that members need to deliver bills, and the bills indicate that the members are 

capable of governing — thus, legislation is a reputational signal and partisan theories tell 

a reelection story.  Translating this into the legislative environment, then, means that to 

pass policy, the inability to shirk is endogenously created — legislation is important for 

purposes of position taking and reelection.  It is not really about policy at all; it is about 

reelection and signaling and branding — the capacity to govern.  In short, members are 

not going to bring something the floor that they are going to lose on. 
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In Cox and McCubbins’ cartel theory (1993), then, they seek to answer, “Why 

and how might a group of legally equal and oftentimes conventional legislators create 

and maintain parties?”   Not unlike the theories previously discussed, they look to 

organizational theory to provide the answer: parties are structured and restructured to 

solve a variety of collective action problems, and attractive, elective leadership positions 

are used to draw entrepreneurs — “perks”.  In this way, parties can be seen as legislative 

cartels or a Hobbesian leviathan.  To be a bit clearer, a collective action problem emerges 

when legislators wish to pursue private goal at the expense of the public good (i.e., 

legislative production).  According to the authors, this can be overcome by a central 

authority — the party leader — who can monitor those involved, provide selective perks, 

and bear costs.   

As Cox and McCubbins suggest, absent parties, we would expect to see an over-

production of particularistic goods and an underproduction of collective goods.  Thus, 

they speak to the importance of party leadership in understanding parties themselves.  

Parties can be seen as floor voting coalitions, where party leaders are looked to for voting 

instructions (especially where leaders take strong positions), and procedural coalitions, 

where members are appointed to committees and legislations is scheduled to bring to the 

floor.   

Cox and McCubbins (2007) further develop and extend procedural cartel theory.  

Party leadership positions can be seen as partnerships at a law firm.  Legislative parties 

seek to control the agenda — not the votes.  In other words, the majority party wants to 

maintain the majority, but it also wants to determine what is going to be voted on in the 
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first place.  This means monopolizing the agenda unto themselves — what goes on it 

(i.e., positive agenda control) and what stays off it (i.e., negative agenda control).   

In conclusion, Cartel theory is an agenda setting story, and it can be seen as the 

precursor to the Hastert Rule (the majority of the minority rule used by Republican 

Speakers of the House to limit the power of the minority party to bring bills to the floor 

for vote) — the idea that you can only bring to the floor what you are going to win on.  

The majority creates the institutions and takes monopolistic control of the agenda; 

members do not vote contrary to preferences — or to the party.  The party is a cartel.   

Assuming Cox and McCubbins are right, however, how do we explain 

immigration-related agenda setting?  The literature routinely acknowledges how 

“immigration is a potent, crosscutting issue in American national politics.  It defies the 

standard liberal–conservative divide and often polarizes major party coalitions” 

(Tichenor, 2014, p. 25).  The theory presented in this paper, then, harkens back to The 

Micro-level: Unskilled-Labor Demand as a Mechanism for Member-level Expansionist 

Immigration Reform, while still relying on the logic of Cox and McCubbins (1993, 2007).  

It suggests there is more than one-dimension factoring into the majority party 

leadership’s rationale when setting the again on immigration reform.  

Theory & Hypothesis: Cartel Theory 

 

In other words, I employ a variant of Cox and McCubbins' (1993, 2005) Cartel 

theory – one which advances the notion of an immigration cartel as part of the majority 

party leadership’s agenda setting calculus.  As noted earlier, Cox and McCubbins (2005) 

specifically identify two ways in which the majority party in Congress can wield 

influence: negative agenda power and positive agenda power.  Negative agenda power 
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(second-dimension power [Lukes, 1974]) is exerted when issues opposed by a majority of 

the majority party are kept off the agenda.  Conversely, positive agenda power (first 

dimension power [Lukes, 1974]) is exerted when issues supported by a majority of the 

majority party are actively pushed on the House floor.   

To explain this influence further, and to reiterate, the theory here is consistent 

with Cox and McCubbins (1993, 2007), as it still hinges on the chamber median and the 

majority party median as key players.  However, on immigration, satisfying these key 

players looks a little different, as they routinely “face cross-cutting cleavages that affect 

their core constituencies” (Pearlmutter 1996, p. 337).   As established in both 

Congressional Bill Text as Data: Estimating and Scaling an Immigration Policy Space in 

the Presence of Unstable Left-Right Party Coalitions and The Micro-level: Unskilled-

Labor Demand as a Mechanism for Member-level Expansionist Immigration Reform,53 

immigration policy does not neatly map onto the left-right, liberal-conservative party 

divide.  Therefore, scores like DW-NOMINATE alone are insufficient to capture the 

agenda setting dynamic going on within immigration reform.   

Explaining immigration-related agenda setting, requires the identification of an 

additional relevant dimension that the majority party leadership must consider: the level 

of industry-demand for unskilled labor – a demand that ultimately motivates expansionist 

immigration policy.  Again, this dimension does not look like the left-right continuum 

that Cartel Theory relies upon.  As is evidenced by the scatterplot below, there is hardly a 

 
53 Hereafter, I will refer to these analyses as “The Micro-level” and “Congressional Bill Text as Data,” 

respectively.   
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one-to-one correspondence between DW-NOMINATE scores and the levels of industry-

demand for unskilled labor at the individual level.54  

FIGURE 22: 112TH Congress: DW-Nominate & Industry-Demand Correspondence  

 
 

Without a one-to-one correspondence, the relationship demonstrated above is reason to 

believe that industry-demand for unskilled labor is an independent dimension that is 

relevant to immigration policy.  Failing to include this dimension makes for an 

incomplete immigration-related agenda setting story. 

In sum, the theory advanced suggests individual-level, industry demand dynamics 

affect support for immigration policy, and the results of variation on industry demand at 

aggregate-level increase support for bills to make it onto the agenda.  Varying demand 

for immigrant labor from one Congress to the next affects the ability of immigration 

legislation to come to the floor.   

 
54As in The Micro-level, I employ Acres of Cropland Harvested as a proxy measure of industry-demand.   
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Therefore, I contend that to explain immigration-related agenda setting, we have 

to take into account both dimensions playing into the majority party’s cartelization 

calculus.  Imperatively, in this extension of cartel theory, the chamber median and the 

majority party median must necessarily be tailored to represent industry-demand for 

immigrant labor and the median demand preferences associated.  Being industry-demand 

specific in this policy-domain offers important insights into the incremental changes that 

occur within immigration.   

Moreover, Cox and McCubbins’ (1997, p. 1376) maxim – “the more 

homogeneous the preferences of the majority party's members, the more disposed these 

members will be to delegate substantial institutional powers to their leaders, in order that 

they may more effectively pursue the party's common interest” – can be extended to 

immigration policy to suggest, “the more homogeneous the preferences of the majority 

party’s members on industry-demand, the more disposed these members will be to 

delegate substantial institutional powers to their leaders, in order that they may more 

effectively pursue the party’s common interest – but not only the party’s interest, the 

industry-demanders’ common interest at well.” 

As Cox and McCubbins (2007, p. 100-101) explain, they “start with a simple 

model in which the reelection probability of a typical House member may depend both on 

that member’s characteristics and on the characteristics of the member’s party.”  

Notationally speaking, their model is specified accordingly:  

 
Ri = Ri(ci; 

pi) 
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In this model, “Ri represents the ith legislator’s probability of reelection, ci represents 

the ith legislator’s individual characteristics [e.g, race, sex, voting record], and pi 

represents the ith legislator’s party’s characteristics [e.g., brand/label, output]; moreover, 

“[…] this notation reflects the ‘holy trinity’ of voting research – party, personal 

characteristics, and issues – but collapses the latter two factors into ci” (Cox and 

McCubbins, 2007, p. 101).  In sum, then, the probability of reelection constantly depends 

on individual characteristics and/or the party’s characteristics.   

In the context of immigration policy, however, I am asserting that the pi is moderated 

by what I will refer to as di, where di, represents the ith legislator’s industry-demand 

preferences and alpha (α) denotes, “is proportional to:”   

 
Ri = Ri(ci, pi α 

di) 
 
Here, too, the probability of reelection constantly depends on the individual 

legislator’s characteristics and the party’s characteristics; however, it also includes the 

individual’s industry-demand preferences – a “holy trinity” moderated by labor.  

Therefore, I advance the following hypotheses, which speak to both positive and 

negative agenda control on immigration-related agenda setting: 

Immigration-related Agenda Setting: In general, the higher the preference for the 

expansionist (contractionist) demand for labor, the more (less) likely expansionist 

(contractionist) immigration legislation is to come to the floor 

Immigration-related Agenda Setting Corollary: As the chamber median and 

majority party median increase in expansionist (contractionist) preference, the more (less) 

likely expansionist (contractionist) immigration legislation is to come to the floor.   
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Moving forward, I will explore the characteristics of bills that make it to the floor 

and the circumstances under which they do so.  I will identify these characteristics, 

paying attention to the location of both the chamber median and the majority party 

median on industry demand.  In so doing, I will evaluate whether industry demand plays 

into agenda setting strategies amongst majority party leaders.  To be clear, although the 

theory here advocates for the inclusion of this industry-demand dimension, this is still a 

partisan story – the majority party median remains a member of the majority party, and 

that individual is being scaled on the additional industry-demand dimension as a critical 

actor.   

Data and Methods 

 

 My hypothesis is tested empirically by operationalizing industry-demand with the 

Acres of Cropland Harvested variable from The Micro-level.  Holding all else equal, I 

will attempt to observe whether the variation in industry-demanders (midpoint of the 

chamber median and majority party median on Acres of Cropland Harvested) affected 

when immigration legislation was brought to the House floor for consideration. 

Dependent Variable 

 

 The dependent variable, Consideration Type, is a universe of 1,481 immigration-

related bills from the 101st to 112th Congress,55 where the average number of bills 

introduce per Congress is approximately 123 (ranging from 75 to 173).    

 

 

 

 
55 The time period under investigation here is abridged from The Micro-level analysis, as bill text is only 

readily available for bills post-dating the 100th Congress.   
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FIGURE 23: Number of Bills Introduced by Congress 

 
 

Much like The Micro-level analysis, this dataset is a novel union of two sets of bills from 

two different sources: the Congressional Bills Project and Political Institutions and Public 

Choice (PIPC), both of which code by topic.  From the Congressional Bills Project 

(CBP), topic codes 900 (Immigration – including issues of refugees and citizenship) and 

529 (Labor – migrant and seasonal) were selected; from PIPC, topic codes 400 (Foreign 

Policy-Immigration) and 916 (Agriculture-Farm Labor) were selected.  After tailoring the 

bills by topic, I then coded each bill according to whether it was considered (i.e, whether 

it was brought to the floor for a vote).  

 For CBP bills, this determination was made by investigating the status of bills that 

had either been reported by committee in the House or that had passed the Senate.56  Bills 

that were neither reported by committee in the House nor passed the Senate were 

assumed to not have been considered.  For PIPC bills, I simply used the bills from The 

Micro-level analysis.  These bills were obviously considered, as they achieved a final 

 
56 I used www.congress.gov to do so.   
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passage vote.  PIPC, however, does not code prior to a vote, so only these bills associated 

with a final passage vote could be included.   

 After determining whether each bill was considered, I then established bill polarity 

– the contractionist/expansionist nature of the bills – by collecting the text of each bill 

and running the corpus through Wordfish.57  Dichotomizing Wordfish’s continuous 

dimension, however, required the imposition of a “cut point” (i.e., a point that 

differentiates between the contractionist and expanstionist poles of the dimension).  

Recall, Wordfish is theoretically an unsupervised scaling algorithm.  Nevertheless, there 

is no way to dichotomize the dimension it generates absent hand-coding – it necessarily 

requires some degree of “supervision.”  Therefore, one must – at least – partially hand-

code a subset of a corpus to impose a cut pout.  In the project at hand, I rely on the on the 

Expert hand-coding and the multiple validation efforts undertaken in both Congressional 

Bill Text as Data and The Micro-level as a benchmark for doing so.   

 In those analyses, 76 final passage bills were under observation.  Here, in the 

macro-level analysis, however, the time period under investigation is abridged due to the 

limited availability of bill text pre-dating the 101st Congress.  Therefore, only 41 of the 

original 76 final passage bills remain in this dataset.  These 41 bills, however, serve as 

“the gold standard,” where they are used to establish the new dimension’s cut point by 

way of maximizing their correlation with Wordfish’s placements of the 1,481 bills.     

 The logic here is that if I (the Expert hand-coder) were to hand-code all 1,481 bills, 

then I would arrive at the “truth” – the true cut point that establishes the divide between 

 
57 Here, I simply replicated the data collection process and Wordfish methods found in both Congressional 

Bill Text as Data: Estimating and Scaling an Immigration Policy Space in the Presence of Unstable Left-

Right Party Coalitions and The Micro-level: Unskilled-Labor Demand as a Mechanism for Member-level 

Expansionist Immigration Reform 
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the expansionist and contractionist poles.  However, in the interest of efficiency, I instead 

take the Expertly coded sample of 41 bills from the total population of 1,481 bills, and I 

use it to impose a point estimate – the cut point that best approximates the population cut 

point.58    

 Moreover, this sample of final passage bills is a deliberate non-random sample; it 

is necessarily based on factors other than random chance.  The probably of randomly 

sampling 41 final passage bills from a universe of 1,481 is tantamount to zero.  However, 

the extant literature has cited a distinction between House members’ voting on procedural 

measures and House members’ voting on final passage legislation (Cox & McCubbins 

1993, 2005; Snyder & Groseclose 2000; Ansolabehere et al. 2001; Cox & Poole 2002; 

Roberts & Smith 2003; Jenkens et al. 2005; Lawrence et al. 2006; Roberts 2007; 

Theriault 2008, 2011).  According to Lawrence et al. (2006, p. 41), “although the 

majority party median dictates the floor agenda, legislators vote their sincere policy 

preference on final passage.”  Jessee and Theriault (2011, p. 840) take this a step further 

and argue, “the Members’ partisanship is relatively more important on procedural votes 

and that Members’ constituencies are relatively more important on final passage votes” – 

this importance is largely due to “ constituency visibility.”  In other words, House 

members’ final passage votes are visible; they directly affect constituents, and House 

members are held responsible for these votes come reelection (Canes-Wrone 2002).  

Therefore, if legislation is a reputational signal, and legislation that achieves final passage 

votes is primarily what is under scrutiny by the electorate, then it follows that using the 

final passage bills as a non-random sample is most appropriate for the research at hand.   

 
58 I will discuss the appropriateness of this nonrandom sample in the sections to follow. 
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Furthermore, as for imposing the cut point, I am primarily interested in the way 

theta (ϴ) maps onto the Expert hand-coding – that is, the statistic of interest is the 

correlation between the theta (ϴ) estimate and the dichotomized Expert hand-coding 

values.  Again, the goal of imposing a cut point, is to place it in such a manner so as to 

maximize the correlation relative to the “truth” (i.e., the Expert hand-coding).  In the 

analysis at hand, two potential cut points emerged that would maximize the correlations 

at just under 80%: -0.788 and -0.700; thus, I selected the midpoint of the two: -0.744 (see 

graph below).59   

 

FIGURE 24: Wordfish – Contract/Expand Dimension: Corpus of 1,481 Bills; 41 Expert-

coded bills Colorized to Determine Cut Point and Reflect Correct Codes    

 
 

 
59 The “midpoint method” is akin to Poole (2005) in Spatial Models of Parliamentary Voting. 
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After determining the cut point, I was then able to code bills based on two criteria: 

consideration type and polarity.  Taken together, these criteria generated a trichotomous 

dependent variable: not considered (0), considered contractionist (1), considered 

expansionist (2).   

Key Independent Variables: 

 

 There are three key independent variables: Industry-Demand, Labor, and the 

interaction of the two.  The key independent variable, Industry-Demand, operationalizes 

the policy preferences of two pivotal actors, the chamber median and the majority party 

median (Cox and McCubbins, 1993, 2007), by using Census of Agriculture data as a 

proxy for industry demand. This data is from The Micro-level’s key independent variable, 

industry-demand, which was operationalized as Acres of Cropland Harvested.  Here, 

however, I am locating both the chamber median and majority party median of Acres of 

Cropland Harvested for each Congress, and then determining the midpoint of those two 

actors’ acres – thus, the key players on Industry-Demand. 

 The midpoint of these critical actors is an appropriate measure under the 

assumption that the majority party will only bring to the floor what it is sure to win on, 

and gatekeeping privileges enable the majority-party leadership to block bills that would 

place the chamber median legislator and the majority party median legislator on opposing 

sides of a passing vote – majority rolls (i.e., passing votes that a majority of the majority 

party opposes) are strategically avoided.  Just as in Lawrence, Maltzman and Smith’s 

(2006, p. 36) application of the cartel model, the model here also “assumes that both the 

chamber median and the majority party median support all proposals that are adopted, but 

note that the majority party median has exclusive authority to put proposals on the table.”  
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In sum, the midpoint of these two actors speaks to “when” the majority might bring 

immigration legislation to the floor – when the chamber median and majority party 

median on are on the same side of policy preferences.  The midpoint captures that 

dynamic.       

 Therefore, the expectation is for Industry-Demand to be positive and significant in 

the “Likelihood of Considering Expansionist Bills” model. 60   Theoretically, as Industry-

Demand increases – as the midpoint of the chamber median and majority party median on 

the acres dimensions increases – the more likely those actors are to prefer expansionist 

immigration policy, as opposed to the base outcome of not considering legislation at all.61  

Conversely, in the “Likelihood of Considering Contractionist Bills”62 model, the 

expectation is that Industry-Demand be signed negatively.  As Industry-Demand 

increases, it is less likely that contractionist bills will be considered, relative to 

considering no bills at all.   

 The next key independent variable, Topic Labor, represents the portion of the 

universe of bills coded as “Labor” (0=not labor, 1=labor).  Before breaking into a lengthy 

discussion of the concept’s measurement, it is worthwhile to note that the expectation is 

for Topic Labor to be negatively signed and statistically significant.  The coding process 

(which I will detail momentarily) readily showed that Labor bills are the least likely bills 

to come to the floor, relative to the other types of bills in the dataset: National Security, 

Humanitarian Aid, and Multi.  Therefore, the theoretical expectation is that the likelihood 

of considering a Labor bill, relative to another type of bill – National Security, 

 
60 Hereafter, “Expansionist Bills” model. 
61 This result should hold irrespective of bill topic, too.  Labor bills (which are the focus of this study) 

aside, even expansionist Humanitarian Aid and National Security bills have implications for assuring labor 

needs are met by way of liberalizing alien rights and admissions.   
62 Hereafter, “Contractionist Bills” model. 
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Humanitarian Aid, Multi – should be lower, on the whole (whether expansionist or 

contractionist). 

Topic Labor – Concept Measurement 

 

 As this is a novel universe of bills, it was necessary to subject each bill in the 

dataset to the same sub-topic coding scheme.  To do so, I used the Topic Modeling Tool 

(TMT) by Mallet: http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/topics.php.  According to Mallet, “Topic 

models provide a simple way to analyze large volumes of unlabeled text.  A ‘topic’ 

consists of a cluster of words that frequently occur together.  Using contextual clues, 

topic models can connect words with similar meanings and distinguish between uses of 

words with multiple meanings.” (McCallum, 2002).  In effect, topic modeling is an 

unsupervised clustering process that allows groupings (i.e., topics) to naturally emerge.  

Although topic modeling avoids relying on coders to impose “topics” on a corpus, it still 

requires that researchers impose a predetermined number of topics to be returned by the 

TMT results – that is, topic models disaggregate the documents in a corpus into K topics, 

where the researcher imposes a value for K prior to the analysis.  I elaborate on this 

below.   

 As discussed at length in Congressional Bill Text as Data, the results of 

unsupervised text-based scaling models are hugely dependent upon the pre-processing the 

corpi are subjected to.63  Just as the other corpi throughout this project, the TMT corpus 

here was pre-processed in the manner of Denny and Spirling (2018).  The same list of 

stopwords was also removed.  Recall, stopwords are frequently used terms that convey 

relatively little information (e.g., articles, prepositions).  They can also be words that are 

 
63 See, Congressional Bill Text as Data: Estimating and Scaling an Immigration Policy Space in the 

Presence of Unstable Left-Right Party Coalitions – in particular, “The Corpus” section.   

http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/topics.php
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likely only stylistic in nature, and removing them can improve model fit (Beauchamp, 

2012).  Again, not only were “common English stopwords” removed (a default TMT 

setting), but the same set of corpus-specific stopwords was removed as well: 

TABLE 19: List of Corpus-specific Stopwords: 
act appropriations date introduced sec sub 

add assembled deleted mr secretary subs 

adding attorney designating note section subparagraph 

amended bill effective noted sections subparagraphs 

amending chapter enacted para senate subsection 

amendment cited enactment paragraph shall subsections 

amendments clause end paragraphs short title 

america code general provision stat united 

appropriation committee house redesignating states year 

appropriated congress inserting representatives striking years 

 

 Once the corpus was pre-processed, however, there was still one last step: 

determining the number of desired topics to be returned by the TMT.  In keeping 

consistent with the literature, which suggests there are three enduring issues in 

immigration policy: humanitarian aid, national security and labor (Hunt 2005) – I chose 

three topics to be returned (K=3).  The results, along with the interpretation of the results, 

are below: 
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TABLE 20: Topic Modeling Tool (TMT) Results and Interpretation – Three Topics 

Topic Number 
TMT Generated 

Topic – “Cluster” 

TMT Topic 

Density 

TMT Topic 

Interpretation 

1 

alien immigration status 

nationality permanent 

application immigrant 

aliens child made period 

apply adjustment spouse 

removal residence order 

visa country admitted 

795.6473 “Humanitarian Aid” 

2 

security immigration alien 

homeland law information 

federal enforcement 

program individual aliens 

border person social 

department system 

authorized including 

number services 

452.2412 “National Security” 

3 

employer alien 

employment labor period 

workers worker status 

application nonimmigrant 

provided agricultural job 

provide individual filed 

petition nationality 

required immigration 

233.1115 “Labor” 

Total  
1,481 (# of bills in 

corpus) 
 

  

Remarkably, the topics – the clusters of words that frequently occur together – are wholly 

consistent with the literature’s three enduring issues in immigration policy (see table 

above).  Naturally, a concern with unsupervised methods like topic modeling, is that the 

researcher is forced to interpret results (i.e., dimensions), which may or may not be 

meaningful.  Here, however, these topics are dead ringers for my expectations, a priori.64   

 Moreover, the abovementioned table’s “TMT Topic Density” can be understood 

accordingly: the total probability density captured by the model is equal to the number of 

bills in the corpus; in the corpus at hand, that is 1,481.  TMT Topic Density is the 

probability density captured by teach topic relative to the entire corpus.  In the table 

 
64 Interestingly, when running a different number of topics – say, 10 for the sake of example, some topics 

were repetitive.  They were unnecessarily disaggregated from what could have been a more parsimonious 

subset of topics   
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above, then, this means that the interpreted “Humanitarian Aid” topic explains nearly 796 

bills, thus suggesting it is most probable that “Humanitarian Aid” bills come to the floor 

in this period.  Similarly, the interpreted “National Security” topic explains roughly 452 

bills, while the interpreted “Labor” topic explains about 233 bills.  National Security bills 

have a greater probability of coming to the floor than Labor bills. 

 Furthermore, the “Sum of Density” (which is reflected in the table below) is simply 

the probability of any bill loading onto all topics jointly, which is always 1.  However, 

each topic varies in terms of the amount it explains (its density) of each bill – that is, 

topic modeling not only allows multiple topics to emerge within one bill, but it also 

parses out each topic’s density relative to each bill.  Consider the following examples:  

TABLE 21: Examples of Varying Topic Density Relative to Individual Bills – Strong 

Density 

Bill Number “Humanitarian 

Aid” Density 

“National 

Security” 

Density 

“Labor” 

Density 

Sum of 

Density (i.e., 

Probability) 
102_HR_1092 0.084985 0.911740 0.003274 1 

107_HR_1713 0.991371 0.0061194 0.002509 1 

112_HR_3443 0.023013 0.030699 0.946288 1 

 

 In the table above, 102_H.R_1092 amends title 10 of the United States Code, to 

authorize the Secretary of Defense to assign Department of Defense personnel to assist 

the Immigration and Naturalization Service and the United States Customs Service to 

perform their border protection functions.  As this is about border security, it comes as no 

surprise that this bill maps onto the “National Security” topic at over 91%.   

 The bill,107_HR_1713, is listed next on the table; it nearly perfectly maps onto the 

“Humanitarian Aid” topic, as it makes it easier of immigrants to stay in the United States.  

It amends the Immigration and Nationality Act to restore the scope of eligibility for 

adjustment of status.  In other words, it removes certain limitations on eligibility for the 
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adjustment of status to “alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence.”   

 Finally, 112_HR_3223, a bill titled, “Better Agriculture Resources Now (BARN) 

Act,” maps onto the “Labor” topic at nearly 95%.  This, too, is no surprise, as the bill 

intended to reform the H-2A program for nonimmigrant agricultural workers.  These 

examples, however, are the ideal.  It is not always the case that a bill maps onto a single 

topic with such high density.   

TABLE 22: Examples of Varying Topic Density Relative to Individual Bills – Mixed 

Density 

Bill Number “Humanitarian 

Aid” Density 

“National 

Security” 

Density 

“Labor” 

Density 

Sum of 

Density 

104_HR_4335 0.513714 0.304231 0.182054 1 

105_S_1178 0.310919 0.290762 0.398319 1 

108_HR_4052 0.245125 0.230541 0.524334 1 

 

 Consider the table above – here, the density of topics loading onto bills is more 

mixed than in the previous table.  For example, 104_HR_4335, maps most heavily onto 

the “Humanitarian Aid” topic, however it also maps onto the “National Security” and 

“Labor” topics, too.  This bill had several objectives: to amend the Immigration and 

Nationality Act, the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 

1996, and the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996, and 

to modify provisions of law relating to public assistance and benefits for aliens.  Based on 

this short summary alone, the bill was obviously quite multipurpose.  

 Such is the also case for 105_S_1178 – a somewhat bifurcated bill.  On one hand, it 

aimed to amend the Immigration and Nationality Act to modify and extend the visa 

waiver pilot program, but on the other hand, it also wanted to provide for the collection of 

data with respect to the number of nonimmigrants who remained in the United States 

after the expiration of the period of stay authorized (by the Attorney General) – a 
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combination of Humanitarian Aid-, National Security- and Labor-related goals.   

 Lastly, 108_HR_4052 follows a similar pattern compared to 105_S_1178.  This bill 

sought to simultaneously increase the number of aliens who may receive certain 

nonimmigrant status during fiscal year 2004, but it also required that the Secretary of 

Homeland Security report data on the number of H-2B visa overstays to the Committees 

on the Judiciary.  Yet again, another multipurpose bill.   

 In sum, not all bills were “clear cut” topically – especially bills like the ones just 

discussed.  Therefore, if a bill mapped onto one of the topics with a minimum density of 

0.6, it received that specific topic coding – either “Labor,” “Humanitarian Aid,” or 

“National Security.”  If a bill mapped onto any one topic at less than 0.6, it became coded 

as “Multi,” suggesting that two or more topics were explaining the content of the bill.  

Below is a table that reflects the topics based on color-coding: Humanitarian Aid is red, 

Labor is green, National Security is blue, and Multi is gray. 
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FIGURE 26: Wordfish – Contract/Expand Dimension: Corpus of 1,481 Bills with Cut 

Point; Colorized to Reflect Topic Codes at Minimum Density of 0.6  

 
With the requirement that a bill map onto a topic with minimum density of 0.06, the 

distribution of bills is as follows:  

TABLE 23: Distribution of Bills Based on Topis 

Topic Humanitarian Aid National Security Labor Multi 

Number of 

Bills 

635 476 194 176 

 

 Again, Humanitarian Aid bills remain the most numerous, followed by National 

Security, Labor, and Multi.  In the Topic Labor variable at hand, however, I am obviously 

only interested in the bills coded as, “Labor;” and, the coding evidence here suggests 

Labor bills are among the least likely to come to the floor.  Therefore, the theoretical 

expectation is that the likelihood of considering a Labor bill, relative to another type of 

bill – National Security, Humanitarian Aid, Multi – should be lower, on the whole 
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(whether expansionist or contractionist).   

 Furthermore, Labor bills, and even labor provisions within bills, are often at the 

heart of contention in Congress.  Consider Bush’s reelection year in 2004 – he made a 

new guestworker program the cornerstone of his immigration reform initiative.  Some of 

the harshest criticisms, however, came from conservative Republicans within his own 

party.  For example, “Representative Tom Tancredo (R-CO) made cracking down on 

unauthorized immigration his signature issue, and he chided Bush for rewarding people 

who break the law;” [furthermore], Elton Gallegly (R-CA) mocked the White House for 

becoming “the Mexican Department of Social Services” –  in short, he was accused of 

“Hispandering” (Tichenor, 2016, p. 257).  Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that 

expansionist labor bills are even more unlikely to come to the floor than contractionist 

labor bills.    

Key Independent Variables Continued: The Interaction 

  

 In addition to the constitutive terms, Industry-Demand and Topic Labor, there is a 

final key independent variable that represents the interaction of the two: Industry-

Demand x Topic Labor.  Per the theory outlined in the previous section, this variable 

represents the interaction of the pivotal actors on the industry-demand dimension (acres) 

and Labor bills, where Labor bills are moderating the agenda setting behavior of said 

actors. 

 Naturally, the expectation is for the interaction to be positive signed statistically 

significant in the Expansionist Bills model, while being negative and statistically 

significant in the Contractionist Bills model.  As I have argued in the immigration 

extension of Cox and McCubbins’ (1997, p. 1376) maxim: “the more homogeneous the 
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preferences of the majority party’s members on industry-demand, the more disposed 

these members will be to delegate substantial institutional powers to their leaders, in 

order that they may more effectively pursue the party’s common interest.”  As Industry-

Demand increases, there should theoretically be a vested interest in expansionist Labor 

bills – contractionist Labor bills are counterintuitive to the desired agenda.  

Control Variables: 

 

 Outside the key independent variables, I control for other important determinants of 

agenda setting as well – that is, what generally sets the stage for considering a bill, and 

what increases the likelihood that a bill will be selected and when: majority party, bill 

introducer (committee chair), public opinion, issue salience, complexity of legislation 

(bill length), and days to election.  

 Majority and Chair are indicators of agenda setting power, measured in terms of the 

individual introducing the bill.  Majority represents whether the member introducing the 

bill was from the majority party at the time of the bill’s introduction (coded: not majority 

party member at the time of introduction[0], majority party member at the time of 

introduction [1]).  As discussed earlier, partisan theories contend that parties themselves 

compete in mass elections by developing brand names.  These brand names, of course, 

depend on the party’s legislative record – legislation is a reputational signal.  According 

to Cox and McCubbins (1993, p. 120), “the legislative record has a noticeable impact on 

the reelection of probabilities of their members.”  Members need to deliver bills, and the 

bills need to indicate that the members are capable of governing.  The majority party has 

a great deal at stake (especially relative to the minority party) – reputation, seats, 

institutional advantage – in a word, power.  Therefore, members are not going to bring 
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something the floor that they are going to lose on.  Majority captures part of this 

relationship. 

 Chair captures an analogous determinant of agenda setting power: the procedural 

cartel; Chair represents whether the member introducing the bill was a chair of any 

committee to which the bill was referred (coded: not a char of any committee to which 

the bill was referred [0], member of a committee to which the bill was referred [1]) – 

chairs, of course, are also necessarily part of the majority party.  Therefore, Chair speaks 

directly to the idea that the procedural cartel organizes the institution by way of 

rulemaking and committee assignments, both of which are conditions that ultimately 

produce favorable outcomes for majority party members.   

 As Cox and McCubbins (2007, p. 227) argue, certain “gates” are controlled by the 

majority party leadership:  

Chairs are interested in passing bills; other things being equal, bills that have no chance 

are less attractive than those that do. Thus, committee chairs will anticipate not only what 

can pass muster in their committees, but also what can get a favorable rule from the Rules 

Committee, what is likely to be scheduled by the Speaker, and what will ultimately pass 

on the floor.  

 

This is consistent with Aldrich and Rhode (2000), who have found that party leadership 

stacks the most important committees with party loyalists; it is also consistent with 

Jenkins, Crespin and Carson (2005), who have found that procedural party influence is 

almost exclusively the domain of the majority party.  Therefore, Chair is intended to 

capture these effects.  Both Majority and Chair are expected to be are expected to be 

positive and statistically significant.   

 I then look to the public policy literature’s determinants of agenda setting.  I 

include Public Opinion and Issue Salience to account for the effect of prominent media 

attention on the weight the public gives to certain issues – that is, the extant literature’s 
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findings on the correlation between the public’s issue-based concerns and Congress’ 

ability to tend to those concerns.  The Public Opinion data are from the Comparative 

Agendas Project (CAP), and the variable measures the proportion of responses coded as 

“immigration” to Gallup's Most Important Problem question.  These CAP data are 

aggregated at the annual level and each entry is coded by CAP and U.S. Policy Agendas 

major topics (900=immigration).  Therefore, I take the weighted average of the two years 

in each Congress.   

 The Issue Salience data are also from the Comparative Agendas Project (CAP).  

This CAP variable represents a systematic random sample of the New York Times Index.  

The sample includes the first entry on every odd-numbered page of the Index.  Each entry 

is coded by CAP and U.S. Policy Agendas major topics (900=immigration).  In 

particular, this variable measures the proportion of the index coded as “immigration.”    

 Consistent with Baumgartner and Jones’ (1995) agenda setting theory – where the 

public perceives issues that receive the most media coverage to be those of greatest 

importance – Jones and Baumgartner (2004, p. 20) find “impressive congruence between 

the priorities of the public and the priorities of Congress across time.”  Said differently, 

public attention indicates congressional priorities.   Dunaway, Branton and Abrajano 

(2010) further find that amplified media coverage of immigration leads to a heightened 

perception among the public that immigration is an MIP.  Therefore, Public Opinion and 

Issue Salience are intended to capture these effects; they are expected to be positive and 

statistically significant.   

 As for the Congressional bills themselves, scholars have long operationalized the 

complexity and significance of legislation in a variety of ways: number of words 
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(including the average length of those words and their distribution), page length of bills, 

classifications of import by informed observers, length of coverage in Congressional 

Quarterly (Katz and Bommarito, 2014; Howell, Adler, Cameron and Riemann, 2000; 

Mayhew 2005; Baumgartner and Jones, 2003).  Here, however, I take a slightly more 

nuanced approach, using Bill Length as a proxy measure for the complexity of legislation.  

Bill Length is conveniently measured via the alpha (α) values generated by Wordfish for 

each bill in the corpus.  The alpha (α) values are obtained by taking the logged ratio of 

the mean word count of each Congressional bill, relative to the first bill in the dataset.65  

The intuition here is that the longer the bills – the greater their alpha (α) values – the 

greater their complexity and seriousness (i.e., the more far reaching they are); thus, the 

more likely they are to be considered.  Bill Length, therefore, is expected to be positive 

and statistically significant.   

Controls Continued: Time-Dependent Legislative Behavior 

 

 In the manner of the time-dependent legislative behavior literature, (Lindstadt and 

Vander Wielen 2011; Lindstadt, Slapin and Vander Wielen 2011; Lindstadt and Vander 

Wielen 2014; Arceneaux, Johnson, Lindstadt, and Vander Wielen 2015; Rowlands and 

Vander Wielen 2019), and in keeping consistent with The Micro-level, I include the cubic 

polynomial of duration to election (Days2Election, Days2Election_2 and 

Days2Election_3) to provide flexibility in estimating the effect of time to election on the 

majority party leadership’s ability to set the agenda on immigration reform.  Simply put, 

the higher (lower) the value, the greater (fewer) the number of days until an upcoming 

election.   

 
65 The starting values are set relative to the first bill because this Congressional bill fixed effect is set to zero 

during the estimation in order to identify the model (Proksch and Slapin 2009). 
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 Both parties and their attendant legislators must strike a balance between macro-

level and micro-level goals.  As Lindstadt and Vander Wielen (2014, p. 767-768) have 

found “majority parties are decreasingly likely to schedule divisive votes as elections 

approach, which suggests that House majority party leaders respond to their members’ 

electoral pressures by adjusting the agenda accordingly;” moreover, “these findings point 

to an agenda setting strategy in which majorities seek to maximize collective gains when 

member-level electoral constraints are low (when elections are distant) and promote 

members’ electoral fortunes when constraints are comparatively high (when elections are 

near).”  In the context at hand, “divisive votes” are likely to be those related to 

expansionist immigration policy.  Therefore, expansionist immigration bills are more 

likely to be brought to the floor the further away and election is.   

Results 

 

 I model each bill’s likelihood of being considered, as a function of the industry-

demand preferences (operationalized as acres of cropland harvested) of two pivotal 

actors: the chamber median and the majority party median.  If my hypothesis is correct, I 

expect to find that as the chamber median and majority party median increase in 

expansionist (contractionist) preference, the likelihood of expansionist (contractionist) 

immigration legislation coming to the floor will increase as well.  

Below are the results of a multinomial logit model with a trichotomous dependent 

variable (DV), coded: not considered (0), considered contractionist (1), considered 

expansionist (2).  Not considered (0) is the base outcome.   
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TABLE 24: Multinomial Logistic Regression: Likelihood of Bill Consideration by 

Consideration Type 

  
     Likelihood of Considering   Likelihood of Considering  

     Contractionist Bills (1)    Expansionist Bills (2) 

 

Key Independent Variables 

Industry-Demand Coalition   71.823     124.685** 

      (115.594)    (60.380) 

Topic Labor     1.008     -1.258 

      (2.017)    (2.259) 

Industry-Demand Coalition x 

Topic Labor     -55.629    44.780 

      (254.715) (255.671) 

Control Variables 

Majority     1.951* **    1.090* **   

      (0.775)    (0.284) 

Chair      1.866* **    1.342*** 

      (0.634)    (0.485) 

Public Opinion     31.057     39.923*** 

      (26.229)    (16.367) 

Issue Salience    -262.300    -595.376*** 

      (247.760)    (141.194) 

Bill Length     0.378* * 0.089 

      (0.172)    (0.108) 

Time-Dependent Legislative Behavior 

Days2Election    0.029*     -0.002 

      (0.001)     (0.010) 

Days2Election_2    -0.000*    6.88e-06 

      (0.001)                                             (0.000) 

Days2Eletion_3    6.94e-08*    -1.68e-09 

      (4.81e-08)    (2.35e-08) 

Constant     -8.202***    -3.588*** 

      (2.271)    (1.011) 

 

Consideration Type=”Not Considered” is the base outcome (0) 

 Standard errors in parentheses; Statistical Significance: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

 

Key Independent Variables: 

 

Importantly, in the Expansionist Bills model, I find that as the Industry-Demand 

increases, the likelihood of considering expansionist legislation (relative to not 

considering legislation) also increases.  With a p-value of 0.39 (confidence intervals set 

to 95%, two-tailed hypothesis testing), the likelihood that the null is true is extremely 

low; therefore, I am able to reject the null hypothesis, because the pattern exhibited is 
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very unlikely the result of random spatial processes.  In the Contractionist Bills model, 

however, Industry-Demand fails to achieve statistical significance. 

Nevertheless, to make the Industry-Demand findings substantively interpretable 

in the Expansionist Bills model, I generate predicted probabilities and 95% confidence 

intervals to further unpack how varying levels of Industry-Demand translate into the 

propensity to consider expansionist immigration reform.  In the process, I hold most other 

variables at their mean, except for Topic Labor (dummy variable), which is held at 1.  I 

find that at the lowest level of Industry-Demand (i.e., minimum), the probability of 

considering expansionist immigration legislation is 0.015%, while at the highest level 

(i.e., maximum) the probability of considering expansionist legislation is at 0.029%.  

Therefore, the probability of considering expansionist legislation nearly doubles, 

increasing 1.4% between chambers with the lowest and highest Industry-Demand.  

Furthermore, as the confidence intervals associated with these probabilities do not 

overlap, it is likely the case that these findings are significant at an even greater threshold 

(99%).   

In sum, this implies support for the notion individual-level dynamics affect 

support for immigration policy and the results of variation at aggregate-level increase 

support for bills to make it onto the agenda.  Varying demand for immigrant labor from 

one Congress to the next affects the ability of immigration legislation to come to the 

floor.  Therefore, the higher the preference for the expansionist (contractionist) demand 

for labor, the more (less) likely expansionist (contractionist) immigration legislation is to 

come to the floor.  As the midpoint of the chamber median and majority party median 
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increase in expansionist (contractionist) preference, the more (less) likely expansionist 

(contractionist) immigration legislation is to come to the floor.  

Industry-Demand aside, the Topic Labor finding is inconsistent with expectations; 

the variable fails to achieve statistical significance in both the Expansionist and 

Contractionist Bills models.    Not dissimilarly, and disappointingly, the interaction of 

Industry-Demand Coalition and Labor – the modeled supposition that the Industry-

Demand is moderated, or somehow impacted, by Labor bills – also fails to achieve 

statistical significance in both models.  

Recall, the follow equation, as adapted from Cox and McCubbins (2007): 

 

Ri = Ri(ci, pi α 

di) 
 

In the context of immigration policy, I have asserted that pi is moderated by di, where 

di, represents the ith legislator’s industry-demand preferences.  Just as in Cox and 

McCubbins’ (2007) model, the probability of reelection constantly depends on the 

individual legislator’s characteristics and the party’s characteristics.  In the analysis at 

hand, I have found support for including individual-level industry-demand preferences.  

However, I have found less support for the assertion that as Industry-Demand increases, 

there should be a vested interest in expansionist Labor bills – the “holy trinity” is not 

quite moderated by labor in the way it was anticipated.   

Other Controls: 

 

 The other determinants of agenda setting power largely behave as expected.  

Majority is positively signed and statistically significant in both models.  The likelihood 

of contractionist legislation being considered is higher when introduced by a majority 
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party member (relative to a minority party member); evidence supports this for 

expansionist legislation as well.  Therefore, a majority party member is more likely to 

bring expansionist/contractionist bills to the floor (as it sees fit), rather than a minority 

party member. 

 Unsurprisingly, Chair, too, is positively signed and statistically significant in both 

models.  If a member introducing legislation is the chair of a committee to which the bill 

was referred, that increases the likelihood that expansionist/contractionist legislation will 

be considered.  In conjunction, this suggests that it is the prerogative of the Majority to 

cartelize the agenda, and stack committees with loyalists, as it sees fit – it is a procedural 

cartel.   

 The relationship between Public Opinion and Issue Salience is somewhat different 

than anticipated, but it is not without a plausible explanation.  Notably, Public Opinion 

and Issue Salience only achieve statistical significance in the Expansionist Bills model.  

In that model, Public Opinion is positively signed (as expected), while Issue Salience is 

negatively signed – and unexpectedly so.  These results indicate that as public opinion 

increasingly suggests immigration is the “Most Important Problem” facing the nation, the 

likelihood of expansionist legislation being considered increases.   

 However, Issue Salience indicates that as the salience of immigration increases, the 

likelihood of considering expansionist legislation decreases.  When salience is high, then, 

it appears members might default to “no consideration” as a safer option for agenda 

setting than the more extreme – and potentially electorally costly – expansionist policy.  

Again, this effect is only significant in the Expansionist model. 

 As for Bill Length, it is only significant in the Contractionist Bills model, and it is 
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signed positively.  Therefore, this suggests that as a bill increases in complexity 

(operationalized by bill length), the likelihood of considering contractionist legislation 

(relative to considering no legislation) also increases.   

Controls Continued: Time-Dependent Legislative Behavior 

 

 Moreover, the cubic polynomial of Days2Election does not achieve significance in 

the Expansionist Bills model.  It does, however, achieve significance at p-value of 0.1 in 

the Contractionist Bills model.  Interestingly, there is a general pattern of decreased 

likelihood of considering contractionist legislation (relative to considering no legislation).  

More specifically, the likelihood of considering contractionist legislation decreases 

immediately after an election, then increases throughout the midpoint of the election 

cycle, and then again decreases with the approaching Election Day.  Arguably, these 

findings could “point to an agenda setting strategy in which majorities seek to maximize 

collective gains when member-level electoral constraints are low (when elections are 

distant) and promote members’ electoral fortunes when constraints are comparatively 

high (when elections are near)” (Lindstadt and Vander Wielen (2014, p. 768). 

 

Discussion 

 

 The work done to this point has endeavored to unpack the determinants of 

immigration-related agenda setting.  As I have argued – alongside Lawrence, Maltzman 

and Smith (2006, p. 59) to some extent – the literature on legislative organization and 

agenda setting “suffer[s] from indirect and perhaps overgeneralized measures of 

preferences.”  Here, I have asserted that partisan theories, and particularly the Cartel 

Theory, is best suited to explain this phenomenon.  However, other theories have not 

been tested here.  Future work, then, might continue to unpack both Distributional Theory 
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and Informational Theory.  Both theories propose different operational players: 

Distributional Theory says it is the parent committee; Informational Theory says it is the 

chamber media.   

What about the other theories? 

 

To elaborate, Distributional Theory is about what parent committees forward to 

the floor/keep off the floor—in other words, committee gatekeeping.  Much can be 

learned about these bills based on the composition of relevant committees, as these 

committees are the operational actors in this theory.  Weingast and Marshall (1988) 

would say that legislators bid for seats on committees associated with rights to policy 

areas that are valuable for their reelection; Shepsle and Weingast (1987) would say that 

these committees have an ex post veto power, where committees are able to maintain 

their dominance as veto groups and primary policy proposers in their jurisdictions.  

Therefore, rank and file members are rational actors who are not going to vote for bills 

that will get defeated by the committee’s ex post veto power. 

Given what we know from The Micro-level, and if Distributional Theory were 

true, we would expect to see relevant committees comprised of preference outliers: for 

example, House members who have a high industry demand and are interested in 

expanding immigration reform for purposes of seeking reelection.  But, as Maltzman 

(1997) would say, preference outliers are not unidirectional—these outliers could also be 

contractionists.  If Distributional Theory is the correct theory, then, we would only see 

bills come to the floor that are widely supported by the committee, but then we need to 

know what the composition of the committee looks like.  If expansionist committee, then 

expansionist immigration legislation, but that does not mean contractionist immigration 
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legislation is not proposed.  And if the committee is divided, then no legislation will 

come forward/only legislation supported by majority coalition.  In short, by this account, 

parent committees are solely responsible for structuring the agenda, and understanding 

the distribution of preferences in committee (and changes in those preferences) will help 

us to understand what legislation makes it to the House floor.   

Informational Theory, on the other hand, suggests that parties do not matter, and 

policy outcomes are dictated by the chamber median, as the chamber median is the 

operational player in this story.  In short, bills must still be approved by a majority of 

both the House and Senate.  Therefore, committees are representative of the chamber and 

producers of majority preferred policies, where committee members have an 

informational advantage as specialists within committee jurisdiction.  The notion is that 

these specialists can mitigate the uncertainty between policy proposal and policy 

outcome; they are able to resolve intercameral differences, promote compromise, and 

prevent intercameral bargaining failure 

Given what we know from The Micro-level, and if Informational Theory were 

true, we would expect that bill sponsors (informationally advantaged committee 

members) would only bring forward what is consistent with the median legislator—the 

floor median (again, the operational player).  Therefore, as immigration reform bills get 

closer to the floor’s ideal point, we would expect them to pass.  Furthermore, stability in 

the location of the median member across time should correspondingly yield stability in 

the nature of the immigration agenda. Because committees are representative of the 

chamber, they are not going to pull immigration policy away from the chamber median.  
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The key players in these theories could easily be operationalized based on much 

of the work done here already.  Nevertheless, it is likely that Cartel Theory will still wield 

much of the explanatory bite.   

But what about the bills? 

 

 Moreover, future work might also consider the composition of the labor bills that 

come to the floor for consideration, relative to those that are considered for final passage 

– what apparent differences exist?  The Micro-level did not initially employ topic 

modeling, however, a quick look at the topically coded corpus of 1,481 bills, as compared 

to the topically coded corpus of 76 final passage votes, raises the following question (see 

figures 26 and 27 below): Do only expansionist labor bills achieve a final passage vote?  

The literature’s assertion that National Security bills are largely contractionist, while 

Humanitarian Aid bills are largely expansionist holds true – as does the assertion that 

Labor bills are mixed in polarity. But are contractionist Labor bills only brought to the 

floor for purposes of credit claiming and posturing?  Content analysis could prove 

especially insightful here.     
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FIGURE 26: Wordfish – Contract/Expand Dimension: Corpus of 1,481 Bills with Cut 

Point; Colorized to Reflect Topic Codes at Minimum Density of 0.6  

 
 
 

FIGURE 27: Wordfish – Contract/Expand Dimension: Corpus of 76 Final Passage Bills; 

Colorized to Reflect Topic Codes at Minimum Density of 0.6   
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Conclusion 

 

 In totality, this dissertation has explored the decision-making processes of House 

members on immigration reform, both individually (micro-level) and collectively (macro-

level).  Before being able to explore those decision-making processes, however, I had to 

create an immigration policy dimension; I had to distill where these actors were in the 

immigration policy space.  Where aggregated studies have the convenience of using 

scores like DW-Nominate, immigration policy does not afford that option – immigration 

policy does not neatly map onto the left-right, liberal-conservative divide.   

 To construct this dimension, then, I novelly employed Wordfish to collapse corpi of 

multidimensional immigration bills into a unidiemnsional space: contract/expand.  

Studies of legislative behavior routinely document the fundamental differences between 

unidimensional and multidimensional spcaes, where the former readily identifies pivotal 

acros and outcomes can be predicted with great precision (Roberts, Smith and 

Haptonstahl, 2016).  The dichotomization of the unidimensional space was made possible 

by the multiple problem-specific validation efforts (hand-coding) that allowed me to 

impose a cut point.  However, it is imperative to note that the results here are heavily 

subject to the assumptions baked into, and the robustness of, that cut point.   

 Furthermore, in the paper at hand, I used a sample of 76 final passage bills from the 

total populatoin (universe) of 1,481 bills to impose a point estimate – a cut point that best 

approximates the “true” population cut point.  As I have argued, final passage bills are an 

appropriate non-random sample, as the votes on these bills reflect sincere preference.  As 

Cox and McCubbins (2007, p.100) contend, “the possible goals of rational legislators are 

many, including reelection, internal advancement, ‘good’ policy, social prestige, and 
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advancement in the hierarchy of political offices.”  By using final passage votes to 

determine a cut point, I have necessarily upweighted the value of final passage votes in 

“reputational signaling.”  Necessarily, “a majority party’s record of legislative 

achievement also affects the credit-claiming advantages enjoyed by its individual 

members,” and “most bills that actually pass are pushed primarily by majority-party 

members” (Cox and McCubbins, 2007, p.6).  Why did the bill come to the floor?  To get 

to the other side – to pass.  Final passage votes create the cleanest examples of 

contractionist and expansionist legislation, under the assumption that they are the ideal 

“reputational signal.”     

 After imposing this cut point, I was able to assess the extent to which the 

individual-level dynamics of legislative behavior on immigration reform affect macro-

level dynamics on immigration reform.  In The Micro-level I disentangled the forces that 

shape individual members’ decisions on bills proposing the expansion/contraction of 

immigration rights, while paying particular attention to the agriculture industry – the 

industry that employs the greatest number of undocumented immigrants (as compared to 

other industries).  Consistent with the literature, I found that these forces make political 

parties unstable coalitions in immigration policy.  In The Macro-level, I further examined 

the consequences of these individual-level forces on agenda setting.  Since majority party 

leaders have a vested interest in passing bills with broad majority party support, 

significant constraints are placed on the types of bills eligible for floor consideration.  

While I found support for my hypotheses – the higher the preference for the expansionist 

(contractionist) demand for labor, the more (less) likely expansionist (contractionist) 

immigration legislation is to come to the floor; and, more specifically, as the chamber 
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median and majority party median increase in expansionist (contractionist) preference, 

the more (less) likely expansionist (contractionist) immigration legislation is to come to 

the floor – I found less support for my theoretical proposition that Labor bills moderate 

the behavior of the Industry-Demand Coalition.  That is, perhaps Labor explains less of 

the dynamics of immigration reform that originally thought.     

 As Luis Gutierrez (D-IA-4) once said on the House floor, however, “Mr. Speaker, 

our Nation depends on immigrants’ labor, and I hope we can create an immigration 

system as dependable as they are” – more work remains to be done here to assess the 

dependability of my results. 
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